
20 December 2019 

Via E-filing 

Mr. Patrick Wruck 
Commission Secretary 
BC Utilities Commission 
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3 

Dear Mr. Wruck: 

Re: British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC, Commission)  
Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (Creative Energy) 
Application for Interim Heating Rates for the Heating Thermal Energy System (TES) at 
the Vancouver House Development (Application) 

Creative Energy writes to file its responses to BCUC IR No. 1 in the above noted proceeding. 

Creative Energy files separately the confidential attachment to its response to BCUC IR 4.9, which is the 
Low Carbon Screening Study prepared for Creative Energy by the Integral Group and which includes 
review of the relocation of the containerized boiler plant. Release of this study would harm Creative 
Energy’s competitive position with respect to matters addressed in the report.  While there is no public 
interest served in relation to the specific matters under review in the current Application for this study 
to be placed on the record of this proceeding, Creative Energy files it confidentially at this time for the 
Commission’s information.   

Creative Energy has not at this time filed responses to BCUC IRs 6.1 and 6.2. As related to the discussion 
that follows below, Creative Energy seeks to summarize at one time for the Commission’s review and 
approval of final rates for the Heating TES a final detailed accounting and verification of the costs of 
Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Heating TES when the system is complete. That summary will include a 
reconciliation and detailed variance explanations between budget and actuals over the project duration, 
from the Stream A to the Stream B CPCN Application and approvals, through to project completion.  
Creative Energy notes that the total capital cost of the Heating TES as reviewed in the CPCN proceeding 
was approximately $3.39 million, which is very close in range to the total capital cost put forward in this 
Application of $3.49 million, which was updated for forecast completion costs, and which supported 
Commission approval of the interim rates under Order G-260-19.  

Through its review and response to BCUC IR No.1, Creative Energy considers that it may be beneficial to 
clarify the approvals it is requesting of the Commission at this time in relation to rates for heating 
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services provided by the South Downtown Heating TES, and the approvals that need to be deferred for 
future consideration by the Commission. 

The approvals for future consideration must be deferred at this time because the information and 
determinations required do not currently exist. It is hoped that this clarity will put into the correct 
context and reference the responses to a number of the attached IRs. 

Through its Application (Exhibit B-1) and as set out in its cover letter and draft order at Exhibit B-1-1 in 
this proceeding, Creative Energy requests:  

1. Permanent approval of a rate design, consisting of:

a. a Variable Charge in $/MWh to be calculated each month equal to total monthly
fuel costs of the TES for natural gas and electricity (in $) divided by the total
metered energy supplied by the TES to the customers during the month (in MWh);

b. a levelized Capacity Charge in $/kW per month calculated to enable recovery of the
remainder of the forecast revenue requirement to be recovered in the year;

c. a  Revenue Deficiency Deferral Account (RDDA) to record annual revenue
deficiencies or surpluses resulting from the difference between forecast annual
revenue at the approved rates and the approved annual cost of service;

2. Interim approval, effective November 1, 2019, of a Capacity Charge of
$11.80/kW/month and a Variable Charge ($/MWh) to flow-through the actual fuel costs
to operate the TES;

3. Permanent approval of the RDDA to remain in effect until the balance of the account is
reduced to zero; and

4. Interim approval of the associated terms and conditions of service as set out in the
Customer Service Agreement (CSA).

Commission Order G-260-19 approved on an interim and refundable basis items 2) and 4), excepting 
that the item 4) approval excludes approval of the Assignment provision included in section 3 of the 
CSA.  Order G-260-19 approved item 3), the establishment of an RDDA, as proposed in the Application. 
Final amounts to record to the RDDA for approval by the Commission will be contingent on final revenue 
requirements and rates being determined. 

Approval of final rates for the Heating TES at this time remains contingent on all of the following: 

• Permanent approval of items 1)a. and 1)b., above, the Variable Charge and levelized
Capacity Charge components of the rate design;

• Completion of the Heating TES at Buildings 3 and 4 in 2020, when final costs of the
system will be known and properly accounted for the purpose of their inclusion in and
recovery through rates over a multi-year period (the latter intent as noted further
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below); 

• Allowance for the review of final costs of the Heating TES in 2020 as contemplated by
BCUC IRs 6.1 and 6.2, and Order C-1-19;

• A Commission decision into Creative Energy’s request for approval to apply a modified
2-factor Massachusetts formula as included in its 2020 Revenue Requirements
Application for the Core and NEFC systems (noting that applicable allocations across all
Creative Energy projects must use the same formula). That decision may not be
expected until mid-2020 at the earliest;  and

• Further application by Creative Energy for multi-year permanent rates for the period
2020-2023 when the matters above are resolved and complete, and prior to any
applicable impact on rates from a relocation of the temporary boiler plant.

In addition to the above and as noted in responses to the attached IRs, Creative Energy has not formally 
and directly started its engagement with the City of Vancouver or private landowners in connection with 
options for relocating the temporary boiler plant. A separate application will be submitted in due course 
(likely in 2021 or 2022) for a CPCN to relocate the temporary boiler plant once those plans are 
developed. Then, the next RRA in relation to the South Downtown Heating TES would follow such CPCN 
approval and be in relation to a 2024 test period and beyond. 

Following its approval of interim rates, the Commission established a regulatory timetable for the review 
of the Application by Order G-264-19, including Commission and Intervener IR No. 1. The majority of the 
enclosed IRs relate to matters that cannot be advanced until the above listed items are first resolved.  
That is, the intended outcome in relation to many of the IRs that do not concern the proposed rate 
design is unclear to Creative Energy at this time given the items listed above that must be resolved prior 
to the Commission considering final Heating TES rates for any of 2020 to 2023.  

As noted in Exhibit B-1-1, while Creative Energy sought regulatory efficiency to coordinate review and 
approval of the proposed rate design for the Heating TES with the expected future review, it noted that 
it was prepared to support a process for the Commission to review and approve the rate design in 
advance of final costs of the Heating TES being known and in advance of consideration of final rates. 
Creative Energy confirms that it continues to support the process for review of its proposed rate design 
in advance of the approvals for future consideration that need to be deferred at this time.  

For further information, please contact the undersigned. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Gorter 
Director, Regulatory Affairs and Customer Relations 
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A. GENERAL 

 Reference: GENERAL 
Thermal Energy Systems Regulatory Framework Guidelines, British Columbia Utilities 
Commission (BCUC) Order G-27-15 
Thermal Energy Systems Requirements 

Section 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 of the Thermal Energy Systems (TES) Regulatory Framework Guidelines (TES 
Guidelines) attached to BCUC Order G-27-15, outlines the rate setting considerations for applicants of 
Stream B TES utilities and the requirements for all Stream B TES rate applications. 
 
1.1 Please provide a general discussion for considerations 1 -4 listed in Section 2.4.3 of the TES 

Guidelines as it pertains to the Vancouver House Development Heating TES proposed rates.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 3.1, which clarifies the context under which elements of this 
response ought also to be considered. 
 

1. Equitable balance of cost and risk 
 
• The proposed rate design balances cost and risk in that a portion of the fixed charge is 

recovering operating costs that do not vary with consumption but that may still vary 
within an approval period and for which the utility would share risk if actual operating 
costs differ from the forecast under which rates are approved.  
 

1.0 
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• It is important to note in this context that amounts that will accrue to or be recovered 
from the RDDA in any year of a future test period are required to be approved by the 
Commission under the rates put into effect for that test period. Thus, the risk of 
variances between actual and forecast controllable costs is shared between the utility 
and ratepayers under the approved rates put in place for a given approved RDDA 
balance. 

 
• The RDDA approach has been approved by the BCUC previously for other TES, including 

Creative Energy’s NEFC system, confirming that it provides an equitable balance.  
 

2. Least Deferral Mechanisms Possible 
 
• Creative Energy proposes an RDDA as a rate smoothing mechanism but has not put 

forward any deferral mechanisms for capturing variances between the actual and 
forecast operating and maintenance costs to be recovered through the fixed charge. 
Please refer to item (1) above.   
 

• As discussed in the response to BCUC IR 6.23, Creative Energy may seek a deferral 
mechanism to ensure recovery of actual regulatory costs given the inherent uncertainty 
at this time of a forecast of regulatory review expenses and the irregularity of such 
expenses. 

 
3. Restrict ability of the utility to pass controllable costs onto ratepayers 

 
• Creative Energy has not proposed any variance deferral mechanisms for the operating 

costs that are within its control. 
 

4. Use the least amount of regulatory oversight to protect the ratepayer (minimize the 
regulatory burden and costs on the utility, ratepayers and the Commission) 
 
• Creative Energy’s proposed rate design and long-term plan for multi-year rate 

applications are well-suited to maintain fair, predictable and stable rates over time, and 
will thereby support regulatory efficiency. 

 
 
1.2 Please provide a discussion and evidence for each of the items listed in Section 2.4.4 of the TES 

Guidelines governing a Stream B TES rate application. If any items are non-applicable to the 
Vancouver House Development Heating TES proposed rates and rate design, please explain 
why. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy’s Application for a rate design and for interim rates for service for the Heating TES 
was prepared in direct response to Section 2.4.4 of the TES Guidelines, which sets out the guidelines 
for a Stream B TES Rates Application. The following references to the Application provide a 
concordance with items (i) through (iii) in section 2.4.4. The proposed rate design is for levelized 
rates supported by a RDDA to allow for competitive rates and rate smoothing over time; thus, item 
(iv.) of section 2.4.4, the ‘method of last resort’, is not applicable. 
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Item (i): Description of details of the proposed rates: 
 

• Details of the rate design:  Application, section 5 
 
• Forecast rate levels:  Application, section 6 
 
• Rate increases over time:  Application, section 3 

The Application is for interim rates for 2020 and a multi-year 
final rates application is contemplated for the period 2020-
2023 for the reasons explained in section 3 and elaborated 
on in response to BCUC IR 3.1, for example. The proposed 
variable charge is a flow-through of actual fuel costs so rate 
increases will be externally determined from time to time 
through Commission approval of the applicable BC Hydro 
and FEI rates. 
 

• Fair and reasonable rates:  Application, section 5 
 
Item (ii): Options and terms for customers who enter into long-term contracts to opt out/cancel 
energy supply services: 
 

• Application, Appendix 1, Customer Service Agreement, sections 19 and 20 
 
Item (iii): Information confirming rates will be competitive with other service options that are 
available to customers in the service area (if appropriate). 
 

• Application, section 6 
 
 

 Reference:  GENERAL 
Exhibit B-1, Application for Interim Heating Rates for the Thermal Energy System at 
the Vancouver House Development (Application), Section 3, p. 3. 
Occupancy Dates 

On page 3 of the Application, Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (Creative Energy) states:  

Buildings 1 and 2 are due to be occupied by November, 2019, upon which heating 
service to the occupants of these buildings will commence. Buildings 3 and 4 are due 
to be occupied by February/March 2019 under current construction timelines. 

2.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the occupancy dates remain unchanged from that 
stated in the Application.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Occupancy of Buildings 1 and 2 began in December 2019. Final occupancy of Buildings 3 and 4 is 
expected in July 2020.   
 

2.0 
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 Reference:  GENERAL 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 2, p. 2; Section 3, p. 4; Section 4, p. 4. 
Timing of Applications 

On page 2 of the Application, Creative Energy states that rates are forecast over a 30-year term.  
 
On page 4 of the Application, Creative Energy states it “has prepared this Application for interim rates 
assuming only a one-year test period for 2020.”  
 
On page 4 of the Application, CE also states that it “expects that its heating rates application to be filed 
in 2020 would be for final rates spanning the four-year period 2020-2023, anticipating that the 
relocation of the boiler plant.” 
 
3.1 Please explain what is meant by “assuming only a one-year test period for 2020.” 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy considers that it may be beneficial to clarify the approvals it is requesting of the 
Commission at this time in relation to rates for heating services provided by the South Downtown 
Heating TES, and the approvals that need to be deferred for future consideration by the 
Commission.  
 
The approvals for future consideration must be deferred at this time because the information and 
determinations required do not currently exist.  It is hoped that this clarity will put into the correct 
context and reference the responses to a number of IRs that follow, in this series and in others 
where applicable. 
 
Through its Application (Exhibit B-1) and as set out in its cover letter and draft order at Exhibit B-1-1 
in this proceeding, Creative Energy requests:  
 

1. Permanent approval of a rate design, consisting of  
a. a Variable Charge in $/MWh to be calculated each month equal to total monthly fuel 

costs of the TES for natural gas and electricity (in $) divided by the total metered energy 
supplied by the TES to the customers during the month (in MWh) 

b. a levelized Capacity Charge in $/kW per month calculated to enable recovery of the 
remainder of the forecast revenue requirement to be recovered in the year  

c. a  Revenue Deficiency Deferral Account (RDDA) to record annual revenue deficiencies or 
surpluses resulting from the difference between forecast annual revenue at the 
approved rates and the approved annual cost of service 

2. Interim approval, effective November 1, 2019, of a Capacity Charge of $11.80/kW/month 
and a Variable Charge ($/MWh) to flow-through the actual fuel costs to operate the TES; 

3. Permanent approval of the RDDA to remain in effect until the balance of the account is 
reduced to zero; and  

4. Interim approval of the associated terms and conditions of service as set out in the Customer 
Service Agreement (CSA). 

 
Commission Order G-260-19 approved on an interim and refundable basis items 2 and 4, excepting 
that the item 4 approval excludes approval of the Assignment provision included in section 3 of the 
CSA.  Order G-260-19 approved item 3, the establishment of an RDDA, as proposed in the 
Application. Final amounts to record to that account for approval by the Commission will be 

3.0 
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contingent on final revenue requirements and rates being determined. 
 
Approval of final rates for the Heating TES, at this time remains contingent on all of the following: 
 

• Permanent approval of items 1.a. and 1.b., above, the Variable Charge and levelized 
Capacity Charge components of the rate design; 

• Completion of the Heating TES at Buildings 3 and 4 in 2020, when final costs of the system 
will be known and properly accounted for the purpose of their inclusion in and recovery 
through rates over a multi-year period (the latter intent as noted further below); 

• Allowance for the possibility that the Commission may seek to review the final costs of the 
Heating TES in 2020 once known, as contemplated by Order C-1-19; 

• A Commission decision into a request for approval to apply a modified 2-factor 
Massachusetts formula as included in Creative Energy’s 2020 Revenue Requirements 
Application for the Core and NEFC systems (applicable allocations across all Creative Energy 
projects must use the same formula). That decision may not be expected until mid-2020 at 
the earliest;  

• Further application by Creative Energy for multi-year permanent rates for the period 2020-
2023 when the matters above are resolved and complete, and prior to any applicable impact 
on rates from a relocation of the temporary boiler plant. 

 
In addition to the above and as noted in responses to IRs below, Creative Energy has not formally 
begun to directly engage with the City of Vancouver or private landowners in connection with 
options for relocating the temporary boiler plant. A separate application will be submitted in due 
course (likely in 2021 or 2022) for a CPCN to relocate the temporary boiler plant once those plans are 
developed. Then, the next RRA in relation to the South Downtown Heating TES would follow such 
CPCN approval and be in relation to a 2024 test period and beyond. 
 
By Order G-264-19, the Commission established a regulatory timetable for the review of the 
Application, including Commission and Intervener IR No. 1. The intended outcome in relation to the 
majority of the IRs, which do not concern the proposed rate design is unclear to Creative Energy at 
this time given the items listed above that must be resolved prior to the Commission considering 
final Heating TES rates for any of 2020 to 2023.  
 
As noted in Exhibit B-1-1, while Creative Energy sought regulatory efficiency to coordinate review 
and approval of the proposed rate design for the Heating TES with the expected future review, it 
noted that it was prepared to support a process for the Commission to review and approve the rate 
design in advance of final costs of the Heating TES being known and in advance of consideration of 
final rates. Creative Energy confirms that it continues to support the process for review of its 
proposed rate design in advance of the approvals for future consideration that need to be deferred 
at this time. The majority of the IRs below relate to other matters that cannot be advanced until the 
above listed items are first resolved. 
 
3.2 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, the levelized capacity fixed rate is calculated on a 30-year 

levelized term.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Confirmed. 
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3.2.1 If confirmed, please explain the significance of the one-year test period.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 3.1. 
 
 
3.3 Please explain whether Creative Energy considered applying for a rate design and rates for the 

30-year term and at the time of relocation, filing an evidentiary update with a request to revise 
rates. If not, please explain why not.  

 
RESPONSE:  
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 3.1. 
 
The option contemplated by this question would appear to require the rates to remain interim for in 
excess of five years. Creative Energy’s proposal overall with respect to recovery of its cost of service 
will have a similar outcome as the option contemplated by this question, except that additional 
steps are necessitated by items such as the request in a separate application for approval to apply a 
modified 2-factor Massachusetts formula. Also, Creative Energy’s approach allows for rates for the 
2020-2023 period to be approved on a final basis before the end of 2020. 
 

    
Creative Energy states on page 4 of the Application, “this Application for interim heating rates effective 
November 1, 2019 contemplates that final heating rates will be determined following Commission 
review of the final costs of the Heating TES.” 
 
Further on page 4 of the Application, Creative Energy states:  

The tables that follow present the build-up of the 2020 cost of service and revenue 
requirements for the Heating TES at the Vancouver House Development, which are the 
applicable annual inputs to the calculation of interim rates to be effective November 1, 
2019. The pending application for final rates will propose rates for the four-year period 
2020-2023. 

3.4 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the pending application for final rates will be 
filed as an evidentiary update to this Application, which include the adjustment for actual 
capital costs, or there will be a new rate application to be filed, with the potential for new rate 
design and rate structures. 

 
RESPONSE:  
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 3.1. Creative Energy contemplates that the application for 
final rates will be in the form of an evidentiary update and amendments to this current Application 
to extend the test period through 2023. Creative Energy does not contemplate a change in rate 
structure, only updates to the information needed for the Commission to approve final rates under 
the prior approved rate design and prior approval to apply a modified 2-factor Massachusetts 
formula. 
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3.4.1 Please explain how Creative Energy will account for any difference between the 
approved interim rates and permanent (final) rates for the period between  
November 1, 2019 (interim approval) and the date of filing of the new application for 
final rates.  

 
RESPONSE:  
 
Creative Energy will account for any differences as necessary and as contemplated by Order G-260-
19  that the BCUC will determine the manner by which any variance between the approved interim 
rates and permanent rates, including interest if any, will be refunded to or collected from ratepayers 
at the time the BCUC renders its final decision on the Application. Creative Energy can think of no 
impediment to being able to account for any differences between revenues under the interim vs. 
final approved rates as required.  
 
 
On page 4 of the Application, Creative Energy states:  

Order C-1-19 also directs Creative Energy to file a CPCN application in respect of the 
anticipated move of the temporary containerized boiler plant of the Heating TES to a 
permanent location by the end of 2023. Creative Energy therefore expects that its 
heating rates application to be filed in 2020 would be for final rates spanning the four-
year period 2020-2023, anticipating that the relocation of the boiler plant to a 
permanent location will entail some change to the underlying costs supporting those 
rates, thereby demanding a future rates application for the period beginning 2024. 

3.5 Please provide the term which rates will be forecast over in the future rates application for the 
period beginning 2024. How does this work considering the 30-year customer contract term? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy has not developed its proposal over what multi-year period it would seek approval 
of rates for the period beginning 2024 but that would be informed by a forecast of rates over the 
remaining period of the 30-year contract term.  
 
 
3.6 Please comment on the expected timing of the Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 

(CPCN) application for the relocation of the containerized boiler system.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Commission Order C-1-19 directed Creative Energy to file a CPCN application at least one-year prior 
to any anticipated move of the temporary boiler plant and that is what Creative Energy is intending 
to do.  Creative Energy is unable to comment further on timing at this time.  
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3.6.1 Please also comment on the expected timing of the future rates application.  

RESPONSE: 
 
The future rates application is contemplated to be filed upon Commission approval of a CPCN for the 
relocation of the temporary boiler plant to allow it to factor in any considerations of that approval 
into a future rates application if and as required. 
 

 Reference:  GENERAL 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 3, p. 4; 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity Application for a Neighbourhood 
Energy System (NES) in the South Downtown area of Vancouver (CPCN NES Heating 
Application), Exhibit B-2, BCUC Information Request (IR) 4.1, 4.1.1, 4.3, 4.3.1.1, 
 and 31.2. 
Relocation of the Containerized Boiler System 

On page 4 of the Application, Creative Energy states:  

Order C-1-19 also directs Creative Energy to file a CPCN application in respect of the 
anticipated move of the temporary containerized boiler plant of the Heating TES to a 
permanent location by the end of 2023.  

In response to BCUC IR 4.1 and 4.1.1 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy states it 
“entered into a Permit Letter agreement with the City [of Vancouver] to locate the containerized boiler 
plant on City-owned land” and that “the agreement term is until December 31, 2023.” 
 
In response to BCUC IR 4.3 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy states, “[t]he 
relocation of the plant is not at Creative Energy’s discretion but rather is mandated by the Permit 
Letter issued by the City to be relocated by December 31, 2023.” 
 
Creative Energy further stated in response to BCUC IR 4.3.1 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, it 
“will continue to engage with the City of Vancouver on a strategy and process for relocation.” 
 
4.1 Please explain if there have been any changes to the existing agreement between Creative 

Energy and the City of Vancouver for the temporary location of the containerized boiler 
system.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
There have been no changes to the existing agreement.  
 
 

4.1.1 If changes have occurred, please describe the change(s), and provide the 
documentation supporting the amendment(s). 

RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable.  
 
 

4.0 
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4.2 Please discuss any progress achieved in identifying a new location for the location of the 
containerized boiler system. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
There is no progress to report on at this time. Given the terms of the existing agreement with the 
City and the direction under Order C-1-19, a CPCN application would need to be filed in 3 years time, 
by the end of 2022.  Exploratory discussions have been undertaken with the City of Vancouver and 
these efforts will continue in earnest later in 2020 in order to meet the City’s and the Commission’s 
timelines as required.     
 
 

4.2.1 Please comment on any developments with respect to the strategy and process for the 
relocation.  

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 4.2. 
 
 
4.3 Please explain whether any possible relocation sites have been identified for the containerized 

boiler plant. If so, please provide the anticipated location(s).  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
There are no updates regarding possible relocation sites to report on at this time. Please refer to the 
response to BCUC IR 4.2 and to Attachment 4.5. 
 
 
4.4 Please discuss if, as part of the relocation, Creative Energy is considering alternative energy 

sources or changes in technology.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy does not have any updates relative to the information that was filed in the NES 
Heating CPCN Application proceeding. 
 
 
4.5 Please identify, with rationale, which assets will continue to be used and useful following the 

relocation of the containerized boiler plant, irrespective of the new plant location or energy 
source(s). 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to Attachment 4.5 which relates to the requested information, as broadly scoped during 
the proceeding into granting a Creative Energy a CPCN for the South Downtown Heating TES.  
Creative Energy does not have any updates to that information at this time.   
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4.6 Please explain which assets risk no longer being used following relocation, with reference to 
the low carbon options under consideration. Please comment on any changes from the 
information submitted as part of the CPCN NES Heating Application. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 4.5. 
 
 
4.7 Please provide details of the assets, including their capital cost and the expected accumulated 

depreciation at the time of relocation. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the responses to BCUC IR 4.4 and 4.5. 
 
 
4.8 Please describe the financial risks to Creative Energy and/or its customers of the Vancouver 

House development as a result of the relocation of the containerized boiler plant. Please 
include assumptions used in this assessment. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy does not have any updates relative to the information that was filed in the NES 
Heating CPCN Application proceeding. 
 
 
In response to BCUC IR 4.3.1.1 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy states: 

Creative Energy has engaged an expert consultant, Integral Group, to perform a study 
on the viable options and costs (class D) for the relocation of the containerized boiler 
plant, as well as additional customers that could be connected to offset relocation 
costs.  

4.9 Please provide the status of the study and any preliminary findings.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to Confidential Attachment 4.9, filed under separate cover. 
 
 
4.10 Please provide a copy of the report if available or a date when it may be available.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to Confidential Attachment 4.9, filed under separate cover. 
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In response to BCUC IR 31.2 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, where asked about the risks in the 
event the containerized boiler plant cannot be relocated to a permanent location on City-owned land, 
Creative Energy states:  

In this unlikely case, Creative Energy would have to work with private landholders of 
existing and upcoming developments to find a location for a boiler plant to serve the 
existing load. This could entail risk of higher cost, which might then also entail a risk of 
an increase in rates to customers.  

4.11 Please explain whether Creative Energy is currently exploring working with private landholders 
to find a location for the containerized boiler plant.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Exploratory discussions have been undertaken with the City of Vancouver in regard to the Granville 
Loops parcel of land, but the developer of that land has not been publicly named and Creative 
Energy has not been able to make significant progress as of yet. Please refer to the response to BCUC 
IR 4.2. 
 
 
4.12 If so, please comment on the expected costs and the rate impact to customers associated with 

this option.  

RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy does not have any updates in this regard at this time. Please refer to the responses 
to BCUC IRs 4.2 and 4.11. 
 
 

 Reference:  GENERAL 
Exhibit B-1, CPCN NES Heating Application, p. 36; Exhibit B-2, CPCN NES Heating 
Application, BCUC IR 17.5 
Public Consultation 

On page 36 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy states:  

Once the NES is operational, and buildings are occupied, Creative Energy intends to 
hold an open-house to provide information to the end-use customers. 

5.1 Please explain if Creative Energy has held or still intends on holding an open-house to provide 
information to the end-use customers.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Yes, Creative Energy still intends to host an open-house to provide information to the Vancouver 
House residents. 
 
 

5.1.1 If yes, please provide detailed information regarding the open-house, including 

5.0 
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number of attendees, date, type of information presented, and any feedback received 
from customers. 

RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy intends to host an open-house to provide information on both the Heating TES and 
Cooling TES, when all Vancouver House buildings are occupied and the BCUC has issued its decision 
on Creative Energy's application for a CPCN to acquire and operate the Cooling TES. Details and 
specific timing have not yet been arranged. 
 
 

5.1.2 If not, please explain why Creative Energy no longer intends to hold the open-house. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable. 
 
 
In response to BCUC IR 17.5, Creative Energy states: 
 

Creative Energy remains engaged with the City of Vancouver to determine the optimal 
permanent location of the containerized boiler plant…Furthermore, Creative Energy has not 
received any complaints or concerns with respect to the location or operation of the 
containerized boiler plant. To the extent that any further consultation is necessary, Creative 
Energy submit that it would be more appropriate to engage in consultation in selecting a 
permanent location. 

 
5.2 Please provide an update on whether Creative Energy has received any complaints or concerns 

with respect to the location or operation of the containerized boiler plant, including what 
these complaints or concerns have been. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
No comments, complaints or concerns have been received. 
 
 
5.3 Please provide an update on whether Creative Energy has engaged in consultation with 

respect to the anticipated move of the containerized boiler system.  

RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy has not progressed in any consultation at this time with respect to the anticipated 
move of the containerized boiler system. Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 4.2.  
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B. HEATING TES COST OF SERVICE 2020 

 Reference:  HEATING TES COST OF SERVICE 2020 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 4.1, pp. 4, 5, Table 1; Attachment SoDo Heating 
Model (Model); Exhibit B-1, CPCN NES Heating Application, Schedule 2; Exhibit B-2, 
BCUC IR 6.2; Exhibit B-2-1, BCUC IR 1.1, Attachment 1.1 (Filed Confidentially); BCUC 
IR 1.2. 
Capital Costs of Service  

In Table 1 on page 4 of the Application, Creative Energy provides the capital and development costs:  
 

 

 Spend-To-Date Cost-To-Complete Total Cost 
Predevelopment (‘Development’) 113,161 0 113,161 
CPCN (‘Development’) 153,227 0 153,227 
Engineering (‘Development’) 354,256 15,000 369,256 
Boiler Plant 824,804 2,000 826,804 
Distribution Piping System 820,563 100,000 920,563 
Energy Transfer Station 611,275 51,000 662,275 
Internal Management (‘Development’) 389,960 50,000 439,960 
Total 3,267,246 218,000 3,485,246 

 
In response to confidential BCUC IR 1.1 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy provided 
Attachment 1.1 which included a detailed listing of the Stream A costs with two cost columns, one 
column listing the cost spent to date and the other, the 2018 forecast costs. 
 
6.1 Please provide a detailed breakdown of the capital and development costs in similar format to 

that provided in response to confidential BCUC IR 1.1, and include the following updates:  

(a) Clearly separate the Stream A (NES Phase 1) costs from the NES Phase 2 costs;  

(b) A column providing the original budget. Please ensure the Stream A (NES Phase 1) original 
budget totals agree to the budget figures provided in the summary table of confidential 
BCUC IR 1.2.   

(c) A column for the costs spent to date; 

(d) Remove the 2018 forecast costs and include a column for the total expected costs. If the 
total expected costs differ from that presented in Table 1 on page 4 of the Application, 
please add another column that breakdowns the costs in the “Total Cost” column 
presented in Table 1; 

(e) Add a column for the total budget that aligns with the evidence presented in the CPCN NES 
Heating Application; and  

(f) Highlight those costs that are considered to be soft costs and/or overhead costs.  

A suggested example of the requested format is provided below. If this information cannot be 
provided, please explain why. If it is necessary to file this information confidentially, please 
provide reasons with the request, including the specific harm that could reasonably be 
expected to result if the information was made publicly available and indicate whether all or 
only a part of the response is subject to the request for confidentiality.  
 

6.0 
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Description Original 
Budget 

Spent-to-
Date 

Total Expected 
Costs 

Total Cost (per 
Application) * 

CPCN NES 
Heating 
Application 
Costs 

Stream A (Phase 
1) 

     

      
      
Phase 2      
      
      

 
*Include this column if the total costs as per the Application do not agree with the Total Expected Costs 
 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the cover letter to this response submission. 
 
 
6.2 Please provide a detailed variance analysis for the differences between the original budget and 

the total expected costs for the Stream A (Phase 1) and Phase 2 of the project.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the cover letter to this response submission. 
 
 
6.3 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether all capital costs have been incurred directly by 

Creative Energy.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
As reported in the response to BCUC IR 6.5, Creative Energy incurred no cost to the Heating TES 
related to the common trench work between Buildings 2 and 3. Otherwise, Creative Energy has 
incurred all capital costs of the Heating TES.  
 
 

6.3.1 If not confirmed, please clarify the party(ies) that incurred the cost(s) and include a 
description of the project activity(ies), and the associated cost(s).  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable. 
 
 
In response to confidential BCUC IR 1.2 presented in Exhibit B-2-1 and re-produced non-confidentially 
in Attachment 1 of Exhibit B-5 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy provided a table 
summarizing the differences in budget to actual of the Stream A (Phase 1) costs and included a 
variance analysis. The table and an excerpt from the variance analysis is provided below: 
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 Stream A Actuals Delta 
Equipment $ 600,000 $ 730,061 $ (130,061) 
Materials $ - $ - $ - 
Engineering / Design $ 96,000 $ 274,235 $ (178,235) 
Construction $ 1,097,000 $ 1,100,601 $ (3,601) 
Financing $ - $ - $ - 
Fees/Overhead $ 5,000 $ 259,512 $ (254,512) 
Soft costs / Predevelopment $ 30,000 $ 237,577 $ (207,577) 
Contingency $ - $ 51,221 $ (51,221) 
Total $ 1,828,000 $ 2,653,207 $ (825,207) 

[…] 

Fee’s / Overheads 
• This section refers to the cost of Internal Management. 
• Upon accounting system reconciliation and upgrade, Creative Energy has confirmed 
that $143,332 was spent prior to the time of filing the Stream A. 

Soft Costs / Predevelopment 
• This section refers to the cost of external consultants. 
• Upon accounting system reconciliation and upgrade, Creative Energy has confirmed 
that $198,991 had been spent prior to the time of filing the Stream A application. 

6.4 Please explain why Stream A (Phase 1 NES) “Fee’s / Overheads” and “Soft Costs / 
Predevelopment” are capitalized for this project.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
These costs have supported project development and approval and were incurred prior to the 
project being approved and put into service; they are therefore appropriately capitalized.  
 
 

6.4.1 Please explain why these are not expensed as a component of operating costs.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.4. 
 
 

6.4.2 Please discuss whether Creative Energy’s regulatory treatment of these costs differs 
from its accounting treatment. If so, please explain why they are treated differently. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The regulatory and accounting treatment of these costs are the same. 
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In response to BCUC IR 6.2 presented in Exhibit B-2, Creative Energy states: 

Creative Energy is discussing sharing trench costs with the site team, as they had 
concurrent activities and materials installed in the same trench. Allowance for civil 
costs will be held until this is resolved. 

The cost of the works performed as part of the Phase 2 DPS connection are as follows: 

Building 3 and 4 crossing – Granville street, May 2017: 35 meters of 8” pipe 
installed in an excavated trench 
• Mechanical costs $24,043 
• Civil costs $80,500 

Creative Energy notes that $60,500 of the cost associated with the Building 3 and 4 
crossing is not likely to be attributed to Creative Energy’s works as it was a common 
trench. Creative Energy has included the allowance in the event that these costs are 
attributed to Creative Energy’s works and these potential costs would be split equally 
between heating and cooling systems. 

Building 2 to Building 3 – Continental Street, July 2017: 42 meters of 8” pipe 
installed in an excavated trench 
• Mechanical costs $65,867 
• Civil costs $62,088 

Creative Energy notes that the overall civil costs of the connection between Buildings 2 
and 3 were $77,000, however $15,000 of this cost has been allocated to cooling works. 

6.5 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether Creative Energy incurred any costs associated 
with the common trench work.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy incurred no cost to the Heating TES related to the common trench work between 
Buildings 2 and 3. 
 
 

6.5.1 If confirmed, please provide the costs, and include support to justify Creative Energy’s 
responsibility for these costs.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable. 
 
 

6.5.2 If not confirmed, please quantify the avoided costs and explain how the allowance was 
addressed.   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The Developer incurred these costs and therefore the total cost of the Heating TES is lower than it 
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would otherwise have been. Creative Energy does not have a total for those costs from the 
Developer but the references in the preamble to this question provide a reasonable order of 
magnitude of the savings. 
 
 

6.5.2.1 Please identify the savings in the detailed cost breakdown provided in the 
response to 6.1 above.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.5.2. 
 
 
6.6 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether any costs were allocated to the cooling works. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
A total of $15,000 in costs were allocated to the Cooling TES as referenced in the preamble to this 
question. 
 
 

6.6.1 If confirmed, please provide the costs that were allocated to the cooling works. Please 
explain how the savings were addressed and identify these savings in the detailed cost 
breakdown provided in the response to 6.1 above.   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the responses to BCUC IR 6.6 and 6.5.2.  
 
 

6.6.2 If not confirmed, please explain, and comment on whether any cooling work was 
completed.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable. 
 
 
6.7 Please clarify the cost pressures the contingency addressed.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy will clarify the cost pressures that the contingency addressed in its accounting of the 
final costs of the project when complete.  Please refer also to the cover letter to this response 
submission. 
 
 
In Schedule 2 of the CPCN NES Heating Application Creative Energy provided the “Beach and Howe, 
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Vancouver BC Low Carbon Energy Supply Feasibility Study” performed by Cobalt Engineering LLP in 
2012 (the Cobalt Study) and prepared for Westbank.  
 
6.8 Please provide the cost of the Cobalt Study and explain whether it is included in the Heating 

TES costs. If so, please explain why Cobalt Study is not considered to be the Developer’s 
(Westbank’s) responsibility.   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The costs for this study were not incurred by Creative Energy and are not included in the Heating TES 
costs. 
 
 
In response to BCUC IR 14.1 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy states:  

If the surrounding network opportunities grow to a significant enough size, then 
Creative Energy’s assessment of low carbon options can be revisited in accordance 
with the study. Please refer to the discussion of the low carbon assessment study in 
the response to IR 30.1. 

6.9 Please explain whether Creative Energy’s assessment of low carbon options has been revisited 
or changed since the CPCN NES Heating Application.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The study was completed and a report generated in June 2019 as expected.  A copy of the report is 
provided as Confidential Attachment 4.9.  Generally, the report found that there were low carbon 
alternatives that were technically feasible, but financial modeling determined that none of the 
alternatives were viable. 
 
 
Creative Energy states in response to BCUC IR 30.1 of the CPCN NES Heating Application:  

The updated low carbon feasibility has not yet been completed. Creative Energy would 
be pleased to provide the BCUC with a copy of the report as soon as it is available. The 
report is expected in June 2019. 

6.10 Please confirm whether the low carbon feasibility assessment for the current location has 
been completed. If available, please provide a copy of the updated report. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 4.9. 
 
 
Creative Energy states on page of the Application, “total costs notionally categorized on a weighted 
basis to Plant, DPS and ETS as a simplifying model construct.”   
 
Creative Energy included with the Application its regulatory model for the Heating TES (Model), which 
supports the revenue requirements build up and rate design. Cells G137 to G139 of the “Regulatory 
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Model” tab the construction costs are presented. 
 
6.11 Please explain the methodology of notionally categorizing total costs on a weighted basis to 

the Boiler Plant (Plant), Distribution Piping System (DPS) and Energy Transfer Station (ETS).   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Given the model design and row requirements under the existing model construct, the costs were 
simply apportioned to the noted categories for simplicity. All applicable costs have the same 
regulatory treatment and this simplifying construct has no effect on rates.  
 

6.11.1 Please include a reconciliation of the total costs presented in Table 1 to the 
construction costs of the Plant, DPS and ETS presented in the Model (tab: “Regulatory 
Model”, cell G137 to G139).  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The following tables reconcile the categorization for modelling purposes as discussed in the 
response to BCUC IR 6.11. 
 

  Spend-To-Date Cost-To-Complete Total Cost 
Predevelopment (‘Development’) 113,161 0 113,161 
CPCN (‘Development’) 153,227 0 153,227 
Engineering (‘Development’) 354,256 15,000 369,256 
Boiler Plant 824,804 2,000 826,804 
Distribution Piping System 820,563 100,000 920,563 
Energy Transfer Station 611,275 51,000 662,275 
Internal Management (‘Development’) 389,960 50,000 439,960 
Total 3,267,246 218,000 3,485,246 

 
Boiler Plant 826,804 
+ Predevelopment 38,828 
+ CPCN 52,576 
+ Engineering 126,700 
+ Internal Management 150,960 
Plant - Model 1,195,869 

  
Distribution Piping System 920,563 
+ Predevelopment 43,231 
+ CPCN 58,538 
+ Engineering 141,068 
+ Internal Management 168,079 
DPS - Model 1,331,479 

  
Energy Transfer Station 662,275 
+ Predevelopment 31,102 
+ CPCN 42,113 
+ Engineering 101,488 
+ Internal Management 120,920 
ETS - Model 957,898 
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In row 177 through 180 of the “Regulatory Model” tab of the Model, provides the total interest and 
fees during construction.  
 
6.12 Please discuss any differences between the interest during construction as calculated in the 

CPCN NES Heating Application and the model provided in the Application.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Interest during construction as calculated in the CPCN NES Heating Application was $115,780, based 
on a total project cost of $3.495 million, a construction period of January 1, 2017 to December 31, 
2019, and a WACC of 6.63%. Interest during construction as calculated in the model is $205,193, 
based on a total project cost of $3.485 million, a construction period of January 1, 2018 to August 31, 
2019, a WACC of 6.34%. Creative Energy also notes that the model calculates interest during 
construction on a monthly basis during the construction period based on the accumulated costs for 
each period. In contrast, the interest during construction calculated for the CPCN NES Heating 
Application was based on the mid-year average of costs incurred during a construction period, and 
not the cumulative costs-to-date for each period. 
 
 
6.13 Please explain what is meant by “Commitment Fees” and why these are collected.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Commitment Fees reflect the incremental costs associated with establishing a new bank lending 
facility from Creative Energy’s lender to finance the construction of the Heating TES. 
 
 
6.14 Please confirm that total interest and fees during construction is not incurred past August 

2019. If not confirmed, please explain why there are no amounts entered after this date. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Confirmed. Creative Energy notes that this observation is based on an estimated completion and 
occupancy that was applicable at the time of filing. As final occupancy is now not expected until July 
1, 2020, Creative Energy’s filing for final rates will provide an update to interest and fees during 
construction to reflect this extended timeline. 
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On page 5 of the Application, Creative Energy states, “[t]he projected costs to complete are known and 
final total costs are not expected to vary considerably from these estimates.” 
 
6.15 Please provide the percentage completion of the construction of the DPS at the time at which 

the Application was written and at present.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The DPS was about 70 to 75 percent complete at the time of the CPCN application and 100 percent 
compete now. The remaining work at Buildings 3 and 4 is essentially putting in place the controls 
and instrumentation for the Energy Transfer Stations.  
 
 
6.16 Please confirm whether there is any remaining contingency or reserve to address unexpected 

project costs pressures.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Approximately $36,000 of contingency remains as related to the work to fully complete the project.  
Contingency may be notionally allocated between Phase 1 and Phase 2, but the contingency is 
reserved for the project as a whole. The major cost pressures relate to final commissioning of 
controls systems and any minor issues that may arise in the handover to operations; for example, 
any items identified by Technical Safety BC during final inspection, such as eye wash stations, access 
platforms, tool or lock-out cabinets and so-on. 
 
 

6.16.1 If confirmed, please provide the contingency and/or reserve remaining.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.16. 
 
 

6.16.2 Please explain how unexpected costs pressures will be addressed if there is no or 
insufficient contingency or reserve.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The scenario contemplated by this question is extremely unlikely at this stage of the project. In the 
unlikely event that there are costs prudently incurred and that exceed the contingency, Creative 
Energy will include these costs when it files its application for final rates.   
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6.17 Please provide the estimated cost for decommissioning, dismantling and removing the asset at 
the end of its useful life. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
There are no assets that are planned to be decommissioned, removed and replaced in the interim 
period prior to the end of the 30-year term of analysis which might otherwise require the planned 
recovery of such costs from current customers.  Should the Heating TES require decommissioning at 
the end of its useful life and new assets put in place to continue providing service beyond 30 years, 
Creative Energy would at that time put forward an application for recovery of the associated cost of 
service, and when that cost is known. 
 
From an accounting perspective Creative Energy does not currently have any asset retirement 
obligations or related capital assets on the balance sheet.  Based on Accounting Standards for 
Private Enterprises, Creative Energy does not believe it will be required to do so for this project.    
 
 

6.17.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, whether the estimated cost for 
decommissioning, dismantling and removing the asset are included in the capital costs 
of the Heating TES. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
There is no estimated cost for decommissioning, dismantling and removing the asset included in the 
capital costs of the Heating TES. 
 

6.17.1.1 If not confirmed, please discuss why not and explain how the costs will be 
recovered. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.17. 
 
 

6.17.2 Please discuss whether the estimated cost of decommissioning, dismantling and 
removing the asset are depreciated using the same rate and methodology as the 
Heating TES. If not, please provide the rate and methodology, and justify the 
difference. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable.  Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 6.17 and 6.17.1. 
 
 
On page 5 of the Application, Creative energy states:  

Alignment with CPCN evidence: Total cost budget = $3.39 million (updated Table 12, 
Response to Confidential BCUC IR 1.27.1.2, including Development costs totaling 
approximately $0.96 million as compared to $1.07 million in Table 1 above). The 
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variance of approximately $100,000 is explained by road restoration costs assigned by 
the City of Vancouver, which were not factored into the initial project budget.  

6.18 Please confirm whether all road restoration work is completed and all associated costs with 
the work are known and included in the total costs presented in Table 1.   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The permanent road restoration work is performed by City of Vancouver and billed to Creative 
Energy. Creative Energy does not have control over this work. City of Vancouver Street Operations 
schedule and perform the work. 
 
 

6.18.1 If not confirmed, please discuss the remaining work and provide a breakdown of the 
remaining costs to be included.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.18. 
 
 
6.19 Please discuss why road restoration costs were not factored into the initial project budget.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Current Creative Energy staff cannot confirm why road restoration costs were not factored into the 
initial project budget. It may have been an oversight at the time the initial budget was prepared.  
However, Creative Energy notes there was a lot of uncertainty at the planning stage regarding the 
exact route of the DPS and there was an option explored to route the DPS through the parkade of 
Building 3.  Due to the phasing of the construction of Building 3 the option to run the DPS through 
the parkade of Building 3 was foreclosed and road restoration costs could not be avoided. Please 
refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.21. 
 
 
6.20 Please explain if there is potential that other costs may need to be factored into the total costs 

presented in Table 1.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
At this stage of project completion, it is unlikely that there will be any costs incurred that exceed the 
remaining budget, including contingency. 
 

6.20.1 If so, please provide details of any such costs.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.20. 
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6.21 Please explain why road restoration costs are considered Creative Energy’s responsibility, 

rather than the responsibility of the City of Vancouver or the Developer.   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Any party installing infrastructure within a City of Vancouver street is responsible for road 
restoration costs.  This is normal practice in any municipality; it is done so that the party damaging 
the road pays their appropriate fees to repair the road.  Creative Energy incurred a share of road 
restoration costs relating to the Heating TES as assigned by the City.  The Developer did not share in 
those costs but it was assigned by the City significant other road restoration costs related to the 
overall development. 
 
 

6.21.1 As applicable, please provide the construction agreement assigning these costs to 
Creative Energy and reference the relevant section of the agreement.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
This is not determined via an agreement but assessed with reference to the Street Utilities Bylaw 
No. 10361. 
 
 
Creative Energy states on page 5 of the Application, “that forecast costs associated with the 
preparation and [BCUC] review of the pending final rates application have not yet been included for 
recovery in the total $3.49 million of capital and development costs set out in Table 1.” 
 
6.22 Please explain why the forecast costs associated with the preparation of the Application and 

BCUC review should be included in the capital and developments costs of this project.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy has not proposed any rate treatment at this time for how these costs will be 
recovered in final rates.  The costs of preparing a rate application for an in-service project are 
appropriately treated as an operating cost expense. Creative Energy expects to include these costs 
as operating expenses at the time that it files for final rates for the Heating TES, but as discussed in 
the response to BCUC IR 6.23, it may seek a deferral mechanism to ensure recovery of actual 
regulatory costs given the inherent uncertainty at this time of a forecast of regulatory review 
expenses.  
 
 

6.22.1 Please explain why these are not expensed as regulatory costs or a component of 
operating costs. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.22. 
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6.22.2 Please discuss whether Creative Energy’s regulatory treatment of these costs differs 

from its accounting treatment. If so, please explain why they are treated differently.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The regulatory and accounting treatment of these costs is the same. 
 
 
6.23 Based on Creative Energy’s prior experience, please provide an estimate of the forecast costs 

associated with the preparation of this Application and BCUC review of the proposed pending 
final rates application.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy is unable to provide a realistic forecast of these total costs at this time due to the 
regulatory process uncertainty that exists in this Application presently and noting also that Creative 
Energy has no line of sight into whether the BCUC’s review costs will include the direct charging of 
external contractors.  Creative Energy intends to propose a deferral mechanism to recover actual 
regulatory review costs as part of a final rates application for the Heating TES.  
 
 
6.24 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether forecast costs associated with the preparation 

of this Application and BCUC review of the Application for approval of rates on an interim basis 
have been included in the $3.49 million estimate.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.22. 
 
 

6.24.1 If not confirmed, please provide a forecast based on Creative Energy’s prior regulatory 
experiences.  

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 6.23. 
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 Reference:  HEATING TES COST OF SERVICE 2020 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 4.1, p. 5, Table 2; Model; CPCN NES Heating 
Application, Exhibit B-5, Attachment 1. 
Fixed Operating Costs of Service – Operations and Maintenance 

In Table 2 on page 5 of the Application, Creative Energy provides the operations and maintenance 
costs for 2020:  
 

 

 2020 Assumption 

Maintenance 35,550 1% on total project cost in 2019 dollars 
Operator Cost 25,500 1/4 of a full-time equivalent operator at $100K in 2019 dollars 
Insurance 5,286 0.11% of Net Book Value of Equipment and 0.25% of Revenues 
Municipal Access Fee 6,881 1.25% of Revenue 
Lease Payments 0 n/a 
Administration 35,039 2.5% of $1.485 million in allocable Creative Energy administrations costs 

per recommended application of the Massachusetts formula 
Total 108,255  

 
7.1 For each of the operating cost components listed in the above table (maintenance, operator 

cost, insurance, municipal access fee and administration) please provide evidence and 
discussion to support the reasonableness for each of the assumptions for the forecasting of 
costs.    

RESPONSE: 
 
Maintenance: This assumption is based on Creative Energy’s experience that a budget of 1 percent 
of actual construction costs per year is sufficient and appropriate for both routine and sustained 
maintenance through the service term. 
 
Operating Cost: The Heating NES requires a part time operator, that is estimated at 25 percent of a 
full-time equivalent position. Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.4. 
 
Insurance: Creative Energy typically estimates insurance costs as 0.11% of the net book value of the 
assets for owner’s insurance, and 0.25% of revenues for general liability insurance to model the 
applicable costs to its projects.  Creative Energy has property insurance and business interruption 
insurance for the South Downtown heating assets.  Creative Energy has assessed that the total 
estimate referenced above is in the correct range of expected charges for property insurance based 
on a premium of .25% of the replacement value of the machinery and equipment and .25% of 
estimated business interruption expense, which amounts to an estimated annual insurance cost of 
$7,500.  General liability insurance is included in company-wide General and Administrative costs, 
which are allocated to projects using the Massachusetts formula.  Creative Energy will be updating 
its model for a more precise estimation of project-specific property and business interruption 
insurance in support of its application for final rates for the period 2020-2023. 
 
Municipal Access Fee: Per the Municipal Access Agreement between Creative Energy and the City of 
Vancouver, dated September 1, 1999. 
 
Administration: Under a two factor Massachusetts formula, the Heating NES represents 2.8% of 
revenues, and 2.1% of labour costs. The average of these two figures is 2.45% (2.50% rounded), 
which is the allocation of Creative Energy allocable administration costs. 

7.0 
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7.2 Please comment on whether the maintenance costs include a reserve to replace equipment 

essential to maintaining safe and reliable service during the course of the 30-years in which 
the levelized rate is calculated on. If not, why not.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Maintenance costs do not include a reserve to replace equipment. Creative Energy is of the opinion 
that the estimate of 1 percent per year is sufficient to cover any replacement items that are required 
under the normal course of operation. 
 
 
7.3 Please explain whether emergency repair costs or sustaining capital have been considered for 

potential maintenance costs. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Emergency repair costs have not been considered in the estimates of maintenance costs for this 
project, while sustaining capital is included in the estimate of recurring Maintenance costs. As the 
magnitude and timing of emergency repair costs cannot be predicted, we have refrained from 
forecasting them. Should extraordinary events require maintenance costs that exceed our estimate 
of recurring maintenance costs, Creative Energy will apply for recovery of those costs at that time as 
applicable and necessary. 
 
 
7.4 Please provide the responsibilities of the operator, explaining the tasks required to be 

completed and the frequency of the tasks. 

RESPONSE: 
 
The following are the responsibilities of the operator for both the cooling and heating systems at the 
Vancouver House Development.  The indicative revenue requirements for the DCS assume 20 
percent of a FTE for the cooling system responsibilities. The overall responsibilities of the operator 
for both cooling and heating amount to an estimated 45 percent of a full-time equivalent (FTE).   
 
Daily 
Review operating system by way of remote monitoring 

• All operational setpoints are achieved  
• Alarm summary reviewed, all alarm points addressed and reviewed 
• Receive any service calls from the building 

 
Weekly 
On site review of operating system 

• All operating parameters are visually checked and noted by way of log sheets for tracking 
• Site visit logged officially in site logbook, as per TSBC regulation - check area immediately 

surrounding equipment is free from combustible materials and /or any obstructions of 
ventilation air to boiler 

• Mechanical equipment checks 
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o Boilers - Visual checks for any leaks or unusual operating sounds or conditions 
o Heat Recovery Chiller - strainers cleaned, if required; visual checks for any leaks or 

unusual operating sounds or conditions 
o Water Filters changed 
o Water quality tests completed, both heating and cooling loops - addition of chemical 

as required 
o Air filters on boiler intakes checked and changed as required 

 
Monthly 

• Further mechanical equipment checks done that are not completed in the weekly checks 
include: 

o Heat Recovery Chiller - remove and clean water side strainers; ensure condenser 
fans free and clear of debris or buildup 

o Boilers - Check for piping leaks; visually inspect burner, flame, venting system, and 
condensate drain; inspect air filter, replace as necessary 

o Lubrication of all rotating equipment, i.e. pumps 
 
Quarterly 

• Preventative maintenance checks on specific equipment includes: 
o Operating system - updates provided on software as available; metering equipment 

reviewed 
o Heat Recovery Chillers - check each compressor oil level and color; clean condenser 

coil with vacuum and soft brush; visually inspect condenser coil and all other 
components 

o Boilers - lubrication of all rotating equipment, blowers and circulation pumps; 
visually inspect for any signs of leakage, listen to operating equipment for unusual 
noises. 

 
Annually 

• As per Technical Safety BC requirements, all pressure regulated equipment must be 
inspected and serviced: 

• Boilers 
o Combustion tuning, and all safety checks, including inspecting burner and cleaning 
o Safety relief valve testing 
o All safety controls testing, including leak test on all gas valves 
o Condensate neutralizer, change crystals 

• Heat Recovery Chillers 
o Backflush all heat exchangers 
o Remove and clean waterside strainers 
o Manually operate all waterside isolation valves 
o Check all electrical connections for tightness 
o Perform a leak check on all refrigerant circuits 
o Check oil level and color on each compressor 
o Check and test all refrigerant safeties 
o Check all peripheral systems for proper operation 
o Condenser fans, inspect for balance, change bearings as required 

• City of Vancouver water supply - backflow preventers to CE Plants 
• All Rotating Equipment and pumps - inspect and change mechanical seals as required 
• All Domestic Hot Water storage tanks - flush and clean 
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7.5 Please provide a complete list of the costs that are included in the administration and 

allocated in accordance with the Massachusetts formula. Please explain if the costs are 
considered residual and cannot be directly assigned.  

 
RESPONSE:  
 
The following categories of General and Administration costs are allocated in accordance with the 
Massachusetts formula, and do not include any expenses that can be directly assigned to specific 
projects: 

• Directors Fees 
• Administration and General Salaries and Benefits (costs are first assigned using time sheets 

and only the residual is allocated using the Massachusetts formula) 
• Office Supplies & Expenses 
• General legal and audit fees 
• General liability and umbrella insurance 

 
7.6 Please compare the Massachusetts formula for estimating and allocating administrative costs 

to Creative Energy’s standard methodology for estimating and allocating these costs, and 
provide an explanation of any differences.  

RESPONSE: 
 
The Massachusetts formula is Creative Energy’s standard methodology for estimating and allocating 
costs.    

A qualitative assessment by Creative Energy’s Controller and accounting team concluded that under 
the 2-factor allocation the magnitude of cost assignment between the systems appears better 
aligned with the respective general and administrative expenses required to operate and manage 
each system. Please refer to the following table which provides an indicative comparison of the 
differences but should not be relied upon in precise comparison to figures quoted elsewhere or 
updated where required as part of Creative Energy’s forthcoming 2020 RRA for the Core System. 
 

 Core NEFC Main & 
Keefer 

Kensington 
Garden 

SODO 
Heating 

SODO 
Cooling1 Pendrell Total 

Factor ($)                 

Capital 25,665,155 4,851,398 781,427 1,865,605 3,752,214 1,418,054 1,254,230 39,588,083 

Revenues 9,087,307 1,581,195 135,544 341,167 418,675 159,541 167,156 11,890,586 

Plant & Dist. Labour 2,228,989 51,691 19,384 77,536 51,691 12,737 25,845 2,467,874 

Ratio         

Capital 65% 12% 2% 5% 9% 4% 3% 100% 

Revenues 76% 13% 1% 3% 4% 1% 1% 100% 

Plant & Distribution Labour 90% 2% 1% 3% 2% 1% 1% 100% 

Combined Ratio: 3 Factor 77.2% 9.2% 1.3% 3.6% 5.0% 1.8% 1.9% 100% 

Combined Ratio: 2 Factor 83.4% 7.7% 1.0% 3.0% 2.8% 0.9% 1.2% 100% 

3-Factor Allocation  1,211,978 144,695 20,407 56,123 78,995 28,470 29,420 1,570,089 

2-Factor Allocation 1,309,019 120,837 15,115 47,189 44,085 14,585 19,258 1,570,089 

Difference 97,041 -23,857 -5,292 -8,934 -34,910 -13,885 -10,162 - 

Note 1: SODO Cooling assumes service and cost recovery effective July 2020. 

 
1 Assumes Creative Energy cost recovery beginning July 2020. 
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For example, this table shows that the cost allocation to the Heating TES is ~$44,000 using the 2-
factor model compared to ~$80,000 under the 3-factor model.  Of the $44,000 allocation, 
approximately $30,000 relates to management and administrative wages and benefits.  Under the 3-
factor model this would be almost double. The SODO Heating system is not anticipated to require a 
full-time staff person.  The 2-factor model provides a reasonable estimate of the administrative 
support required, equivalent to approximately one-half of a headcount.  
 
 
7.7 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether a Massachusetts formula has been used for 

previous energy projects operated by Creative Energy. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Confirmed. The 3-factor Massachusetts’s formula was approved for Creative Energy by the 
Commission under Order G-205-18. Creative Energy has applied the approved formula to allocate 
applicable costs to its Core and NEFC system customers.  
 
In Creative Energy 2020 Revenue Requirements Application for the Core and NEFC systems, Creative 
Energy is requesting the Commission's approval to apply a modified version of the Massachusetts 
formula using 2-factors as the means to allocate costs.  
 
Creative Energy notes that it has included the applicable factors relating to its Main & Keefer, 
Kensington Gardens and Pendrell Stream A TES’ in order to properly determine the allocations to the 
other systems; however, the contracted rates for service for those Stream A systems were 
established prior to the use of the Massachusetts formula and thus do not reflect allocation ratios 
using the formula. 
 
 

7.7.1 If confirmed, please provide the energy project(s).  

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.7. 
 
 

7.7.2 If confirmed, please explain whether the formula has been reviewed and/or updated 
to reflect ongoing changes related to the addition of new projects.   

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.7.  
 
In its 2020 Revenue Requirements Application for the Core and NEFC systems Creative Energy 
requests approval to apply a modified 2-factor Massachusetts formula.  Creative Energy will 
incorporate the Commission’s decision on that request for approval into the final rates 
determination for the Southdown Heating TES and other projects as applicable.  
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7.7.2.1 If so, please describe the changes.  

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.7.2.  
 
 

7.7.2.2 If not, why not. 

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.7.2.  
 
 
7.8 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the same Massachusetts formula proposed for 

this project has been accepted by the BCUC for previous energy projects operated by Creative 
Energy. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The 3-factor Massachusetts’s formula was approved for Creative Energy by the Commission under 
Order G-205-18. The modified 2-factor Massachusetts formula has not been accepted by the BCUC. 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.7.2. 
 
  

7.8.1 If not confirmed, please explain if this is an update to a methodology that has been 
previously accepted.  

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.8. 
 
 

7.8.2 If confirmed, please reference the filing where this methodology was accepted by the 
BCUC.   

 
RESPONSE:  
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.8. 
 
 
7.9 Please provide and explain the calculation of the estimated allocable overheard under the 

Massachusetts formula. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The approved Massachusetts Formula methodology derives the percentage ratio between each 
regulated Vancouver project and Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms overall for each of the 
following three factors: 
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1. Gross property, plant and equipment; 
2. Direct labor expenses; and 
3. Gross revenues. 

 
A combined percentage ratio is then derived for each project as the simple average of these three 
factors.  The combined ratio for each project is applied to the total General and Administrative costs 
of Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms, as categorized above in the response to BCUC IR 7.5, to 
determine the amounts to be allocated to each project.   
 
 
Creative Energy included with the Application its Model, which supports the revenue requirements 
build up and rate design. In cell M132 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model it states, “2.45% of 
allocable Overhead under Massachusetts formula.” 
 
7.10 Please explain whether 2.5% or 2.45% will be used as the basis of allocation. 

 
RESPONSE:  
 
Final allocations will be subject to approval or not of the modified 2-factor Massachusetts formula, 
which Creative Energy is requesting approval of as part of its 2020 RRA for the Core and NEFC 
systems. Final rates will thus be calculated in accordance with the allocation factors determined 
based on the approved methodology.   
 
 

7.10.1 Please comment on why the basis for allocation was selected and why it is considered 
reasonable. Please discuss how the basis of allocation compares with other energy 
projects operated by Creative Energy.   

 
RESPONSE:  
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.6, which provides a qualitative assessment of an estimate 
of costs to be assigned to the Heating TES as compared to other Creative Energy projects. 
 
 
7.11 Please comment on how the $1.485 million in allocable administration costs was determined.  

 
RESPONSE:  
 
Total allocable administration costs are an annual forecast estimate of total General and 
Administrative expenses across all Creative Energy Vancouver Platform projects, for the categories 
of costs set out in the response to BCUC IR 7.5.  As referenced in the response to BCUC IR 7.6, total 
forecast allocable costs in 2020 are approximately $1.57 million. 
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In cell K132 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model the administrative costs are stated to be “34,352” 
calculated using the formula “=35039/1.02.” 

7.12 Please explain how the administrative costs of $34,352 and the supporting formula presented 
in cell K132 reconciles with the $1.485 million in allocable administration costs and the percent 
basis of allocation confirmed in 7.10 above.   

 
RESPONSE:  
 
The estimated amounts will not reconcile, nor is it necessary for them to reconcile for the purpose of 
determining final rates.  Based on updates to the total 2020 forecast of allocable General and 
Administration expenses and changes to the inputs to each factor under each applicable project, the 
allocation percentages are updated for the forecast period.   

Creative Energy has proposed the 2-factor approach given the unique characteristics of its systems 
and an assessment that the magnitude of cost assignment between the systems appears better 
aligned with the respective general and administrative expense required to operate and manage 
each system when using the 2-factor approach.   

Creative Energy is presenting this proposal as part of its 2020 RRA for the Core and NEFC systems.  
Subject to the Commission’s review and approval in that proceeding Creative Energy would 
necessarily adopt the same approach to determines rates for all of its systems going forward as 
applicable (e.g. Core, NEFC, South Downtown). 
 
Creative Energy thus expects that final allocations to determine final Heating TES rates for the 2020-
2023 period will be determined in accordance the allocation factors of the Massachusetts formula 
approved as part of the Commission’s decision into the 2020 RRA for the Core and NEFC systems. 
 
 
Cell K62 to K64 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model states the annual forecast rate of inflation for 
operating, electricity and fuel costs is 2.0%.  
 
7.13 Please comment on why the forecast inflation rate for operating, electricity and fuel costs is 

2.0%. And please explain why it is considered reasonable.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 
The 2 percent is a simple assumed value for inflation for the purposes of determining a reasonable 
interim rate. This Application is for interim 2020 rates with a multi-year rate application for final 
rates for the period 2020-2023 to follow determination of the final costs of the system when 
complete and supported by final approval of the rate design that is also the subject of this 
Application. Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 3.1. 
 
A multi-year application for final rates will establish the evidentiary basis for any applicable inflation 
factors used to support the applied-for final rates for the 2020-2023 period. Recovery of electricity 
and natural gas fuel costs are a flow-through expense to customers on the basis of actual costs and 
therefore the assumed inflation factor in the model is of no consequence to the determination of 
the proposed variable charge to recover those costs.  
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In cell E19 and E20 on the “Summary Tables” tab of the Model the Insurance costs and Municipal 
Access Fee for 2020 are provided. The Insurance costs are $5,375 and the Municipal Access Fee is 
$7,329.   
 
7.14 Please explain why the Insurance costs and Municipal Access fee provided in the Model do not 

agree with Table 2.   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The estimated amounts in the model are calculated based on revenues and thus reflect iterative 
updates to the underlying inputs to those calculations. The cumulative difference between the 
figures in the model and Table 2 are $537 and may be considered immaterial. 
 
 

7.14.1 Please provide an updated Table 2 or Model, as necessary.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 
No update is necessary. Please see the response to BCUC IR 7.14. 
 
 
On page 5 of the Application, Creative Energy states:  

Alignment with CPCN evidence: Total O&M of $86,000 (refer to updated Table 22, 
response to BCUC IR 2.41.1). The key cost variance relates to the application now of 
the Massachusetts formula to allocate administration costs, which largely explains the 
increase to the indicative estimate provided during the CPCN filing. [Emphasis added] 

7.15 Apart from the key cost variance in administration costs due to the application of the 
Massachusetts formula, please clarify the other cost components that increased and why (i.e. 
is the change related to the increase in capital costs or another reason).  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
No other costs have changed materially. 
 
 
Further, Creative Energy states:  

Given the improved estimate of administration costs and noting that the remaining 
assumptions underpinning O&M expenses are consistent with the factors tested 
during the CPCN proceeding, Creative Energy submits that the total of projected 
operating and maintenance costs summarized in Table 2 are appropriately included in 
the cost of service for the determination of interim rates. [Emphasis added] 

In response to confidential BCUC IR 4.1, presented in Exhibit B-2-1 and re-produced non-confidentially 
in Attachment 1 of Exhibit B-5 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy states:  

Creative Energy submits that both assumptions of 5% in the model and 10% in the 
narrative are incorrect and therefore the updated model reflects a better estimate of 
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the administration cost based on a refined Massachusetts formula, as discussed 
below. 

The Massachusetts formula is used to allocate overhead between different asset 
classes consistent with the Commission’s recommendation. However, under the 
circumstances of a small NES such as the South Downtown NES, it may not be fair to 
allocate a disproportionate amount of administration cost based on the relative asset 
base in comparison to our Core system, which has more than 200 customers. 

Therefore, Creative Energy recommends a formula that only includes two factors to 
allocate costs to projects: revenue and operating cost. Applying this formula leads to 
an administration cost for South Downtown Heating of $21,000 per year, which 
represents 30% of the South Downtown NES operating cost and approximately 1.50% 
of Creative Energy’s total administration costs. The updated model reflects this 
approach. [Emphasis added] 

In response to confidential BCUC IR 27.1, presented in Exhibit B-2-1 and re-produced non-
confidentially in Attachment 1 of Exhibit B-5 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy 
states: 

The major change to costs are driven by improved estimation of administration costs 
using a refined Massachusetts formula, as discussed in the response to IR 4.1. 
[Emphasis added] 

7.16 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the two factor Massachusetts formula discussed 
in the CPCN NES Heating Application is different from the Massachusetts formula presented in 
the interim rates Application.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The two approaches are the same. The underlined reference above to “revenue and operating cost” 
should have stated “revenue and operating labour cost”.  
 
 

7.16.1 If confirmed, please explain the differences between the formulas and comment on 
why the formula was revised. As part of your response, please provide the refined 
Massachusetts formula used in the CPCN NES Heating Application and the 
Massachusetts formula presented in this Application.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable. Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.16. 
 
 
7.17 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the inputs into the two factor Massachusetts 

formula discussed in the CPCN NES Heating Application is different from the inputs for the 
Massachusetts formula presented in the Application’s interim rates. 
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RESPONSE: 
 
The factors are the same, but the inputs and therefore allocation percentages may have changed 
slightly due to updates to the projections of the underlying values of each of those factors in the 
intervening period.  
 
Creative is requesting approval of the modified two-factor Massachusetts formula as part of its 2020 
RRA for the Core and NEFC systems.  
 
Creative Energy is requesting interim approval of rates under this Application and expects that final 
rates will be determined based on further application of Creative Energy reflecting Commission 
approval of either the existing 3-factor or proposed 2-factor Massachusetts formula approach for 
allocating general and administration costs for that purpose.  
 
 

7.17.1 If confirmed, please explain the differences between the inputs and comment on why 
the inputs were revised. As part of your response, please provide the inputs used in 
the CPCN NES Heating Application and the inputs used in the Application’s interim 
rates. 

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.17.  For the reasons discussed there is no materiality to 
any difference in the values of the factors used to estimate administration costs for the purpose of 
the providing indicative rates in the CPCN application and the updated values used to support the 
application for the 2020 interim heating rates. Please refer also to the response to BCUC IR 7.6 for 
further context to the comparison between the alternative applications of the Massachusetts 
formula. 
 
 
7.18 If neither the formula or the inputs of the two factor Massachusetts formula have changed, 

please provide rationale for the increased administration costs.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable.  Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.17. 
 
 
7.19 Please explain whether the operating costs of service (including maintenance, operator, 

insurance, municipal access and administration costs) recovered will be based on the 
estimates provided or actual costs. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
A multi-year rate application will be based on a forecast of operating costs and rates will proposed 
on that basis. Creative Energy has not put forward any variance deferral mechanisms to account for 
differences between forecast and actual amounts.   
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7.19.1 If recovery will be based on actual costs, please explain how actual costs will be 
determined for each of the cost components (maintenance, operator, insurance, 
municipal access and administration costs).  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable.  Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.19. 
 
 
7.20 Please explain how Creative Energy proposes to track and credit/recover differences between 

actual and estimated (forecast) costs for the Heating TES. 

RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable.  Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 7.19. Please also refer to the response to 
BCUC IR 3.1.  
 
 

 Reference:  HEATING TES COST OF SERVICE 2020 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 4.1, Table 2, p. 5; Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 
4.1, Table 3, p. 6; Exhibit B-2-1, CPCN NES Heating Application, BCUC IR 24.1 and 
24.1.1 
Fixed Operating Costs of Service – Depreciation 

In Table 3 on page 6 of the Application, Creative Energy provides the rate base and depreciation: 
  

 

Total Project Cost (Capital and Development) 
Interest During Construction 
Cost of Equity During Construction 

3,485,246 
86,011 

119,182 
Starting Ratebase 2020 3,690,439 
Annual Depreciation Charge 123,015 

 
Further on page 6, Creative Energy states, “[a]nnual depreciation assumes that the project cost is 
amortized over the 30-year term of analysis and is consistent with the evidence reviewed during 
the CPCN proceeding.” 
 
8.1 Please explain whether depreciating the Heating TES assets over the life of a contract is 

consistent with Creative Energy’s existing accounting practice and describe any differences. 
Please include the applicable deprecation rates by asset class. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Depreciating the Heating TES assets over the life of the contract is not consistent with Creative 
Energy’s financial statement accounting practice. Creative Energy depreciates its assets at 8% per 
annum (~12.5 years), consistent with CCA Class 17 from an accounting perspective. This is consistent 
with the income tax treatment of these assets. Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 8.4. 
 
  

8.0 
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8.1.1 Please provide the undepreciated balance of the Heating TES assets at the end of the 
term of the contract. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
There is no undepreciated balance of the Heating TES assets at the end of the contract. 
 
 
8.2 If the Heating TES assets are no longer used and useful at the end of the contract term, please 

provide the proposed regulatory accounting treatment for the undepreciated plant balance of 
the Heating TES, and the average annual rate impact of this treatment for Creative Energy’s 
existing ratepayers. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please see the response to BCUC IR 8.1.1. 
 
 
8.3 Please provide the accounting framework Creative Energy operates within.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy prepares its financial statements in accordance with Canadian Accounting Standards 
for Private Enterprises (ASPE). 
 
 
8.4 Please identify the relevant factors from Creative Energy’s perspective that should be 

considered in determining the useful life of an asset for regulatory rate setting purposes. How 
does this differ from Creative Energy’s accounting framework as identified above? 

RESPONSE: 
 
From Creative Energy’s perspective, the relevant factor in determining the useful life of an asset for 
regulatory rate setting purposes is the asset’s estimated useful life. In the case of the Heating TES, 
this is 30 years, whereas under Creative Energy’s accounting framework, this is ~12.5 years. Creative 
Energy’s accounting framework is dictated by the allowable depreciation deduction for tax purposes 
relating to the asset and is not the same as the estimated economic life of the assets. 
 
 

8.4.1 Please explain whether Creative Energy considers that setting depreciation rates using 
contract terms as the basis for useful life is permitted under the above-mentioned 
accounting framework. 

RESPONSE: 
 
There is no connection between the basis for useful life of the Heating assets in determining a 
revenue requirement for rate setting and the above-mentioned accounting framework as it relates 
to depreciating assets for financial statement and income tax purposes. 
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8.5 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, whether Creative Energy will review the depreciation 
method and estimated useful life of the Heating TES on a regular basis.   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Confirmed. Creative Energy will review the depreciation should operations of the plant suggest that 
our estimated useful life proves to be different than estimated actual life. 
 
 

8.5.1 If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Not applicable. 
 
 

8.5.2 If an event occurs, and the amortization method or estimated useful life of the Heating 
TES assets needs to be revised, please explain how this will be addressed, in 
consideration of the 30-year customer contract term.   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
If the estimated useful life proves to be materially different from Creative Energy’s original estimate, 
to the extent that the project requires a recapitalization and/or replacement of assets, Creative 
Energy will file a new Rate Application reflecting these increased costs, while concurrently seeking 
an extension to the customer contract term. 
 
 
In response to confidential IR BCUC IR 24.1 and 24.1.1 presented in Exhibit B-2-1 and reproduced non-
confidentially in Attachment 1 of Exhibit B-5 of the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy 
states:  

The service agreement assumes 25 years beginning in 2018. 

The estimated useful life of the Project referred to above is conservative, and the 
actual useful plant life should be segmented as follows: 
• Plant: 25 years – it is expected that the boilers will need to be replaced after 25 
years. 
• DPS: 50 years – the buried pipe is expected to be useful for 50 years before it needs 
to be repaired / replaced. 
• ETS: 50 years – the majority of the costs associated with installing an ETS involve 
installation of pipework, which will have a long useful life. The other components of an 
ETS, such as control valves (~$2,000 each) and the Heat Exchangers (~$4,000 each) 
would need to be replaced every 10 – 15 years, however they represent a much 
smaller percentage of the overall installed cost ($675,000) and can be managed 
through Creative Energy’s annual maintenance allowance. 

This useful life of this equipment will not be impacted by the planned relocation as the 
same equipment will be used once a permanent location is found. 
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8.6 Please explain why the service agreement term was changed from 25 years to 30 years.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The 25-year period for the service agreement as discussed in the CPCN NES Heating Application was 
the assumption made at the time. The change to 30 years is consistent with the modelling of 
revenue requirements and rates and reflects the current contract terms to be put in place. We note 
that these terms more closely reflect the weighted average depreciation period discussed in the 
CPCN NES Heating Application. 
 
 
8.7 Please explain why the CPCN NES Heating Application proposed to depreciate the Heating TES 

over the actual useful lives for each component whereas the current Application proposes to 
depreciate the Heating TES over the 30-year customer contract term. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
As per the CPCN NES Heating Application, the weighted average depreciation period was 30.3 years 
which is essentially equivalent to the 30-year contract term. Creative Energy therefore is of the 
opinion that there is no substantive difference between the CPCN NES Heating Application and the 
current application in regard to depreciation periods. 
 
 
8.8 Please provide the useful lives of the Heating TES assets. Please discuss any changes in useful 

lives from that presented in the CPCN NES Heating Application. 

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the following above table for changes from the CPCN Heating Application. Discussion 
of these changes was provided in Creative Energy’s response to BCUC IR 24.1.1 in the CPCN NES 
Heating Application, as provided in the extract further below.  
 
Component Useful Life – CPCN Useful Life – Current 

Application 
Predevelopment (Dev.) 30 Years 30 Years 
CPCN (Dev.) 30 Years 30 Years 
Engineering (Dev.) 30 Years 30 Years 
Boiler Plant 30 Years 25 Years 
Distribution Piping System 40 Years 50 Years 
Energy Transfer Station 25 Years 50 Years 
Internal Management 
(Dev.) 30 Years 30 Years 
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 Reference:  HEATING TES COST OF SERVICE 2020 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 4.2, Table 5, p. 7; Model; Exhibit B-2, CPCN NES 
Heating Application, BCUC IR 6.3.1 and 11.1. 
Energy Consumption Cost of Service (Variable Fuel Costs) 

In Table 5 on page 7 of the Application, Creative Energy provides the energy costs:  
 

 

 2020 
Total customer energy demand (MWh) 4,028 
System Efficiency 92.1% 
Natural Gas production (MWh) 4,373 
Electricity Demand (MWh) 81 
Variable Natural Gas Costs ($/MWh) $20.87 
Demand Cost and Basic Charge ($) $8,365 
Variable Electricity Costs ($/MWh) $98.74 
Demand and Basic Charge ($) $9,310 
Natural Gas Costs ($) $99,614 
Electricity Costs ($) $17,264 
Total Energy Costs ($) 116,878 

 
9.1 Please provide the supporting calculations for the indicated energy charges.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Electricity   
Pumping Electricity MWh 81 
Electricity Prices (BCH MGS) $/MWh $98.74 
Electricity Consumption Cost (1) $ 7,954 

   
Peak kW/Month kW 139 
Demand Charge/Month $/kW $5.53 
Demand Charge/Month $ 768 
Demand Charge/Year (2) $ 9,210 

9.0 

24 _1-l Pl!!i3S>e discms tlite estimated m eful life of the Project. 

RESPO SE:: 

The ,estimated 1.15efu'l llife ,of the IProjert 1referredl to above is oorw!ivat iill'e, and t he aotual useful Iplant 
rife s!tuJUtdl be S>egJnen11:ed .as fu[low~ 

·• P,lant : 25 years - it is e:x,peaed that t!he boi lers will needl to be r,epllared .after 25 years. 

·• DPS: 50 years - the lburiedl pipe is ,~ ed to be us,eful for 50 year.; before iit need.s to be 
riepai red f' rcepta1Ded .. 

·• EiliS:: 50 years - · t he majority of~he ,c:osts a~ociiated with iinstal ng an IETS invol'ilil! 

insta'llation of pipe,wor~ which wi'II have a I.Olllg us,efu fife. Tlhe 01!her ,componen ts of an ET5, 
.stmhi as control wllves 1.-$2:.'000 each) and the H\eat E:xchanger.s. ('"$4,000 eadh~ would need[ to• 

be re;pla(ied evay 110 - 15 years:, !however t!h.ey re;presem: .a, mudhi :sma11e;r Iperoentage ,of the 
,overall insta'lled oost IS'Ei75,o(M)), andl can be managed! thmugih ICrea·m,,e Enei;g:,(s annu al 

maintenan!De allowance .. 
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Basic Charge $/day $0.27 
Basic Charge/Year (3) $ 100 

   
Electricity Cost (1+2+3) $ 17,264 

   
Natural Gas   
Natural gas consumption MWh 4,373 
Variable natural gas costs $/MWh $20.87 
Natural Gas Consumption Cost (1) $ 91,249 

   
Highest Daily Peak Demand (annual base) MWh 33 
Daily Demand Price $ $79.42 
Natural Gas Demand Cost (2) $ 2,625 

   
Basic Charge $/month 478 
Basic Charge (3) $ 5,741 

   
Natural Gas Costs (1+2+3) $ 99,614 
 
 
Creative Energy included with the Application its Model, which supports the revenue requirements 
build up and rate design. In cell K99 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model, Creative Energy provides 
the “Daily Peak in a month (Natural Gas)” of “1.50x” and states in cell M99 it uses the assumption that 
monthly peak is 50% above the monthly average.  

 
9.2 Please explain how the Daily Peak in a month (Natural Gas) of 1.50x was established and why it 

is considered to be reasonable.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 
A Daily Peak of 1.50x is a simple, conservative estimate to project Natural Gas Demand charges 
based on a daily peak natural gas demand. This estimate and related price forecasts support the use 
of the model for project feasibility analysis but it has no materiality to rate-setting under Creative 
Energy’s proposal to flow-through fuel charges to customers based on actual costs. 
 
Row 87 through 99 of the “Forecast Inputs” tab of the Model provides the demand by month and the 
total period demand. Row 99 shows demand reaching 4,028 MWh in 2020 and remaining at this level 
through to 2049.  
 
9.3 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the demand is consistent with that presented in 

the CPCN NES Heating Application for all periods. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The CPCN NES Heating application contemplated customer demand of 4,171 MWh per year as 
compared with 4,028 MWh in the current Application. The variance reflects minor changes in 
expected consumption as engineering estimates were refined. The variance in consumption is 
approximately 3.4%.  
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9.3.1 If not confirmed, please discuss the differences.  
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 9.3. 
 
 
In response to BCUC IR 6.3.1 presented in the CPCN NES Heating Application, Creative Energy states: 

One-hundred percent of expected load will not be achieved until all four buildings 
reach complete occupancy. This will not likely occur until late 2019 or early 2020 as 
tenants continue to move into the tower (Building 2) and as businesses move into the 
retail and commercial spaces (Buildings 3 and 4). 

9.4 Please explain whether complete occupancy for all four buildings is expected to be realized by 
January 1, 2020. If not, please discuss why demand for 2020 has not been adjusted to reflect 
occupancy expectations.   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Complete occupancy is expected by July 1st, 2020. Demand for 2020 has not changed as 2020 figures 
were provided to illustrate the costs to customers on an annual basis once full occupancy had been 
achieved. Should demand be lower, the only change to customers would be to variable fuel costs. As 
the application proposes that these costs be recovered on a flow-through basis, any decrease in 
variable costs relating to lower load will be reflected in lower costs passed on to customers. 
 
 
In response to BCUC IR 11.1 presented in Exhibit B-2, Creative Energy states: 

The containerized boiler plant is expected to serve the NES for a period of up to 5 
years. There are a number of developments that are expected to reach occupancy in 
the immediate vicinity of the system in that timeframe, and we are seeking to ensure 
that there is an option to increase the capacity of the boiler plant to serve those 
developments, if they agreed and it made good economic sense for the NES.  

9.5A  Please discuss if there are existing plans to increase the capacity of the boiler plant to address 
demand in the immediate vicinity. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
This IR was unnumbered in its original submission.  We have numbered it IR 9.5A for referencing 
purposes. 
 
There are no plans to increase the capacity of the boiler plant at this time. 
 
In cell K103 to K114 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model, Creative Energy provides the monthly 
seasonal demand for each month.  
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9.5 Please clarify the methodology for determining the monthly seasonal demand and why the 
monthly demand is considered to be reasonable.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The monthly seasonal demand is consistent with the seasonality of Creative Energy’s existing steam 
generation system. Given that the NES Heating Plant operates in the same geographic region as the 
existing steam generation system, Creative Energy believes that the steam system serves as a 
reasonable proxy for determining the monthly seasonal demand for the NES Heating Plant. 
 
 
In cell G215 on the “Forecast Inputs” tab of the Model, Creative Energy provides the monthly peak 
demand of 138.83 calculated using the formula “=1666/12”.  

9.6 Please explain how the peak demand was determined and why it is considered reasonable.   

RESPONSE: 
 
In retrospect Creative Energy does not consider that estimate to be a reasonable model of Monthly 
Peak Demand for electricity, noting for example that overall peak design demand across all four 
buildings connected to the system is 2,548 kW. Given that electricity usage for the Heating TES is 
estimated as a percentage of annual heating energy demand, Creative Energy believes that using the 
same percentage and applying it to the total peak energy demand of the plant is a reasonable 
estimate of peak electricity demand in a monthly period. Therefore, Creative Energy submits that 
51kW (2,548kW multiplied by 2 percent, rounded) is a better estimate of monthly peak electricity 
demand.  
 
The total change in cost relating to electricity in 2020 is estimated to be approximately $5,800 lower 
as a result of this change. This change has no effect on the interim approved rate because Creative 
Energy’s proposal is to flow-through fuel charges to customers based on actual costs. 
 
 
 

C. PROPOSED RATE DESIGN 

 Reference: PROPOSED RATE DESIGN 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 5.1, pp. 2, 8-11; Model   
Capacity Charge  

On page 2 of the Application, Creative Energy states:  

Creative Energy applies for approval of the following interim rates for 2020: 

1. Capacity Charge per kilowatt (kW) per month: $11.80 / kW / month 
2. Variable Charge per megawatt hour (MWh)(indicative): $29.00 / MWh 

In row 21 and 22 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model, Creative Energy provides “Fixed Rate per 
m2” and the “All-in Rate per m2.” 
 
In rows 79 to 111 of the “Regulatory Model” tab of the Model, Creative Energy provides the “Fixed 
Charge Revenue Build-up” which adjusts based on the deferral scenario selected. Row 87 and 92 

10.0 
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presents the “Revenue Build-up Implied Fixed Charge” and the “Revenue Deferral Fixed Charge 
(Nominal)” respectively, both as Annual $ / m2.  
 
On page 9, Creative Energy states: 
 

Creative Energy acknowledges that in the Heating TES CPCN proceeding it set out indicative 
fixed charges on a $/m2 basis, the regulatory model continues to compute certain results also 
using that metric. 

 
10.1 Please explain why the fixed capacity charge is quoted on a $/kW/month in the Application, 

whereas the Model quotes the fixed charges on an Annual $ / m2 basis.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The model was initially developed to support project feasibility analysis and to support the CPCN 
application for the Heating TES, which included a report on the indicative revenue requirements and 
rates for the system. At the time, as explained in the Application and in response to IRs in that 
proceeding, Creative Energy was not proposing rates but rather provided indicative rates on a $/m2 
basis, which supported Creative Energy’s evaluation of the economics of the Heating TES and 
comparisons with the rates for other systems.   
 
Creative Energy evaluated the merits of recovering the capital and fixed operating costs of service of 
the Heating TES on a $/kW basis instead of a $/m2 basis, and this Application now supports its 
proposal for a $/kW fixed charge.   
 
 
10.2 Please provide any other results, not mentioned above, from the regulatory model that 

continue to use a $/m2 basis.  

RESPONSE: 
 
The model estimates the total cost of service and supports Creative Energy’s proposal for levelized 
rates and an accompanying RDDA to recover the full cost of service over time.  The total cost of 
service is independent of the billing determinants put into place to recover those costs on a forecast 
basis, whether on a $/m2 or $/kW basis.  As explained in the Application, the rate design and billing 
determinants effect not the total of the cost of service but the allocation of cost recovery between 
the four building customers and the timing of that cost recovery.   
 
In summary, there are no applicable results that continue to use a $/m2 basis under Creative 
Energy’s Application. 
 
 

10.2.1 Does Creative Energy have any concerns about the consistency of the regulatory 
model if certain results are using a $/m2 basis, but the capacity charge is based on 
$/kW? Please explain why or why not, including why Creative Energy chose to 
continue to compute certain results using the $/m2 basis. 

RESPONSE: 
 
There are no consistency concerns. It is a simple and mechanical exercise to divide the cost of service 
computed by the model by total billing determinants in order to arrive at an applicable rate.  That 
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the model also expresses some rates on a $/m2 basis is of no consequence to the model of the total 
cost of service and Creative Energy’s proposal to recover the capital and fixed operating components 
of that cost of service on a $/kW basis.  
 

 
10.2.2 Please provide and explain the impact on rates that results from using $/m2 for certain 

results instead of using a $/kW for those same results. 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 10.1 and 10.2. All results as proposed in the Application 
use a $/kW charge to recover the capital and fixed operating cost of service and there are no other 
results for which a $/m2 would be used.  
 
Referring to Table 9 of the Application, for example, the proposed fixed charge of $11.80/kW/month 
is forecast to recover $361,011 of the cost of service and a $/m2 charge is not applicable. 
 
 
On pages 8-9 of the Application, Creative Energy states:  

The capacity charge will recover the capital and fixed operating costs of the Heating 
TES [Thermal Energy System] on a $/kW basis, determined on the basis of the design 
peak demand of each building. The capacity charge will recover all costs that do not 
vary with energy consumption; that is, the cost of service excepting variable fuel costs. 
In that regard, these costs re considered ‘fixed’ and therefore should not be recovered 
on a $/MWh basis. 

The level of the capacity charge will be set equal to the total capital and fixed 
operating costs of service divided by the total design peak demand of the Vancouver 
House Development – i.e. the total design peak in kW – which is equal to the sum of 
the design peak demands for each building. Total design peak demand accounts for 
the diversity of peak demand for space heating and domestic hot water in Buildings 1 
and 2. That is, total design peak for Buildings 1 and 2 reflects entirely space heating 
load based on the diversity and timing of use between space heating and domestic hot 
water services. Creative Energy service to Buildings 3 and 4 will be space heating only. 

The level of the capacity charge is set based on total design peak demand. 
Correspondingly, the billing determinants for the allocation of capital and fixed 
operating costs to each building are the individual total design peak demand in kW of 
each building in the Vancouver House Development. 

10.3 Please discuss, and list, if Creative Energy is aware of any other comparable peer companies 
that use $/kW, determined on the basis of the design peak demand, to recover the total 
capital and fixed operating costs similar to Creative Energy’s proposal.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
To the best of Creative Energy’s knowledge, the proposed billing determinant is unique as compared 
to other peer companies. Creative Energy believes that this proposal represents a fair allocation of 
the fixed costs of the Heating TES under the specific circumstances of the system. In this case, the 
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underlying cost drivers of the Heating TES system as relating to its design requirements tie more 
closely to kW of design demand than to building floor area.  
 
 
10.4 Is Creative Energy aware of any other comparable peer companies that recover 100 percent of 

capital and fixed operating costs entirely through fixed charges, instead of a portion through 
both fixed and variable charges? If yes, please discuss and provide examples and references. 

RESPONSE:  
 
Creative Energy has not assessed the rates of other utilities to that level of detail without knowledge 
of the full context of other utilities cost of service.  Of the costs forecast to be recovered through the 
interim approved rates in 2020, the capacity charge is forecast recover ~66% and the variable charge 
is forecast to recover 34%.  Approximately 50% of the fixed charge recovers operating costs that may 
vary year to year, but that do not vary directly with energy consumption. 
 
Creative Energy makes its proposal directly on its own merits and within the context specifically of 
the cost drivers of the Heating TES to which the rates will apply.  Please refer to the section 5 for a 
summary of those benefits and expanded upon in the responses to BCUC IRs 12.1 and 1.1, for 
example.  Please refer also to the response to BCUC IR 10.3. 
 
Creative Energy notes in general that benchmark rates are appropriate for comparing project 
alternatives and their relative competitiveness (within a CPCN application for example) but their 
value for assessing individual utility cost of service (within a Utility Revenue Requirements 
Application for example) is context dependent. The latter observation may be generally applied tp 
the comparison of rate designs between utilities.  
 
On page 10, Creative Energy provides the Implied Peak Demand Intensity for each Building, and states: 

Compared to a $/m2 fixed charge, the proposed $/kW fixed capacity charge improves 
the overall fairness in the allocation of cost recovery between the building customers 
because it more fairly assigns total capital and fixed operating cost recovery to each 
building in closer alignment to the relative demand intensity and efficiency of each 
building. The $/kW capacity charge better aligns with Creative Energy’s costs, which 
are driven by the amount of capacity and distribution we need to build, operate, and 
maintain the Heating TES…As Table 8 illustrates, a fixed charge levied on a $/m2 basis 
would unfairly increase the cost recovery burden to the Residential Strata at Building 2 
despite its relative peak design efficiency as compared to the other buildings in the 
Vancouver House Development, which are more uniquely designed and less efficient. 

10.5 Please explain if Creative Energy is presenting “Implied Peak Demand Intensity” as a measure 
of the efficiency of each Building. If not, please explain what “Implied Peak Demand Intensity” 
is meant to measure.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
‘Implied Peak Demand Intensity’ is a normalized measure of how much capacity is required to meet 
the maximum thermal requirements of the building.  From the perspective of the thermal energy 
provider, a building which has a lower peak demand drives fewer capital and fixed operating costs 
and thus makes more efficient use of the thermal infrastructure.   
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10.5.1 Please explain if “Implied Peak Demand Intensity” is a commonly used industry metric, 
and in what context it is typically used for. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The use of a ‘peak thermal demand intensity’ metric, expressed in units of W/m2 or an imperial 
units equivalent is certainly an industry standard.  This is used to quantify the impact a customer 
building has on the sizing of generation and distribution infrastructure.   
 
The title for the metric is inconsistent in industry, and certainly the term ‘Implied Peak Demand 
Intensity’ is not an established industry standard. 
 
 
On page 10, Creative Energy states, “Total monthly and annual costs collected from each building 
customer will not vary by usage under a $/kW capacity charge and the building customers will 
therefore be indifferent to the underlying billing determinant as far as understanding their expected 
total bills for budgeting purposes.” 
 
10.6 Please clarify and explain what consultation Creative Energy has had with building customers 

on the usage of $/kW for a capacity charge. Please providing supporting evidence to indicate 
that “building customers will therefore be indifferent”? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy acknowledges that the referenced description could have been more clear, and may 
be improved if it stated rather that: 
 

“Total monthly and annual costs collected from each building customer will not vary by 
usage under a $/kW capacity charge and the building customers will therefore be indifferent 
to the that underlying billing determinant as far as understanding their expected total bills 
for budgeting purposes.”  

 
The context of and reference to the statement that “building customers will therefore be 
indifferent” is simply meant to describe that the building customers are most interested in their 
total monthly bill, not the underlying billing determinants, as they need to know the total cost to 
allocate to tenants and strata unit owners their pro rata portion of those costs. 
 
Creative Energy engaged with the Owner/Developer of all four buildings and its interest was entirely 
related to understanding an annual budget for all heating costs, fixed and variable combined.     
 
 
10.7 Please provide an excerpt from the disclosure statement given to individual unit buyers (i.e. 

the end users) that discusses the heating rate and how it is charged. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
There is no discussion of a heating rate. The following is an excerpt from the disclosure statement: 
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10.8 Please discuss the capability of Creative Energy’s billing system if the proposed rate design and 

rate structures is not approved as proposed. How will differences between approved rates and 
collected rates be collected/refunded from customers? 

RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy’s billing system is able to accommodate the implementation of any billing 
determinant so long as the billing units are known and can be inputted, and therefore it would be a 
fairly straightforward and mechanical exercise to determine the net difference, positive or negative, 
between bills invoiced under one set of billing determinants compared to what is approved if 
different. 
 
 

 Reference: PROPOSED RATE DESIGN 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 5.2, p. 11 
Variable Charge 

On page 11, Creative Energy states: 

The Variable Charge will recover on a flow-through basis the actual fuel costs for the 
natural gas and electricity used to operate the Heating TES. 

Actual fuel costs will be based on the metered usage for natural gas and electricity and 
the applicable rates for the associated service provided by Fortis Energy Inc. and BC 
Hydro, respectively. Creative Energy will determine the $/MWh variable charge each 
month as the sum of natural gas and electricity costs divided by the total metered 
energy consumption for heating of all buildings (in MWh). Creative Energy will invoice 
the building customers accordingly based on their individual building’s metered energy 
use. 

The alternative approach for the recovery of fuel costs would be for Creative Energy to 
seek approval of both 1) a variable charge set on a forecast basis and 2) a fuel cost 
stabilization account to record the difference between actual and forecast fuel costs to 
be reviewed periodically and amortized when necessary over a one-year period, 
consistent with the Commission’s Guidelines for Setting Gas Cost Recovery Rates. As 
compared to that alternative, Creative Energy has proposed a monthly flow-through of 

11.0 

(3) Other Expenses 

The cost for certain uii lities and services will be paid by the Strata Corporation and subject lo 
subsection (4) below, will be included in the annual budget for the Strata orporation. Each 
Owner will be responsible for a proportionate share of such costs incurred by the trata 
Corporation based upon the Unit Entitlement of said Owner's Strata Lot and included in each 
Strata Lot's monthly strata fee assessments as described above at subsection ( I). lbc e costs 
will include, but arc not limited to, the costs for the following: 

(a) uti lities relating to and utilized to provide electricity, water, natural gas, heating, 
cool ing, domestic hot water and sewerage lo the Common Property, provided that 
certain utilities may not be separately metered, including the utilities consumed in 
the Parking Facil ity, in which case the trata Corporation shall pay for a 

proportionate share of the total cost of such consumed utilities, as described in 
Subsection 3.8(4); 
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actual fuel costs as an administratively simple approach that aligns with the scale of 
the Heating TES and recognizes that the Variable Charge is entirely comprised of 
FortisBC and BC Hydro charges regulated by the Commission and updated from time 
to time. 

11.1 Please discuss, and provide a list in that case, if Creative Energy is aware of any other 
comparable peer companies that determines the $/MWh variable charge each month based 
on actual fuel costs. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
In the case of the South Downtown Heating TES, Creative Energy's total monthly fuel cost is the sum 
of two bills: the bills from BC Hydro for electricity and from FEI for natural gas services provided to 
the TES. The TES has two customers to flow those costs through to on the basis of their 
proportionate share of total metered energy supplied by the TES during that month. 
 
Creative Energy’s proposal represents a fair, transparent and simple means to flow through the 
actual fuel costs that are driven entirely by customer energy consumption and Commission-
approved electricity and natural gas rates.   
 
Creative Energy notes that larger utilities commonly use deferral mechanisms and periodic 
(quarterly or annual for example) adjustments to a rate rider to flow the utility’s actual fuel costs 
through to customers. Creative Energy’s proposal accomplishes the same thing (that is, flowing 
through actual fuel costs to customers) without requiring a deferral mechanism or burdensome 
regulatory process in respect of adjustments to the charge.  
 
In the case of the South Downtown TES, the fuel cost is transparent (it is the sum of two bills), 
simple to flow through and readily verifiable by the customer.  Creative Energy therefore considers 
that it is unnecessary and would be administratively burdensome to put in place a Commission-
approved regime of deferral and stabilization accounts and periodic review and approval of 
adjustments to a rate rider.  
 
 
11.2 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the $/MWh variable charge will be different every 

month under this proposal. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The $/MWh charge is simply equal to: [sum of BC Hydro and FEI bills for services provided to the 
TES] / [total metered energy supplied by the TES].  
 
The $/MWh variable charge will vary month to month to the extent that (i) the BCUC approves 
changes to the applicable BC Hydro and FEI rates, and (ii) the mix of electricity and gas usage is not 
constant across different levels of TES energy consumption.   
     
 

11.2.1 Please explain in further detail Creative Energy’s claim that this proposal is 
“administratively simple” compared to a $/MWh variable charge that would not 
change each month. In other words, how is changing the $/MWh rate each month 
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simpler than keeping it the same and reviewing periodically under the alternate 
approach? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
On the assumption that the periodic review under the alternate approach noted in this IR would 
involve a regulatory review and approval process, Creative Energy's proposal is administratively 
simpler in that it avoids such process.   
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 11.1. 
  
 

11.2.1.1 Not withstanding the answer to the above, considering the alternative 
approach used by other public utilities such as FortisBC Inc. (FBC), why does 
Creative Energy believe the alternative approach is not appropriate for this 
project? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The alternative approach might be justified where the utility has a portfolio of energy supply 
resources and thousands of customers. The South Downtown TES has two fuel suppliers (BC Hydro 
and FEI) and two customers, providing the opportunity to use a much less burdensome approach. 
Creative Energy believes that for a small project like the South Downtown TES, administrative 
burden should be avoided wherever possible.   
 
 

11.2.2 Please discuss if Creative Energy has considered if $/MWh variable charge that is 
different each month may be confusing to customers. Why or why not?  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The $/MWh charge is simply equal to: [sum of BC Hydro and FEI bills for services provided to the 
TES] /[total metered energy supplied by the TES].  All billing elements are transparent to, 
understandable and verifiable by the customers. 
 
Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 11.1 and 11.2. 
 
  

11.2.2.1 Has Creative Energy had any consultations with customers regarding the 
variable charge? 

 
RESPONSE:  
 
Creative Energy communicated its proposed approach to the variable charge with the Owner/ 
Developer – the customer of buildings 1, 3 and 4 and the owner presently in control of building 2. 
The customer expressed no concerns. 
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11.2.2.2 Has Creative Energy considered what communication, if any, would 
accompany the monthly bills to explain the change in the monthly variable 
charge? Please explain in detail. 

 
RESPONSE:  
 
The fixed and variable charges that have been approved by the Commission on an interim basis (per 
Order G-260-19) have already been communicated to the customers in support of Creative Energy’s 
November billing under interim rates.  As noted in the responses above, all billing elements are 
transparent to, understandable and verifiable by the customers. 
 
  

 Reference:  PROPOSED RATE DESIGN 
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro) Residential Inclining Block 
Rate Re-Pricing Application, Order G-45-11, p. 5 
Bonbright Principles 

The BCUC stated in its Decision on BC Hydro’s Residential Inclining Block Rate Re-Pricing Application 
(page 5 of the Reasons for Decision for Order G-45-11): 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12.0 

In .a y rat,e de!;gn application rie·view,. i dluding tihe 2008 Residential Inclin ing Bl!odc Dedsion, tihe Commission is 
guided bv tl1e eigiht '"'Bon bright Pr1inciples" whdcih can be described as. foUows: 

Priinclple 1: Recovery of the reve 1L1e requ ir,ement; 

Principle 2: Fair apport1ionmen of costs among customers, (appmprf1ate cost recovery should 
be refleoted in ra e:S); 

Princlpl!e 3: Prtce sfgnalls that encourage efficient use and dlsooui-age inefff:cf:ent use 
(consideration of sociiall is.sues incl'uding emlilmnmental and eriergv policy); 

Principle 4: Customerr understanding and a,cceptance; 

Principle 5: Pract1ical and cost--,effectirve to impt.e•ment (sustain able an meet l.o:ng-term 
object1ives); 

Principle 6: Rate stab.lll"ty (customerr ra e impact shoulld be managed ); 

Principle 7: Revenue stability; and 

Principle 8: Avoidance of undue discrimination (interclass equity must be enl1arnoed and 
ma inta ned ). 

Source: James C. Bonbrfglht, Prlnclples of Public Utility Rates, Cotumbiia Univ,ersity Press,. 196-
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12.1 Please evaluate Creative Energy’s proposed levelized capacity charge (based on $/kW) against 
the above Bonbright principles. Please state your assumptions.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the following table.  Creative Energy notes that for ease of evaluation and discussion 
of the merits of its proposed rate design in section 5 of the Application, it considered the Bonbright 
criteria according to a general grouping of the principles related to Fairness, Stability and Customer 
Acceptance. 
 

Bonbright Criteria Fixed Charge Comment 
$/kW Capacity 
- Proposed 

$/m2 Floor Area 
- Alternative 

1. Recovery of the 
Revenue 
Requirement 

Good 
 

Good Any revenue shortfall allocated to a future period under a 
rate smoothing account (RDDA) is independent of the 
billing determinant but a function of putting in place 
competitive levelized rates over time. 

2. Fair 
apportionment 
of costs 

Good Not as good  A $/m2 charge can create a subsidy between the building 
customers. Total building floor area is a simple but 
relatively poor proxy for the cost of the system as 
compared to system size, and its use would then lead to a 
less fair allocation of costs among the building customers. 
That would arise due to the relative difference between 
the proportion of total floor area of each building as 
compared to the relative heating design capacity of each 
building. 

3. Efficient prices Neutral Neutral The fixed charge is aligned with the causation of costs that 
do not vary directly by consumption. The rate design with 
separate fixed and variable charge components provides 
efficient pricing. 

4. Customer 
understanding 
and acceptance 

Good Good Either charge is simple and easy to understand as a means 
to recover a fixed monthly cost of service; no customer 
education or additional administration is required. 

5. Practical and 
cost-effective 

Good Good Either charge can be readily implemented within Creative 
Energy’s billing system. 

6. Rate stability Good Not as good Either rate will support and facilitate continuity and 
predictability over time; however a $/m2 charge 
introduces cost allocation and stability risk as related to 
the addition of new customers or future changes in the 
building design of existing customers that do not correlate 
with changes in the demand for cooling services. 

7. Revenue stability Good Good All else equal, revenues are predictable and stable over 
time (given changes in load etc.). 

8. Avoid undue 
discrimination 

Good Good The Commission has approved fixed charges based on 
demand capacity and m2 as just and reasonable, and not 
unduly discriminatory.  

 
 
12.2 Please discuss whether Creative Energy has considered any other alternative rate design (% 

fixed / % variable). Why or why not? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy considered a fixed charge implemented on a $/m2 basis as per the discussion in 
section 5 of the Application, and as supplemented by the evaluation in the table above. Creative 
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Energy dismissed recovering fixed costs through a $/MWh variable charge because that approach 
would less effectively align cost recovery with cost causation.  As discussed in section 5, the $/kW 
capacity charge will recover all costs that do not directly vary with energy consumption; that is, the 
cost of service excepting variable fuel costs. 
 
 

12.2.1 If yes, please evaluate this / these rate structure option(s) against the above Bonbright 
principles.  

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 12.1. 
 
 
12.3 Please explain how much weight the utility has placed on Principle 1 (recovery of the revenue 

requirement) and 7 (revenue stability) in its proposed levelized rate design, compared to other 
principles.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The $/kW capacity charge is equivalent or superior to a $/m2 charge across all eight Bonbright 
criteria and therefore no relative weighting is necessary to assess any trade-offs between criteria.  
Creative Energy also notes, as summarized in the table in the response to BCUC IR 12.1, that any 
revenue shortfall allocated to a future period under a rate smoothing account (RDDA) is 
independent of the fixed charge billing determinant between kW and m2, but a function rather of 
putting in place competitive levelized rates over time. 
 
 
 

 Reference:  PROPOSED RATE DESIGN 
BCUC Decision with Order G-60-14, p. 55;  
BCUC Decision with Order G-67-14, pp. 13-15  
Efficiency Principle/Clean BC 

On page 55 of its Decision with accompanying Order G-60-14, the BCUC states: 

Efficiency benefits can be described as promotion of: (i) efficient customer 
consumption and investment decisions, (ii) efficient utility investment and operational 
decisions and (iii) innovation. The Panel also considers any effect on British Columbia 
social issues, including environmental and energy policy. 

On page 13 and 15 of its Decision with accompanying Order G-67-14, the BCUC states: 

The Panel also considers that in measuring BC efficiency benefits there are two broad 
types of customer behaviours – short term operational decisions (such as whether to 
take on another order) and long term investment decisions (such as when to replace 
equipment) …  

…FortisBC has already acknowledged that the consultation process did not follow the 
usual path due to the circumstances, but assured the Panel that there has been ample 
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opportunity for customers to provide input into the rate design. In light of the lack of 
customer engagement, the Panel finds it difficult to conclude that the FortisBC 
stepped rate will have efficiency benefits in the absence of adequate evidence on the 
price responsiveness of FortisBC’s Industrial customers. 

The Clean Energy Act includes as BC energy objective 2(b) “to conserve energy” and 2(i) to encourage 
communities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and use energy efficiently.  
 
13.1 Please describe the consultation process Creative Energy undertook in proposed rate design, 

including whether it included existing and potential future customers. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy engaged with the Owner/Developer of the four buildings at the Vancouver House 
that the Heating TES will serve at present. The Owner/Developer will be the customer of the Heating 
TES for Buildings 1, 3 and 4 and it will enter into a Customer Service Agreement for heating service 
for Building 2 and assign the agreement to the Strata Corporation at a future point in time.  A council 
for the Strata Corporation has not yet been established. Thus, the only customer of the Heating TES 
at present is the Owner/Developer. The Owner/Developer has been interested in estimates of the 
total cost of the TES and heating service and had no comments on Creative Energy’s proposed 
allocation of costs to fixed versus variable charges.  
 
Creative Energy expects that the council of the Strata Corporation, when it is established, will have 
no concerns with the rate design as it fairly allocates costs based on design capacity. In addition, the 
separate flow-through of actual fuel costs is fairly apportioned to each building based on its 
individual metered consumption of heating energy on a MWh basis.  
 
Creative Energy expects that at the time future customers may be seeking to connect, the building 
developer will be most interested in the results of an extension test that would be completed as a 
matter of course.  An extension test will ensure that existing customers are kept whole as need be 
through a new customer contribution, or otherwise no worse off absent such a contribution. 
 
 

13.1.1 Please discuss how Creative Energy considers existing and potential future customers 
will respond to its proposed rate design. 

RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 13.1. 
 
 
13.2 Please explain how the proposed rate design supports the BC energy objectives 2(b) and 2(i). 

RESPONSE: 
 
The variable charge is a transparent and verifiable means to flow-through the costs of the Heating 
TES that vary directly with the heating energy consumption of the building customers.  It is therefore 
an efficient price signal. It matches the price of heating energy consumption directly with a marginal 
cost of service expressed in the underlying rates for the inputs to the variable generation supplying 
that energy consumption – those being the rates for electricity and natural gas service as already 
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approved by the Commission. The variable charge is therefore an appropriate price to signal efficient 
use and conservation of energy for the building-owner customers. The customers of the TES will 
recover their costs of heating service from their tenants or the strata unit owners as applicable 
through fee structures such as strata fees determined on the basis of unit entitlement, and so the 
price signal will be muted to such end-users. 
 
 
 

D. PROPOSED RATES 

 Reference:  PROPOSED RATES 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 4.1, p. 4; Model. 
Financing Cost 

On page 6 of the Application, Creative Energy states, “the basis of projected financing cost is Creative 
Energy’s approved deemed capital structure of 57.5 percent debt and 42.5 percent equity and a 
corresponding approved cost of debt of 4.5% and allowed return on equity (ROE) of 9.5%.” 
 
14.1 Please provide the calculations to support the stated rate for the cost of debt. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
As per a Credit Agreement issued by Royal Bank of Canada to Creative Energy, debt drawn to 
support the construction of the Heating NES Plant bears interest at a rate of Prime plus 0.50%. Since 
October 25, 2018, Royal Bank’s Prime Rate has been set at 3.95% for lending in Canadian dollars. 
Therefore, the all-in rate is 4.45%, which on a rounded basis, is equivalent to 4.5%. 
 
 
14.2 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that Creative Energy’s core steam and North East False 

Creek (NEFC) system reflect the same debt/equity structure as the one proposed for the 
Vancouver House Development. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Confirmed. 
 
 
Creative Energy included with the Application its Model, which supports the revenue requirements 
build up and rate design. In cell K150 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model, Creative Energy 
provides a deemed cost of debt of 4.0%. 
 
14.3 Please explain why the cost of debt provided in the Model (4.0%) does not agree to cost of 

debt stated in the Application (4.5%).   

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy has developed a template financial model to support it in calculating estimated the 
cost of delivering energy services to its customers. When this template was originally created, the 
Prime Interest Rate for Creative Energy’s debt was 0.50% lower than it is now. In preparing the 
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model for the filing of interim Rates, Creative Energy acknowledges that it missed updating the 
financial model for a higher Prime Interest Rate than is now applicable to its debt. Creative Energy 
will update the cost of debt to 4.5% for the purpose of final rates determination for the Heating TES. 
 
 

14.3.1 Please provide an updated Table 2 or Model, as necessary.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy has attached an updated model to this response submission. 
 
 

 Reference: PROPOSED RATES 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 6.1, p. 12; BCUC Generic Cost of Capital Stage 1 
Decision, p. 101 
Levelized Capacity Charge 

On page 11 of the Application, Creative Energy states: 

Creative Energy proposes that the capacity charge be determined on a levelized 
annual basis as compared to the alternative of setting rates annually based strictly on 
full recovery each year of the capital and fixed operating cost of service. 

The levelized capacity charge will be determined such that the ROE over the 30-year 
term of analysis is equal to the allowed ROE of 9.5% under an annual cost of service -
based rate structure over the same 30-year period. 

On page 101 of the BCUC Generic Cost of Capital (GCOC) Stage 1 decision (GCOC Stage 1 Decision), the 
BCUC stated the following: 

…the small size factor should further be considered in the Stage 2 proceeding, but only 
as one of the many business and financial risks small utilities or projects are exposed 
to. Utilities are encouraged to use other methodologies or approaches to justify their 
risk differential in relation to the benchmark… 

 

…The Panel notes that the Commission developed a risk matrix that has been used in 
various small TES utilities proceedings to evaluate overall risk of a given project. The 
“size” factor is one of the risk factors included in the matrix. The Panel recommends 
that the small utilities use this risk matrix attached as Appendix B to Order G-1-13 of 
the TELUS Garden Decision in the Stage 2 proceeding and for future projects to justify 
their case for the appropriate capital structure and risk premium over and above the 
benchmark ROE. For convenience, the risk matrix is attached in Appendix E of this 
decision. 
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15.1 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that Creative Energy’s cores steam and NEFC systems 
have an approved Return on Equity (ROE) of 9.5%. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Confirmed. 
 
 
15.2 Please complete the risk matrix referenced in the above preamble (and attached as Appendix E 

to the GCOC Stage 1 Decision for the Vancouver House Development). Please include FEI and 
Creative Energy’s NEFC, as well as Creative Energy’s Core Steam as a comparison in the matrix. 
If available, please also include, River District Energy, Corix BMDEU, and Corix UBC NDES, or 
any other similar peers as a comparison in the matrix. Please also provide each of the 
aforementioned utilities’ risk premium (above the benchmark utility, FEI). 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to Attachment 15.2. Creative Energy’s requested approvals related to the Heating TES 
deemed capital structure and ROE are consistent with what was approved by the BCUC in the GCOC 
Stage 2 Decision. Attachment 15.2 provides the requested evaluation of the Heating TES for each of 
the risk factors relative to three other comparable TES that have an approved capital structure and 
approved equity risk premium of at least 75 basis points as approved for regulated thermal energy 
systems under the GCOC Stage 2 Decision. The reported evaluations for the comparable utilities is a 
reproduction of the content of the Commission’s risk matrix in those respects. By Order G-52-15 the 
Commission confirmed that the return on equity and deemed equity thickness for Creative Energy 
rate setting for its existing system of core customers will continue to be based on the default equity 
thickness of 42.5 percent and an equity risk premium of 75 basis points for regulated thermal energy 
systems.  
 
 

 Reference: PROPOSED RATES 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 6.3, pp. 13-14 
Benchmark Rate Comparison 

On page 13, Creative Energy states: 

Table 9 sets out the proposed Levelized Capacity Charge (shaded) in comparison to 
both a Levelized Flat and a Annual Cost of Service approach for recovery of capital and 
fixed operating costs. For context, indicative rates for 2021-2023 are also provided. 

16.1 Please provide an updated Table 9, including what the proposed Levelized Capacity Charge 
would have been if a fixed-capacity levied on a $/m2 basis, as proposed in the Heating TES 
CPCN, was used instead of a $/kW basis. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the following table. A $/m2 fixed charge recovers the same allocated total cost of 
service amounts as a $/kW charge.  As explained in the Application and in response to various of the 
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IRs in this submission, the difference between the charges is that the cost of service is more fairly 
recovered from the respective customers under a $/kW charge given that the rate is more closely 
tied to the what is driving the cost of the system. 
 
Proposed Capacity Charge Unit 2020 2021 2022 2023 

Levelized Annual  $/m2/year 5.59 5.70 5.81 5.93 
  $/m2/mo. 0.47 0.48 0.48 0.49 

Levelized Flat  $/m2/year 6.55 6.55 6.55 6.55 
  $/m2/mo. 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 

Annual Cost of Service  $/m2/year 7.08 6.99 6.90 6.82 
  $/m2/mo. 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.57 

Billing Determinants m2 64,598 64,598 64,598 64,598 

Levelized Annual recovery $ 361,011 368,231 375,596 383,108 
Levelized Flat recovery $ 422,794 422,794 422,794 422,794 

Cost of Service recovery $ 457,403 451,719 446,013 440,347 
 
 
On page 13 Creative Energy states: 

As reported in Table 10, Creative Energy’s proposed interim rates are competitive and 
lower cost compared to other district energy utility systems when factoring in the 
relative energy intensity of the associated buildings served by those utilities. This basis 
of comparison recognizes that City of Vancouver policy and other building code 
standards, such as BC Step Code, are pushing performance to meet stricter standards. 

16.2 Please explain in further detail the concept of “Energy Intensity” and why Creative Energy 
believes using this to calculate an “equivalent all-in rate” is an appropriate measure to 
compare rates with other district energy utility systems. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Policy Background 
 
In recent years, the City of Vancouver and the Province of British Columbia have established new, 
performance based requirements through rezoning policy and regulations, namely the City of 
Vancouver ‘Green Buildings Policy for Rezoning’ and the BC Building Code (commonly referred to as 
‘BC Energy Step Code’).  A performance-based approach is fundamentally different than the 
traditional prescriptive approach.  The prescriptive approach would require, for example, R20 ceiling 
insulation, a 90% efficient furnace and double-glazed windows.  The performance-based approach 
requires the developer to present a robust energy model incorporating a huge array of inputs, which 
calculates the thermal and electrical requirements of the building for every hour of the year.  
 
One of the key metrics from the energy model outputs is the total thermal energy required to heat 
the building over a typical year. This metric is commonly called the ‘Thermal Energy Demand 
Intensity (“TEDI”) of the building, expressed in kWh/m2/year, and is used to forecast the 
performance of the building envelope.  The TEDI does not include the domestic hot water 
requirements (“DHW”), which is why the application refers to Energy Intensity, which combines TEDI 
with the DHW energy.  This is sometimes referred to as building ‘EUI’. 
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The policies are structured such that buildings constructed in later years must achieve progressively 
lower TEDI’s, which means that district energy systems across BC will have vastly different customer 
EUI’s. 
As provided in Table 10 of the Application, the City of Vancouver’s NEU for Southeast False Creek, 
largely constructed prior to the new policies, assumes an energy intensity of 109.5kWh/m2, whereas 
the Heating TES assumes an Energy Intensity of 62kWh/m2/yr.   
 
Benchmarking 
Over the last 15 or so years, there have been a significant number of district energy systems 
established in BC, largely within the Lower Mainland.  Until the recent policy shift, it was entirely 
appropriate to benchmark the utilities using a unit energy basis ($/MWh) as a metric of affordability, 
as the systems did not differ greatly in terms of the energy intensity of the buildings. 
 
However, affordability can only be measured in terms of the costs to the tenants that live in the 
units within the customer buildings.  Those costs are a combination of the energy intensity of the 
building and the unit cost of the energy. 
 
For clarity, a customer condominium built in 2019 will need less energy than one built in 2010, but 
the unit cost of energy may be higher as there are fewer units of energy to absorb the fixed costs.   
To compare the district energy systems on the basis of unit energy cost is misleading as it does not 
capture both drivers of customer cost.  
 
This is captured clearly in Table 10, where on a unit-energy basis the TES is more expensive than 
SEFC, but the annual utility costs to live in a 75m2 suite in Vancouver House ($554) will be about 40 
percent lower than the same suite in SEFC ($928 under the recommended Levelized Annual rate 
structure). 
 
 

16.2.1 Please explain if “Energy Intensity” is a commonly used industry metric and if it is 
commonly used to produce equivalent all-in rates for comparison purposes. If yes, 
please provide examples of where it has been used.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to IR 16.2 
 
 
16.3 Please provide an updated Table 10 and provide what the Levelized Annual rates would be if 

the proposed rate design from the Heating TES CPCN was used instead of the rate design 
proposed in this Application. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The Heating TES CPCN did not propose any rates, but regardless, Table 10 in the Application does not 
need to be updated no matter the fixed versus variable rate structure.  Table 10 simply illustrates 
the all-in benchmark cost of service rates under different approaches to rate smoothing and in 
comparison to the rates of other utilities on a benchmark all-in basis.   
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For additional clarity, the reason Table 10 does not need to be updated is because: 
 

• the allocated fixed cost of service to be recovered through the fixed charge is the same no 
matter the billing determinants because the rate is a function of the total allocated fixed 
cost of service and total billing determinants, as explained in the response to BCUC IR 16.2; 
and correspondingly 
 

• any revenue shortfall allocated to a future period under a rate smoothing account (RDDA) is 
independent of the billing determinant but a function of putting in place competitive 
levelized rates over time, as explained in the response to BCUC IR 12.1.   

 
Any revenue shortfall allocated to a future period under a rate smoothing account (RDDA) is 
independent of the billing determinant but a function of putting in place competitive levelized rates 
over time 
 
In the notes to Table 10, Creative Energy states, “Building energy intensity based on internal 
engineering estimates.” 

 
16.4 Please provide the source reports of the internal engineering estimates that Creative Energy 

used to produce the energy intensity values, as presented in the table. Please also indicate if 
any of these engineering estimates were verified through a third-party and provide any 
associated documentation. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
There are no such internal reports.  These calculations are done as-needed and are deemed to be 
transient records which are not retained.  Generally, the numbers from Vancouver house are 
provided by the Developer in terms of total annual heating and domestic hot water energy for the 
Vancouver House Buildings and the associated building floor areas. The calculations to produce 
Energy Intensities are then trivial.  The energy intensities of the other benchmark utilities are 
publicly available.  A useful reference is the City of Vancouver’s annual rate reporting for the SEFC 
system which is available on their council report website. 
 
The calculations are simple and third-party validation is unnecessary. 
 
 
 

E. REVENUE DEFICIENCY DEFERRAL ACCOUNT 

 Reference:  REVENUE DEFICIENCY DEFERRAL ACCOUNT 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 2.1, p. 2; Model. 
Recovery using the Revenue Deficiency Deferral Account (RDDA) 

On page 2 of the Application, Creative Energy states:  

Creative Energy therefore also applies for approval of a Revenue Deficiency Deferral 
Account (RDDA) to record annual revenue deficiencies or surpluses resulting from the 
difference between annual revenue at the approved rates and the annual cost of 
service. The balance in the RDDA would attract interest at Creative Energy’s weighted 
average cost of capital and, looking ahead to the approval of final rates for future 
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years, the account balance would be reduced to zero within the 30-year term over 
which rates are forecast. 

Creative Energy included with the Application its Model, which supports the revenue requirements 
build up and rate design. In cells B6:R28 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model, Creative Energy 
provides a sensitivity analysis for the deferral account under different scenarios, and row 20 provides 
the (over)/under recovery of the RDDA.  
 
17.1 Please provide the RDDA balance for each scenario at the end of the 30-year term.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Once the RDDA is reduced to zero it will be cancelled.  That is, once rate smoothing is entirely 
accomplished over the contract term there should be no balance in the RDDA and its purpose is 
done. 
 
At the time that the RDDA balance is reduced to zero within the 30-year term, Creative Energy 
would no longer be seeking approval to record any changes to the balances in the account. 
 
 
17.2 Please explain why under the “Flat”, “2% Escal.” Or “Capex (-)” scenario, the RDDA balance 

does not appear to reduce to nil over the 30-year term.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
That is function of the dynamic modelling of rates. Once the RDDA is reduced to zero it will be 
cancelled and rates ought to be maintained at the cost of service at that time. 
  
 
17.3 Please explain how over or under recovery in the RDDA will be addressed.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 17.2. 
 
 
17.4 Please explain the purpose of the Capex (-) deferral scenario that is presented in the Model.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy reviews Capex deferral scenarios very early on in project feasibility analysis to 
understand the range of expect rates given changes to project cost assumptions. 
 

17.4.1 Please explain why this scenario is not discussed in the Application.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The Capex scenario is not relevant to the project definition and forecast cost for the purpose of the 
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Application, but for ease of filing Creative Energy did not remove this construct from the model. 
 
 

17.4.2 Please discuss the incremental over-recovery of the RDDA and the final balance of the 
RDDA under this scenario.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
This scenario is not applicable under the circumstances of the Application. Please refer to the 
response to BCUC IR 17.4.1. 
 
 

 
F. CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT 

 Reference: CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT (CSA) 
Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 3; Appendix 1, pp. 6-7  
Standard Assignment Provision 

On page 3, Creative Energy states: 

The proposed CSA is the same as the CSA that the Commission approved for Creative 
Energy’s North-East False Creek (NEFC) customers, by Order G-42-17. The proposed 
CSA at Appendix 1 includes the addition of a standard Assignment provision, and 
identical provision to that provided in the NEFC connection agreement, also approved 
under G-42-17. 

18.1 Please explain why Creative Energy has included a standard assignment provision in the CSA 
for this application, when it was not part of the approved CSA for NEFC.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy acknowledges that inclusion of the Assignment provision in the CSA referenced 
below raises a legitimate concern. Creative Energy will reconsider its proposal and confirm as part of 
its future application for final rates whether it will seek any changes to the CSA from that which is 
currently approved on an interim basis. 
 
Section 3.1 of the Customer Service Agreement states: 
 

A Customer may not assign a Customer Service Agreement or any of its rights or obligations 
thereunder without the prior written consent of the Utility, such consent not to be 
unreasonably withheld. The Utility may, subject to BCUC approval, assign a Customer Service 
Agreement or any of its rights or obligations thereunder (including, without limitation, by way 
of the sale of the majority of its shares or business or its material assets or by way of an 
amalgamation, merger or other corporate reorganization) to any of its Affiliates or to any 
other Person without the consent of the Customer, provided such Affiliate or Person is duly 
qualified to carry out the Customer Service Agreement and enters into a written agreement 
with the Customer to be bound by the provisions of this Agreement in all respects and to the 
same extent as the Utility is bound. 
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18.2 Please confirm that if Creative Energy were to undergo a corporate level reorganization, 
section 3.1 of the CSA would require the sign off of all Customers via the “written agreement” 
with the Customer.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 18.1.  The Customer would not have any approval rights in 
respect of any such corporate level reorganization, but there would be an agreement pursuant to 
which the new utility entity would agree to be bound by the obligations of Creative Energy under 
the original CSA.  
 
 

18.2.1 If confirmed, would customers bear the expense of obtaining customer sign off for a 
corporate level reorganization? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 18.1. 
 
 

18.2.2 What would be the implication of this clause if written agreement with the Customer 
is not received? 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 18.1. 
 
 

18.2.3 If not confirmed, please explain the nature of and approvals required for the “written 
agreement”.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 18.1. 
 

 

 Reference: CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT 
Exhibit B-1, Application, Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 
Standard Fees and Charges 

On page 5 of Appendix 1, Creative Energy defines Standard Fees and Charges as: 

the standard fees and charges which may be charged to the Customer by the Utility 
and set out in the Tariff. 

Tariff is then defined as: 

Rate Schedule No. 1, which sets out the rates for Energy Services and certain related 
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terms and conditions, as amended from time to time by the Utility with the approval 
of, as filed with, the BCUC to the extent required by the BCUC. 

Appendix 2 then provides the Rate Schedule, which sets out the capacity charge per kW per month, 
and the variable charge per MWh. 
 
The CSA then refers to the standard fees and charges, as set out in the tariff, in several sections (for 
example, Section 7 – Meter Testing and Section 10 – reconnection charge, Section 13 – late payment 
and collection charge, Section 14 – returned cheque charge, Section 17 – account charge). 
 
19.1 Please provide reference as to where these standard fees and charges can be found in the 

Application. If these standard fees and charges were not included, please provide a copy and 
confirm that Creative Energy is also seeking BCUC approval of these charges.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The Application does not refer to those fees and charges. Creative Energy is not seeking approval of 
those types of fees or charges. Creative Energy will consider the filing of a final CSA for approval 
without any references to fees that are not applicable. 
 
 
19.2 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the standard fees and charges are the same as those 

contained in the NEFC CSA. For any differences, please identify and explain. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
There are no such approved fees or charges applicable to the NEFC under the current approved 
tariff, no matter that the CSA refers to them.  
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D. FUTURE STRATEGY FOR CONTAINERIZED BOILER PLANT

Reference: FUTURE STRATEGY FOR CONTAINERIZED BOILER PLANT 
Exhibit B-1, Schedule 2, Cobalt Report; Section 2.1, p. 19-20; Section 7, p. 59; Schedule 
10, p.4; 
Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 4.3 series, IR 30.1 series; Attachment 30.1.2 
Relocation of boiler plant and low carbon feasibility study 

In response to BCUC IR 4.3.1 Creative Energy states: 

As set out in Attachment 4.1.2, the City [of Vancouver] has provided written 
confirmation that Creative Energy has 5 years to develop and execute a plan to relocate 
the Containerized Boiler plant, and to maintain service to the existing customers.  

42.1 Please identify, with rationale, which assets will continue to be used and useful following the 
relocation of the containerized boiler plant, irrespective of the new plant location or energy 
source(s).  

RESPONSE: 

The DPS and Energy Transfer Stations are used and useful assets independent of the location of the 
containerized boiler plant; thus, these assets will continue to be used and useful when the 
containerized boiler plant is relocated.  

If the boiler plant is relocated with its existing container, all related equipment and piping of the 
containerized boiler plant will remain used and useful. 

If the contents of the containerized boiler plant need to be extracted and relocated to a separate 
space then the majority of assets would remain used and useful, as follows: 

Used/Useful: 
Boilers 
Pumps 
Controls 
Valves 
Majority of piping (possibly all piping, depending on the new space) 

Unusable: 
Container 
Some sections of piping may be unusable depending on space configuration 
Some hangers and supporting arrangements would be redundant outside of the 
container 

42.2 Please identify, with rationale, which assets may continue to be used and useful following the 
relocation of the containerized boiler plant, with reference to the viable low carbon options 
under consideration.  

RESPONSE: 

The intended use of a low carbon plant would be for base loading the network and servicing new 

42.0 
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developments that require low carbon energy. A new low carbon plant would still require the 
containerized boiler plant to serve the current Vancouver House network, which does not require low 
carbon energy to meet City of Vancouver rezoning requirements. Vancouver House Building 2, 
however, may request a small allocation to meet LEED platinum requirements as noted in the 
response to IR 42.8. The containerized boiler plant will be available to support the peak demand 
needs of new developments. 
 
The buried pipe network (DPS) and all ETSs would continue to be used and useful for delivery and 
heat transfer for the existing infrastructure regardless of whether a low carbon plant is introduced. 
 
Please also refer to the response to IR 42.1 for clarity on which boiler plant assets would be used and 
useful under different scenarios for the use of the container.   
 
 

42.3 Please explain which assets risk no longer being used following relocation, with reference to 
the low carbon options under consideration. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the responses to IR 42.1 and IR 42.2. 
 
 

42.4 Please provide details of the assets, including their capital cost and the expected 
accumulated depreciation at the time of relocation.  

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the following table. 
 

 
Asset Value 

Accumulated 
Depreciation 

2019-2023 

Net Asset 
Value End 

2023 
Heating Plant $      760,167   $      126,694   $      633,472  
DPS $      995,159   $        99,516   $      895,643  
ETS $      768,523   $      128,087   $      640,436  
Engineering $      902,343   $      150,390   $      751,952  
Interest During 
Construction $      113,493   $        14,187   $        99,306  
Total $   3,539,683   $      518,874   $   3,020,809  

 
Depending on the scenario and whether some of the assets are no longer used and useful for service, 
such as the container for example (refer to the response to IR 42.1), Creative Energy would use any 
potential sale proceeds on the unusable components toward the partial payment of the relocation 
costs. 
 
 
Further, in response to BCUC IR 4.3.1.1, Creative Energy states: 

Creative Energy is of the view that there is little to no financial risk to ratepayers or to 
Creative Energy’s ability to supply service to its customers associated the strategy 
relocate the containerized boiler plant. [Emphasis added] 
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As discussed above, the City of Vancouver is committed to work with us to ensure that 
customers are not left without service. Creative Energy has engaged an expert 
consultant, Integral Group, to perform a study on the viable options and costs (class D) 
for the relocation of the containerized boiler plant, as well as additional customers that 
could be connected to offset relocation costs. Please refer to Attachment 30.1.2 - 
Timeline for Low Carbon Assessment for a schedule of the study. 

 
42.5 Please explain what Creative Energy means by “there is little to no financial risk to 

ratepayers,” including assumptions used in this assessment. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Creative Energy expects that it will find a permanent location for the containerized boiler plant in 
close proximity to the existing, temporary location. For instance, Creative Energy is considering a 
location behind the bridge pier, adjacent to the current location. The City of Vancouver has tentatively 
allocated this location to Creative Energy in a leasing document issued to prospective developers for 
developing the Granville Loops into residential towers. The tentative permanent location is 
highlighted on the site plan and map below. 
 
Notwithstanding that the study of viable relocation options and associated costs is not complete, 
Creative Energy has run its financial model assuming relocation costs of $100,000, $150,000, $200,000, 
based on preliminary estimates from one of the design consultants involved in the project. The impact 
of these relocation costs on rates is set out in the following table:  
 

Cost of relocation 
in 2023 

Rate impact for  
2024 ($/m2) 

% Increase from 
baseline rate 

Baseline rate $6.51 - 
$100,000 $6.63 1.8% 
$150,000 $6.69 2.8% 
$200,000 $6.74 3.5% 
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42.5.1 Please describe the financial risks that rate payers may be exposed to as a 
result of the relocation of the containerized boiler plant. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Please refer to the response to IR 42.5. 
 
 
Page 81 of the Cobalt Report states: 

9.2 Development Scale Recommendation: 

Even though the LECs [Levelized Energy Costs] at year 25 are higher than BAU [Business 
as Usual], the Geo-exchange and Ocean exchange combined with an Ambient Loop DES 
[District Energy System] configuration would provide the best reduction in energy use 
and GHG [Greenhouse gas] emissions and are the most viable low carbon options on the 
development scale. 

In response to BCUC IR 30.1, Creative Energy states that the “updated low carbon feasibility study has 
not yet been completed”.  
 
Creative Energy provided its Timeline for Low Carbon Assessment in Attachment 30.1.2. Page 1 of 
Attachment 30.1.2 includes the South Downtown Low Carbon Energy Systems Screening study (LCES 
Screening Study), which states that the LCES Options Evaluation scope of work to “develop and evaluate 
technical feasibility and develop a Class “D” cost estimate for the following LCES concepts: 1) Geo-
Exchange, 2) Air-source heat pumps, 3) Conversion of the Vancouver’s DFPS into ambient temperature 
loop” will be complete by the first week in February 2019. 

 
42.6 Please explain the rationale for the selection of geo-exchange, air-source heat pumps and 

conversion into ambient temperature loop as the three LCES scope options for the LCES 
Screening study. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
The technologies mentioned were selected on collaboration between Creative Energy and Cobalt, 
using a combination of professional judgement and qualitative screening of options. Typically, a 
feasibility study would look at all technology options, but certain site conditions can make some 
technology options impractical.  For example, given the transportation restrictions and the possible 
adjacency to residential buildings, biomass combustion was eliminated as a viable option for the 
study. This is done before finalizing the study scope to minimize costs being incurred to evaluate 
impractical solutions.  
 
 

42.6.1 Please explain whether the conversion into ambient temperature loop option 
assumes the combination with a geo-exchange or ocean exchange, as 
recommended by the Cobalt Report. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
For clarity of the nomenclature, the term geo-exchange often implies drilling of boreholes in the 
ground which use either open or closed loop water movement to inject or extract heat from the 
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ground.  Here, the ambient loop does have thermal interface with the ground and a significant portion 
of the energy may be sourced from this thermal interface, but there are no boreholes planned as part 
of the project. Likewise, there is no plan to use ocean exchange. 
 

42.7 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, whether the LCES concepts (geo-exchange, air-source 
heat pumps and conversion to ambient temperature loop) would be centralised and/or on a 
building scale. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Confirmed.  Those options would be centralized. 
 
 

42.8 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, whether the LCES concepts (geo-exchange, air-source 
heat pumps and conversion to ambient temperature loop) would provide thermal energy to 
the Vancouver House using the DPS and ETS installed in Phases 1 and 2 of the Project. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
Confirmed, that is one possible solution.  Vancouver House Building 2 is designed to achieve a LEED 
Platinum certification, and the developer will need to weigh the costs of different options to achieve 
that level of certification.  The study will provide indicative costs to take low-carbon energy, and if the 
developer prefers that option to their alternatives, and timelines and regulatory approvals can be 
met, they may agree to take some of their thermal energy needs from a low-carbon source instead of 
conventional boilers but would still use the DPS and ETS installed during Phase 1 and Phase 2.  
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Attachment 15.2  - Risk Matrix 

Risk Factor FEI Natural Gas Class of 
Service - Benchmark 

UniverCity Dockside Green Energy River District Energy South Downtown Heating TES 

Capital Structure 60/40 Actual 57.5/42.5 Deemed – 
Approved 

57.5/42.5 Deemed – 
Approved 

57.5/42.5 Deemed – 
Approved 

57.5/42.5 Deemed –  
Proposed – GCOC Stage 2 basis 

Equity Risk Premium  75 bps - Approved 100 bps - Approved 75 bps - Approved 75 bps – Proposed – GCOC Stage 2 basis 

1. Technology risk / 
system performance 
risk associated with 
chosen technologies 

Natural Gas Proven 
Technology 

Natural Gas boilers 
proven Technology 

Biomass gasification 
initiative technology … 

Natural Gas boiler 
proven Technology 

Natural gas boilers proven technology  

2. Fuel Cost Risk and 
Availability 

Natural Gas: Low-
medium 

Natural gas fueled 
energy centre: low-
medium. 

Biomass: medium-high; 
natural gas: low-medium 

Natural gas fueled 
energy centre: low-
medium. 

Natural gas fueled energy centre: low-medium currently but 
energy centre is temporary and future public acceptance risk 
and government policy risk regarding fuel type is potentially 
high in downtown Vancouver 

3. Customer Base (e.g., 
diversity, certainty, 
growing, declining) 

Established and diverse 
customer base but very 
slow growth 

Greenfield utility; 
uncertainty related to 
timing of full buildout 

Greenfield utility; 
uncertainty related to 
timing of full buildout 

Greenfield utility; 
uncertainty related to 
timing of full buildout 

Greenfield utility, relatively small customer base, some 
development timing risk but possibly less uncertainty related to 
timing of full buildout compared to other noted TES 

4. Default risk of 
customer 

Minimal Minimal Minimal Minimal Minimal 

5. Property 
development risk 

Medium to high: there 
are competing energy 
options 

Low: phased approach to 
capital deployment 

High: phased approach 
to capital deployment 

Low: phased approach to 
capital deployment 

Medium to high: Development of small district energy system is 
relatively more risky than benchmark FEI. 
  
The temporary plant is located on City of Vancouver property 
and relocation efforts may be impacted by city policy and other 
property developer risks.  Future connections governed by City 
policy requirements. 

6. Developer / 
customer 
connection risk 

Medium to high: due to 
building stock changes 
and competitive energy 
sources 

Low: mandatory 
connection 

Low: mandatory 
connection 

Low: mandatory 
connection 

Medium to high: No mandatory connection nor exclusive 
franchise. Competition from BC Hydro, FEI and other TES 
providers. City of Vancouver building codes do not guarantee 
new connections 

7. Load forecast 
uncertainty 

Minimal in the short 
term as mature utility 
with deferral account; 
somewhat higher in the 
long term 

Inherent uncertainty in 
load forecast 

Inherent uncertainty in 
load forecast 

Inherent uncertainty in 
load forecast 

Inherent uncertainty in load forecast 

8. Utility size Large and mature Small development 
specific utility 

Small development 
specific utility 

Small development 
specific utility 

Small development specific utility with no mandatory 
connection nor exclusive franchise 

9. Initial construction 
risk 

Depends on the nature 
of the individual project 

Depends on the nature 
of the individual project 

Depends on the nature 
of the individual project 

Depends on the nature 
of the individual project 

Depends on the nature of the individual project 

10. Future construction 
cost risk 

Depends on the nature 
of the individual project 

Depends on the nature 
of the individual project 

Depends on the nature 
of the individual project 

Depends on the nature 
of the individual project 

Depends on the nature of the individual project; susceptible to 
new costs of construction and regulatory change, government 
policy risk 



Risk Factor FEI Natural Gas Class of 
Service - Benchmark 

UniverCity Dockside Green Energy River District Energy South Downtown Heating TES 

11. Operating cost risk Minimal as revenue 
requirement application 
to recover costs  

Minimal as mechanism 
in place to recover costs 

Minimal as mechanism 
in place to recover costs 

Minimal as mechanism 
in place to recover costs 

Medium: Fuel costs are a proposed flow-through expense but 
there are no variance deferral mechanisms contemplated at 
this time to cover the other operating costs of the system that 
may vary from approved amounts. 

12. Public acceptance 
risk 

Medium and natural gas 
is an established and 
widely used technology, 
but public perceives it as 
less than clean 

Low as seen as a green 
alternative 

Low as gasification 
technology part of 
approval process for the 
development … 

Low as seen as a green 
alternative 

Medium to high: Natural gas energy centre is temporary, and 
future public acceptance risk and government policy risk 
regarding fuel type is potentially high in downtown Vancouver. 
District energy systems in general have broad public support 
but depending on a utility’s fuel type pubic acceptance can be a 
significant risk 

13. Fixed/variable rate 
design 

15% fixed / 85% variable 60% fixed / 40% variable 50% fixed / 50% variable 66% fixed / 34% variable 67% fixed / 33% variable; 50% of the fixed charge recovers 
operating costs that may vary year to year, but that do not vary 
directly with energy consumption – no deferral mechanisms 
contemplated at this time for those costs. 

14. Levelized approach 
to rates 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

15. Financial risk Low-medium: 
appropriate standalone 
financing structure for 
capital markets 

Low-medium: subsidiary 
of parent utility 

Low-medium: subsidiary 
of parent utility 

Low-medium: subsidiary 
of parent utility 

Medium-high:  subsidiary of parent utility but parent utility is 
also small.  A smaller utility has more financial risk than a larger 
more diversified utility. Being a smaller utility imposes more 
restrictions from the banks. The availability of financial 
instruments and access to the capital markets is also restricted. 

16. Competitive 
challenges 

Competitive with 
electricity and 
competition from 
alternative energy 
providers 

Other utilities and 
electricity 

Other utilities and 
electricity 

Other utilities and 
electricity 

Other utilities and electricity. Competition from alternative 
energy providers and TES providers. Municipal TES can write 
policies affecting their competitors and are unregulated in this 
space. 

17. Provincial climate 
change and energy 
policies 

Encourage reduction of 
fossil fuels to reduce 
GHG emissions and 
lower energy use 

Favourable government 
policies 

Favourable government 
policies 

Favourable government 
policies 

Medium to high: Government intervention at both the 
Provincial and Municipal level encouraging the reduction of 
fossil fuels usage has a potentially large impact on a small utility 
with natural gas generation, as discussed under other related 
factors  

18. Regulatory 
uncertainty 

Low to medium: 
uncertainty exists for 
service offerings within 
the natural gas class of 
service 

Medium risk: new, 
uncertainty, scrutiny … 

Medium risk: new, 
uncertainty, scrutiny 

Medium risk: new, 
uncertainty, scrutiny 

Medium to high. New, uncertainty, scrutiny. Provincial policies, 
BCUC utility regulation, Municipal policies, bylaws, permitting 
all have an influence.  

19. Business 
development risk 

Minimal High as part of overhead 
costs 

High as part of overhead 
costs 

High as part of overhead 
costs 

Medium to high based on applicable factors above. 
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	7.6 Please compare the Massachusetts formula for estimating and allocating administrative costs to Creative Energy’s standard methodology for estimating and allocating these costs, and provide an explanation of any differences.
	7.7 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether a Massachusetts formula has been used for previous energy projects operated by Creative Energy.
	7.7.1 If confirmed, please provide the energy project(s).
	7.7.2 If confirmed, please explain whether the formula has been reviewed and/or updated to reflect ongoing changes related to the addition of new projects.
	7.7.2.1 If so, please describe the changes.
	7.7.2.2 If not, why not.


	7.8 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the same Massachusetts formula proposed for this project has been accepted by the BCUC for previous energy projects operated by Creative Energy.
	7.8.1 If not confirmed, please explain if this is an update to a methodology that has been previously accepted.
	7.8.2 If confirmed, please reference the filing where this methodology was accepted by the BCUC.

	7.9 Please provide and explain the calculation of the estimated allocable overheard under the Massachusetts formula.
	7.10 Please explain whether 2.5% or 2.45% will be used as the basis of allocation.
	7.10.1 Please comment on why the basis for allocation was selected and why it is considered reasonable. Please discuss how the basis of allocation compares with other energy projects operated by Creative Energy.

	7.11 Please comment on how the $1.485 million in allocable administration costs was determined.
	In cell K132 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model the administrative costs are stated to be “34,352” calculated using the formula “=35039/1.02.”
	7.12 Please explain how the administrative costs of $34,352 and the supporting formula presented in cell K132 reconciles with the $1.485 million in allocable administration costs and the percent basis of allocation confirmed in 7.10 above.
	7.13 Please comment on why the forecast inflation rate for operating, electricity and fuel costs is 2.0%. And please explain why it is considered reasonable.
	7.14 Please explain why the Insurance costs and Municipal Access fee provided in the Model do not agree with Table 2.
	7.14.1 Please provide an updated Table 2 or Model, as necessary.

	7.15 Apart from the key cost variance in administration costs due to the application of the Massachusetts formula, please clarify the other cost components that increased and why (i.e. is the change related to the increase in capital costs or another ...
	7.16 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the two factor Massachusetts formula discussed in the CPCN NES Heating Application is different from the Massachusetts formula presented in the interim rates Application.
	7.16.1 If confirmed, please explain the differences between the formulas and comment on why the formula was revised. As part of your response, please provide the refined Massachusetts formula used in the CPCN NES Heating Application and the Massachuse...

	7.17 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the inputs into the two factor Massachusetts formula discussed in the CPCN NES Heating Application is different from the inputs for the Massachusetts formula presented in the Application’s interim rates.
	7.17.1 If confirmed, please explain the differences between the inputs and comment on why the inputs were revised. As part of your response, please provide the inputs used in the CPCN NES Heating Application and the inputs used in the Application’s in...

	7.18 If neither the formula or the inputs of the two factor Massachusetts formula have changed, please provide rationale for the increased administration costs.
	7.19 Please explain whether the operating costs of service (including maintenance, operator, insurance, municipal access and administration costs) recovered will be based on the estimates provided or actual costs.
	7.19.1 If recovery will be based on actual costs, please explain how actual costs will be determined for each of the cost components (maintenance, operator, insurance, municipal access and administration costs).

	7.20 Please explain how Creative Energy proposes to track and credit/recover differences between actual and estimated (forecast) costs for the Heating TES.

	8.0 Reference:  Heating TES Cost of Service 2020 Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 4.1, Table 2, p. 5; Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 4.1, Table 3, p. 6; Exhibit B-2-1, CPCN NES Heating Application, BCUC IR 24.1 and 24.1.1 Fixed Operating Costs of ...
	8.1 Please explain whether depreciating the Heating TES assets over the life of a contract is consistent with Creative Energy’s existing accounting practice and describe any differences. Please include the applicable deprecation rates by asset class.
	8.1.1 Please provide the undepreciated balance of the Heating TES assets at the end of the term of the contract.

	8.2 If the Heating TES assets are no longer used and useful at the end of the contract term, please provide the proposed regulatory accounting treatment for the undepreciated plant balance of the Heating TES, and the average annual rate impact of this...
	8.3 Please provide the accounting framework Creative Energy operates within.
	8.4 Please identify the relevant factors from Creative Energy’s perspective that should be considered in determining the useful life of an asset for regulatory rate setting purposes. How does this differ from Creative Energy’s accounting framework as ...
	8.4.1 Please explain whether Creative Energy considers that setting depreciation rates using contract terms as the basis for useful life is permitted under the above-mentioned accounting framework.

	8.5 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, whether Creative Energy will review the depreciation method and estimated useful life of the Heating TES on a regular basis.
	8.5.1 If not confirmed, please explain why not.
	8.5.2 If an event occurs, and the amortization method or estimated useful life of the Heating TES assets needs to be revised, please explain how this will be addressed, in consideration of the 30-year customer contract term.

	8.6 Please explain why the service agreement term was changed from 25 years to 30 years.
	8.7 Please explain why the CPCN NES Heating Application proposed to depreciate the Heating TES over the actual useful lives for each component whereas the current Application proposes to depreciate the Heating TES over the 30-year customer contract term.
	8.8 Please provide the useful lives of the Heating TES assets. Please discuss any changes in useful lives from that presented in the CPCN NES Heating Application.

	9.0 Reference:  Heating TES Cost of Service 2020 Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 4.2, Table 5, p. 7; Model; Exhibit B-2, CPCN NES Heating Application, BCUC IR 6.3.1 and 11.1. Energy Consumption Cost of Service (Variable Fuel Costs)
	9.1 Please provide the supporting calculations for the indicated energy charges.
	Creative Energy included with the Application its Model, which supports the revenue requirements build up and rate design. In cell K99 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model, Creative Energy provides the “Daily Peak in a month (Natural Gas)” of “1.5...
	9.2 Please explain how the Daily Peak in a month (Natural Gas) of 1.50x was established and why it is considered to be reasonable.
	9.3 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the demand is consistent with that presented in the CPCN NES Heating Application for all periods.
	9.3.1 If not confirmed, please discuss the differences.

	9.4 Please explain whether complete occupancy for all four buildings is expected to be realized by January 1, 2020. If not, please discuss why demand for 2020 has not been adjusted to reflect occupancy expectations.
	In cell K103 to K114 on the “Project Inputs” tab of the Model, Creative Energy provides the monthly seasonal demand for each month.
	9.5 Please clarify the methodology for determining the monthly seasonal demand and why the monthly demand is considered to be reasonable.
	In cell G215 on the “Forecast Inputs” tab of the Model, Creative Energy provides the monthly peak demand of 138.83 calculated using the formula “=1666/12”.
	9.6 Please explain how the peak demand was determined and why it is considered reasonable.


	C. Proposed Rate Design
	10.0 Reference: PROPOSED RATE DESIGN Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 5.1, pp. 2, 8-11; Model   Capacity Charge
	10.1 Please explain why the fixed capacity charge is quoted on a $/kW/month in the Application, whereas the Model quotes the fixed charges on an Annual $ / m2 basis.
	10.2 Please provide any other results, not mentioned above, from the regulatory model that continue to use a $/m2 basis.
	10.2.1 Does Creative Energy have any concerns about the consistency of the regulatory model if certain results are using a $/m2 basis, but the capacity charge is based on $/kW? Please explain why or why not, including why Creative Energy chose to cont...
	10.2.2 Please provide and explain the impact on rates that results from using $/m2 for certain results instead of using a $/kW for those same results.

	10.3 Please discuss, and list, if Creative Energy is aware of any other comparable peer companies that use $/kW, determined on the basis of the design peak demand, to recover the total capital and fixed operating costs similar to Creative Energy’s pro...
	10.4 Is Creative Energy aware of any other comparable peer companies that recover 100 percent of capital and fixed operating costs entirely through fixed charges, instead of a portion through both fixed and variable charges? If yes, please discuss and...
	10.5 Please explain if Creative Energy is presenting “Implied Peak Demand Intensity” as a measure of the efficiency of each Building. If not, please explain what “Implied Peak Demand Intensity” is meant to measure.
	10.5.1 Please explain if “Implied Peak Demand Intensity” is a commonly used industry metric, and in what context it is typically used for.

	10.6 Please clarify and explain what consultation Creative Energy has had with building customers on the usage of $/kW for a capacity charge. Please providing supporting evidence to indicate that “building customers will therefore be indifferent”?
	10.7 Please provide an excerpt from the disclosure statement given to individual unit buyers (i.e. the end users) that discusses the heating rate and how it is charged.
	10.8 Please discuss the capability of Creative Energy’s billing system if the proposed rate design and rate structures is not approved as proposed. How will differences between approved rates and collected rates be collected/refunded from customers?

	11.0 Reference: PROPOSED RATE DESIGN Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 5.2, p. 11 Variable Charge
	11.1 Please discuss, and provide a list in that case, if Creative Energy is aware of any other comparable peer companies that determines the $/MWh variable charge each month based on actual fuel costs.
	11.2 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the $/MWh variable charge will be different every month under this proposal.
	11.2.1 Please explain in further detail Creative Energy’s claim that this proposal is “administratively simple” compared to a $/MWh variable charge that would not change each month. In other words, how is changing the $/MWh rate each month simpler tha...
	11.2.1.1 Not withstanding the answer to the above, considering the alternative approach used by other public utilities such as FortisBC Inc. (FBC), why does Creative Energy believe the alternative approach is not appropriate for this project?

	11.2.2 Please discuss if Creative Energy has considered if $/MWh variable charge that is different each month may be confusing to customers. Why or why not?
	11.2.2.1 Has Creative Energy had any consultations with customers regarding the variable charge?
	11.2.2.2 Has Creative Energy considered what communication, if any, would accompany the monthly bills to explain the change in the monthly variable charge? Please explain in detail.



	12.0 Reference:  Proposed rate design British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro) Residential Inclining Block Rate Re-Pricing Application, Order G-45-11, p. 5 Bonbright Principles
	12.1 Please evaluate Creative Energy’s proposed levelized capacity charge (based on $/kW) against the above Bonbright principles. Please state your assumptions.
	12.2 Please discuss whether Creative Energy has considered any other alternative rate design (% fixed / % variable). Why or why not?
	12.2.1 If yes, please evaluate this / these rate structure option(s) against the above Bonbright principles.

	12.3 Please explain how much weight the utility has placed on Principle 1 (recovery of the revenue requirement) and 7 (revenue stability) in its proposed levelized rate design, compared to other principles.

	13.0 Reference:  proposed rate design BCUC Decision with Order G-60-14, p. 55;  BCUC Decision with Order G-67-14, pp. 13-15  Efficiency Principle/Clean BC
	13.1 Please describe the consultation process Creative Energy undertook in proposed rate design, including whether it included existing and potential future customers.
	13.1.1 Please discuss how Creative Energy considers existing and potential future customers will respond to its proposed rate design.

	13.2 Please explain how the proposed rate design supports the BC energy objectives 2(b) and 2(i).


	D. Proposed Rates
	14.0 Reference:  PROPOSED RATEs Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 4.1, p. 4; Model. Financing Cost
	14.1 Please provide the calculations to support the stated rate for the cost of debt.
	14.2 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that Creative Energy’s core steam and North East False Creek (NEFC) system reflect the same debt/equity structure as the one proposed for the Vancouver House Development.
	14.3 Please explain why the cost of debt provided in the Model (4.0%) does not agree to cost of debt stated in the Application (4.5%).
	14.3.1 Please provide an updated Table 2 or Model, as necessary.


	15.0 Reference: PROPOSED RATES Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 6.1, p. 12; BCUC Generic Cost of Capital Stage 1 Decision, p. 101 Levelized Capacity Charge
	15.1 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that Creative Energy’s cores steam and NEFC systems have an approved Return on Equity (ROE) of 9.5%.
	15.2 Please complete the risk matrix referenced in the above preamble (and attached as Appendix E to the GCOC Stage 1 Decision for the Vancouver House Development). Please include FEI and Creative Energy’s NEFC, as well as Creative Energy’s Core Steam...

	16.0 Reference: PROPOSED RATES Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 6.3, pp. 13-14 Benchmark Rate Comparison
	16.1 Please provide an updated Table 9, including what the proposed Levelized Capacity Charge would have been if a fixed-capacity levied on a $/m2 basis, as proposed in the Heating TES CPCN, was used instead of a $/kW basis.
	16.2 Please explain in further detail the concept of “Energy Intensity” and why Creative Energy believes using this to calculate an “equivalent all-in rate” is an appropriate measure to compare rates with other district energy utility systems.
	16.2.1 Please explain if “Energy Intensity” is a commonly used industry metric and if it is commonly used to produce equivalent all-in rates for comparison purposes. If yes, please provide examples of where it has been used.

	16.3 Please provide an updated Table 10 and provide what the Levelized Annual rates would be if the proposed rate design from the Heating TES CPCN was used instead of the rate design proposed in this Application.
	16.4 Please provide the source reports of the internal engineering estimates that Creative Energy used to produce the energy intensity values, as presented in the table. Please also indicate if any of these engineering estimates were verified through ...


	E. Revenue Deficiency Deferral Account
	17.0 Reference:  REVENUE DEFICIENCY DEFERRAL ACCOUNT Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 2.1, p. 2; Model. Recovery using the Revenue Deficiency Deferral Account (RDDA)
	17.1 Please provide the RDDA balance for each scenario at the end of the 30-year term.
	17.2 Please explain why under the “Flat”, “2% Escal.” Or “Capex (-)” scenario, the RDDA balance does not appear to reduce to nil over the 30-year term.
	17.3 Please explain how over or under recovery in the RDDA will be addressed.
	17.4 Please explain the purpose of the Capex (-) deferral scenario that is presented in the Model.
	17.4.1 Please explain why this scenario is not discussed in the Application.
	17.4.2 Please discuss the incremental over-recovery of the RDDA and the final balance of the RDDA under this scenario.



	F. Customer Service Agreement
	18.0 Reference: CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT (CSA) Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 3; Appendix 1, pp. 6-7  Standard Assignment Provision
	18.1 Please explain why Creative Energy has included a standard assignment provision in the CSA for this application, when it was not part of the approved CSA for NEFC.
	18.2 Please confirm that if Creative Energy were to undergo a corporate level reorganization, section 3.1 of the CSA would require the sign off of all Customers via the “written agreement” with the Customer.
	18.2.1 If confirmed, would customers bear the expense of obtaining customer sign off for a corporate level reorganization?
	18.2.2 What would be the implication of this clause if written agreement with the Customer is not received?
	18.2.3 If not confirmed, please explain the nature of and approvals required for the “written agreement”.


	19.0 Reference: CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT Exhibit B-1, Application, Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 Standard Fees and Charges
	19.1 Please provide reference as to where these standard fees and charges can be found in the Application. If these standard fees and charges were not included, please provide a copy and confirm that Creative Energy is also seeking BCUC approval of th...
	19.2 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the standard fees and charges are the same as those contained in the NEFC CSA. For any differences, please identify and explain.
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Inputs>>





Project Inputs

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating

				Project Inputs						Revenue Deferral:		On





				Fixed Charge Deferral Rate Sensitivity

				Note: Ensure iterative calculations are turned on; use F9 to manually calculate file

										1		2		3		4						2

				Deferral Scenario: 						No Deferral		Flat		2% Escal.		Capex (-)						Flat

				Deferral Switch						Off		On		On		On		on / off				On

				Deferral Fixed Charge						-		6.660		5.573		4.873		$/m2				6.660

				Deferral Fixed Charge Growth Rate						-		-		2.00%		1.50%		%				-

				Number of years of Deferral						-		30		30		30		years				30



				Capex Sensitivity ((Under)/ Over)						-		-		-		(20.0%)		%				-





				RDDA Balance

				Maximum RDDA Balance						-		340,261		1,092,446		678,635		$				340,261

				(Over Recovery) / Under Recovery														$				(24,944)

				Fixed Rate per m2						7.26		6.66		5.68		4.95		$/MWh				6.66

				All-in' Rate per m2						8.98		8.38		7.40		6.67		$/MWh				8.38



				IRR

				IRR (unlevered pre-tax)						6.92%		7.08%		7.55%		7.44%		%				7.08%

				IRR (unlevered post-tax)						6.40%		6.52%		6.89%		6.80%		%				6.52%

				IRR (levered post-tax)						9.62%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		%				9.50%



				Variable Charge Sensitivity (based on Flat deferral)

										1		2		3								1

				Heating Demand Load Sensitivity						-		10.0%		(10.0%)				%				-

				Fixed Rate per m2						6.66		8.46		8.46				$/MWh				6.66

				All-in' Rate per m2						8.38		10.64		10.27				$/MWh				8.38

																																						1

										1		2		3								1

				Natural Gas Commodity Price						-		5.0%		(5.0%)				%				-

				Fixed Rate per m2						6.66		8.97		8.97				$/MWh				6.66

				All-in' Rate per m2						8.38		11.49		11.38				$/MWh				8.38



				Legend

				Inputs / hardcodes																		blue

				Links to another sheet																		green

				Formula																		black

				Unique formula																		red



				General

				Model Start Date														date				1-Jan-2018

				Annual Forecast Start Date														date				1-Jan-2020

				Months until Annual Forecast														months				24



				Timing Assumptions

																Other		Start Date		End Date		Period

				Financial Close												n.a.		1-Jan-2018		31-Jan-2018		n.a.

				Construction Period												-		1-Jan-2018		1-Sep-2019		20 mth

				Operation Period												n.a.		1-Sep-2019		31-Dec-2049		30 yrs

				Depreciation Period (regulated)												+1 yr		1-Jan-2020		31-Dec-2049		29 yrs

				Revenue Deferral Period														1-Sep-2019		31-Dec-2049		30 yrs

				Diesel Fuel Usage Flag												Off		-		-		6 mth



				Inflation

																				Effective		Annual Rate

				Operating Cost Inflation														%		1-Jan-2019		2.0%

				Electricity Cost Inflation														%		1-Jan-2019		2.0%

				Fuel Cost Inflation														%				2.0%



				Construction and Development Costs

				Plant														$				1,195,869

				DPS 														$				1,331,479

				ETS														$				957,898

				Other														$				-

				Total cost (before interest during construction)														$				3,485,246



				Energy Demand

				Each Customer Contract Length														years				30 yrs



																Area (m2)				Heat Demand (MWh / yr)						- Refer to Energy Demand tab

										Included		COD		Contract End		Input		Active		Input		Active

				Building 1/2						On		1-Sep-2019		31-Dec-2049		54,735		54,735		3,413		3,413

				Building 3						On		1-Sep-2019		31-Dec-2049		4,726		4,726		294		294

				Building 4						On		1-Sep-2019		31-Dec-2049		5,137		5,137		321		321

				[Other]						Off		-		-		-		-		-		-

				[Other]						Off		-		-		-		-		-		-

				[Other]						Off		-		-		-		-		-		-

				[Other]						Off		-		-		-		-		-		-

				[Other]						Off		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total												64,598		64,598		4,028		4,028



				Production Efficiency

				Temporary energy center ("TEC")

				TEC Partial Occupancy														%				40.0%

				TEC Efficency														%				85.0%



				Central Plant

				Central plant efficiency														%				94.0%

				DPS transmission efficiency														%				98.0%

				Total system efficiency														%				92.1%



				Parasitic Electricity														%				2.00%

				Daily Peak in a month (Natural Gas)														x				1.50x				- Assumes monthly peak is 50% above the monthly average

				Daily Demand Factor														x				1.10x				- As per ForticBC rate calculation (https://fbcdotcomprod.blob.core.windows.net/libraries/docs/default-source/about-us-documents/regulatory-affairs-documents/gas-utility/rateschedule_5.pdf?sfvrsn=1b55c32f_2)



				Monthly Seasonal Demand 

				JAN														%		1		14.2%

				FEB														%		2		12.3%

				MAR														%		3		11.4%

				APR														%		4		8.6%

				MAY														%		5		6.2%

				JUN														%		6		4.5%

				JUL														%		7		3.7%

				AUG														%		8		3.5%

				SEP														%		9		4.3%

				OCT														%		10		7.2%

				NOV														%		11		10.8%

				DEC														%		12		13.3%



				Operating Expenses

				Plant Maintenance														% of capex				1.00%

				DPS Maintenance														% of capex				1.00%

				ETS Maintenance														% of capex				1.00%

				Other Maintenance														% of capex				1.00%



				FTE Salary														$				100,000

				% of FTE														%				25.00%

				Fulltime Operator Salary														%				25,000



				Owner's Insurance														% of NBV				0.110%

				General Liability Insurance														% of revenue				0.250%

				Municipal Access Fee														% of revenue				1.25%

				Plant sqft														sqft				- 0

				Price/sqft														$/sqft				20.00

				Plant Space Lease														$				-

				Admin														$				34,352				2.45% of allocable Overhead under Masschusetts formula



				Depreciation

				Project Depreciation period														years				30 yrs				- Asset depreciation rates set to match contract life



				Plant														% annually				3.3%

				DPS														% annually				3.3%

				ETS														% annually				3.3%

				Other														% annually				3.3%



				Taxes

				Income Tax Rate														%				27.0%

				Class 17 CCA														% annually				8.00%



				Regulatory Deemed Capital Structure

				Equity Proportion														%				42.5%

				Deemed cost of equity														%				9.50%

				Debt Proportion														%				57.5%

				Deemed cost of debt														%				4.50%

				Commitment Fee During Construction														%				1.00%

				WACC																		6.6%



				Sample Customer Assumptions

				Fixed Space														ft2				700

				Coversion factor														ft2/m2				0.0929x

				Fixed Space														m2				65



				Variable heating per m2														KWh/m2				65



RDDA Balance ($000)	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	-3.3836287671232874	40.856970205479456	81.477873287671244	118.17705342465756	150.69877123287671	178.76992945205481	202.09775856164387	220.36634520547949	233.23894657534251	240.35220445205485	241.3161452054795	235.71302260273978	223.09268904109592	202.97143835616444	174.83084863013704	148.0453304794521	189.34897671232878	226.55732123287675	259.30121986301373	287.17334109589046	309.72585171232879	326.463473630137	336.84232671232877	340.26067123287669	336.05543630136987	323.49643390410961	301.77710136986303	270.00755821917812	227.20650582191786	172.29081267123291	-24.944426027397217	Fixed Charge	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	











Forecast Inputs

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating

				Forecast Inputs



				Period Start																		1-Jan-18		1-Feb-18		1-Mar-18		1-Apr-18		1-May-18		1-Jun-18		1-Jul-18		1-Aug-18		1-Sep-18		1-Oct-18		1-Nov-18		1-Dec-18		1-Jan-19		1-Feb-19		1-Mar-19		1-Apr-19		1-May-19		1-Jun-19		1-Jul-19		1-Aug-19		1-Sep-19		1-Oct-19		1-Nov-19		1-Dec-19		1-Jan-20		1-Jan-21		1-Jan-22		1-Jan-23		1-Jan-24		1-Jan-25		1-Jan-26		1-Jan-27		1-Jan-28		1-Jan-29		1-Jan-30		1-Jan-31		1-Jan-32		1-Jan-33		1-Jan-34		1-Jan-35		1-Jan-36		1-Jan-37		1-Jan-38		1-Jan-39		1-Jan-40		1-Jan-41		1-Jan-42		1-Jan-43		1-Jan-44		1-Jan-45		1-Jan-46		1-Jan-47		1-Jan-48		1-Jan-49		1-Jan-50		1-Jan-51		1-Jan-52		1-Jan-53		1-Jan-54		1-Jan-55		1-Jan-56		1-Jan-57		1-Jan-58		1-Jan-59		1-Jan-60		1-Jan-61		1-Jan-62		1-Jan-63		1-Jan-64		1-Jan-65		1-Jan-66		1-Jan-67		1-Jan-68		1-Jan-69		1-Jan-70		1-Jan-71		1-Jan-72		1-Jan-73		1-Jan-74		1-Jan-75		1-Jan-76		1-Jan-77		1-Jan-78		1-Jan-79		1-Jan-80		1-Jan-81		1-Jan-82		1-Jan-83		1-Jan-84		1-Jan-85		1-Jan-86		1-Jan-87		1-Jan-88		1-Jan-89		1-Jan-90		1-Jan-91		1-Jan-92		1-Jan-93		1-Jan-94		1-Jan-95		1-Jan-96		1-Jan-97		1-Jan-98

				Period End																		31-Jan-18		28-Feb-18		31-Mar-18		30-Apr-18		31-May-18		30-Jun-18		31-Jul-18		31-Aug-18		30-Sep-18		31-Oct-18		30-Nov-18		31-Dec-18		31-Jan-19		28-Feb-19		31-Mar-19		30-Apr-19		31-May-19		30-Jun-19		31-Jul-19		31-Aug-19		30-Sep-19		31-Oct-19		30-Nov-19		31-Dec-19		31-Dec-20		31-Dec-21		31-Dec-22		31-Dec-23		31-Dec-24		31-Dec-25		31-Dec-26		31-Dec-27		31-Dec-28		31-Dec-29		31-Dec-30		31-Dec-31		31-Dec-32		31-Dec-33		31-Dec-34		31-Dec-35		31-Dec-36		31-Dec-37		31-Dec-38		31-Dec-39		31-Dec-40		31-Dec-41		31-Dec-42		31-Dec-43		31-Dec-44		31-Dec-45		31-Dec-46		31-Dec-47		31-Dec-48		31-Dec-49		31-Dec-50		31-Dec-51		31-Dec-52		31-Dec-53		31-Dec-54		31-Dec-55		31-Dec-56		31-Dec-57		31-Dec-58		31-Dec-59		31-Dec-60		31-Dec-61		31-Dec-62		31-Dec-63		31-Dec-64		31-Dec-65		31-Dec-66		31-Dec-67		31-Dec-68		31-Dec-69		31-Dec-70		31-Dec-71		31-Dec-72		31-Dec-73		31-Dec-74		31-Dec-75		31-Dec-76		31-Dec-77		31-Dec-78		31-Dec-79		31-Dec-80		31-Dec-81		31-Dec-82		31-Dec-83		31-Dec-84		31-Dec-85		31-Dec-86		31-Dec-87		31-Dec-88		31-Dec-89		31-Dec-90		31-Dec-91		31-Dec-92		31-Dec-93		31-Dec-94		31-Dec-95		31-Dec-96		31-Dec-97		31-Dec-98

				Year																		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071		2072		2073		2074		2075		2076		2077		2078		2079		2080		2081		2082		2083		2084		2085		2086		2087		2088		2089		2090		2091		2092		2093		2094		2095		2096		2097		2098

				Year Fraction																		0.085		0.077		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.085		0.077		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000



				Timing Flags

				Model Dates

				Model Periods								24										(24)		(23)		(22)		(21)		(20)		(19)		(18)		(17)		(16)		(15)		(14)		(13)		(12)		(11)		(10)		(9)		(8)		(7)		(6)		(5)		(4)		(3)		(2)		(1)		-		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52		53		54		55		56		57		58		59		60		61		62		63		64		65		66		67		68		69		70		71		72		73		74		75		76		77		78

				Months in period														Mths/Period				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12



				Project Dates						Starting		Ending		Periods

				Financial Close						1-Jan-18		31-Jan-18		1				Flag				1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Construction Period						1-Jan-18		1-Sep-19		20 mth				Flag				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Construction Financing Period						1-Jan-18		31-Aug-19		20 mth				Flag				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Commercial Operation Date						1-Sep-19		1-Sep-19		1				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Month before COD						1-Aug-19		31-Aug-19		1 mth				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Operation Period						1-Sep-19		31-Dec-49		30 yrs				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Operating Period Year Fraction														x				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Depreciation Period (regulated)						1-Jan-20		31-Dec-49						Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Revenue Deferral Period						1-Sep-19		31-Dec-49		34 yrs				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Diesel Fuel Usage Period						-		-		-				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Other Dates						Starting		Ending		Periods

				Exit Date						31-Dec-49		31-Dec-49		1				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt Repayment						31-Dec-19		31-Dec-49						Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt Repayment Period (months)										361 mth				Months				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		13		25		37		49		61		73		85		97		109		121		133		145		157		169		181		193		205		217		229		241		253		265		277		289		301		313		325		337		349		361		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt Repayment Period								12		31 yrs				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Phases						Starting		Ending		Periods

				Building 1/2						1-Sep-19		31-Dec-49		30 yrs				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Building 3						1-Sep-19		31-Dec-49		30 yrs				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Building 4						1-Sep-19		31-Dec-49		30 yrs				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-						-		-		-				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-						-		-		-				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-						-		-		-				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-						-		-		-				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

										-		-		-				Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Occupied Area Forecast

				Project Phase								Area (m2)

				Building 1/2								54,735						m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		54,735		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Building 3								4,726						m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		4,726		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Building 4								5,137						m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		5,137		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-								- 0						m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-								- 0						m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-								- 0						m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-								- 0						m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-								- 0						m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Occupied Area														m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Subscribed Capacity Forecast



												2,548						kW				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Production Forecast

				Project Phase				Active Date		End Date		Heating Demand (MWh / year)

				Building 1/2				1-Sep-19		31-Dec-49		3,413						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		3,413		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Building 3				1-Sep-19		31-Dec-49		294						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		294		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Building 4				1-Sep-19		31-Dec-49		321						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		321		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-				-		-		- 0						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-				-		-		- 0						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-				-		-		- 0						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-				-		-		- 0						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				-				-		-		- 0						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Annual Demand														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



										Month		Load %

				January						1		14.20%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		14.20%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				February						2		12.30%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		12.30%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				March						3		11.40%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		11.40%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				April						4		8.60%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		8.60%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				May						5		6.20%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		6.20%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				June						6		4.50%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				July						7		3.70%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		3.70%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				August						8		3.50%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				September						9		4.30%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4.30%		-		-		-		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		4.30%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				October						10		7.20%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7.20%		-		-		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		7.20%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				November						11		10.80%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		10.80%		-		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		10.80%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				December						12		13.30%						%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		13.30%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Periodic Load Percentage														%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4.30%		7.20%		10.80%		13.30%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Month (applicable for non-annual periods)														Month				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				January														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				February														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		495		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				March														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		459		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				April														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		346		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				May														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		250		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				June														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		181		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				July														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		149		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				August														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		141		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				September														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		173		-		-		-		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		173		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				October														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		290		-		-		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		290		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				November														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		435		-		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		435		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				December														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		536		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Period Demand (by month)														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		173		290		435		536		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Max Period Demand														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		173		290		435		536		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Max Annual Demand														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		536		536		536		536		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		572		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Efficiency								92.12%						%

				Daily Peak in a month (Natural Gas)								1.50x						x

				Daily Demand Factor								1.10x						x

				Highest Daily Peak Demand (annual base)														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		30.95		30.95		30.95		30.95		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		33.05		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Construction Costs



				Construction Period Flag						1-Jan-18		1-Sep-19		20				Flag				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Construction Period														#				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Plant Construction Cost Schedule								100.00%		TRUE				%				5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				DPS Construction Cost Schedule								100.00%		TRUE				%				5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				ETS Construction Cost Schedule								100.00%		TRUE				%				5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Other Construction Cost Schedule								-		TRUE				%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Plant										TRUE				$				68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				DPS 										TRUE				$				76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				ETS										TRUE				$				55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Other										TRUE				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Construction Costs										TRUE				$				200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Capex Forecast

																		Year				2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025

																						31-Dec-17		31-Dec-18		31-Dec-19		31-Dec-20		31-Dec-21		31-Dec-22		31-Dec-23		31-Dec-24		31-Dec-25



				Plant										1,195,869				$						826,804		369,065				-		-		-		-		-

				DPS 										1,331,479				$						920,563		410,916				-		-		-		-		-

				ETS										957,898				$						662,275		295,623				-		-		-		-		-

				Other										-																-		-		-		-		-

				Construction Costs										3,485,246				$				-		2,409,642		1,075,604		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Spend to Date up to first construction period								31-Jan-18		31-Aug-19				Year				2018		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025

																		Date				31-Jan-18		31-Dec-18		31-Aug-19		31-Dec-20		31-Dec-21		31-Dec-22		31-Dec-23		31-Dec-24		31-Dec-25

				Fraction of Year														x				0.08		0.92		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00		1.00

				Number of Months														months				1.00		11.00		8.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00

				Capex Sensitivity (under)/ Over Spend														%				-



				Plant														$				68,900		757,904		369,065		-		-		-		-		-		-

				DPS 														$				76,714		843,849		410,916		-		-		-		-		-		-

				ETS														$				55,190		607,085		295,623		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Other														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Construction Costs														$				200,804		2,208,839		1,075,604		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Plant										100.00%				%				5.76%		63.38%		30.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-

				DPS 										100.00%				%				5.76%		63.38%		30.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-

				ETS										100.00%				%				5.76%		63.38%		30.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Other										-				%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Proportion of construction costs per year										100.00%				%				5.76%		63.38%		30.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Construction Cost Curve																		Month 1		Month 2		Month 3		Month 4		Month 5		Month 6		Month 7		Month 8		Month 9		Month 10		Month 11		Month 12		Month 13		Month 14		Month 15		Month 16		Month 17		Month 18		Month 19		Month 20		Month 21		Month 22		Month 23		Month 24		Month 25		Month 26		Month 27		Month 28		Month 29		Month 30		Month 31		Month 32		Month 33		Month 34		Month 35		Month 36		Month 37		Month 38		Month 39		Month 40		Month 41		Month 42		Month 43		Month 44		Month 45		Month 46		Month 47		Month 48		Month 49		Month 50		Month 51		Month 52		Month 53		Month 54		Month 55		Month 56		Month 57		Month 58		Month 59		Month 60		Month 61		Month 62		Month 63		Month 64		Month 65		Month 66		Month 67		Month 68		Month 69		Month 70		Month 71		Month 72		Month 73		Month 74		Month 75		Month 76		Month 77		Month 78		Month 79		Month 80		Month 81		Month 82		Month 83

																						1-Jan-18		28-Feb-18		31-Mar-18		30-Apr-18		31-May-18		30-Jun-18		31-Jul-18		31-Aug-18		30-Sep-18		31-Oct-18		30-Nov-18		31-Dec-18		31-Jan-19		28-Feb-19		31-Mar-19		30-Apr-19		31-May-19		30-Jun-19		31-Jul-19		31-Aug-19		30-Sep-19		31-Oct-19		30-Nov-19		31-Dec-19		31-Jan-20		29-Feb-20		31-Mar-20		30-Apr-20		31-May-20		30-Jun-20		31-Jul-20		31-Aug-20		30-Sep-20		31-Oct-20		30-Nov-20		31-Dec-20		31-Jan-21		28-Feb-21		31-Mar-21		30-Apr-21		31-May-21		30-Jun-21		31-Jul-21		31-Aug-21		30-Sep-21		31-Oct-21		30-Nov-21		31-Dec-21		31-Jan-22		28-Feb-22		31-Mar-22		30-Apr-22		31-May-22		30-Jun-22		31-Jul-22		31-Aug-22		30-Sep-22		31-Oct-22		30-Nov-22		31-Dec-22		31-Jan-23		28-Feb-23		31-Mar-23		30-Apr-23		31-May-23		30-Jun-23		31-Jul-23		31-Aug-23		30-Sep-23		31-Oct-23		30-Nov-23		31-Dec-23		31-Jan-24		29-Feb-24		31-Mar-24		30-Apr-24		31-May-24		30-Jun-24		31-Jul-24		31-Aug-24		30-Sep-24		31-Oct-24		30-Nov-24

																						2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2022		2022		2022		2022		2022		2022		2022		2022		2022		2022		2022		2022		2023		2023		2023		2023		2023		2023		2023		2023		2023		2023		2023		2023		2024		2024		2024		2024		2024		2024		2024		2024		2024		2024		2024

				Period Fraction																				0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.13		0.13		0.13		0.13		0.13		0.13		0.13		0.13		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Plant Construction Cost % Spend								1.00		TRUE								5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				DPS Construction Cost % Spend								1.00		TRUE								5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				ETS Construction Cost % Spend								1.00		TRUE								5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		5.76%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		3.86%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Other Construction Cost % Spend								0.00		TRUE								-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Natural Gas Fuel Cost Forecast



				BC Carbon Tax														$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7.40		7.40		7.40		7.40		8.33		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		9.25		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Cost										–				$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5.58		5.58		5.58		5.58		5.69		5.80		5.92		6.04		6.16		6.28		6.41		6.53		6.66		6.80		6.93		7.07		7.21		7.36		7.51		7.66		7.81		7.96		8.12		8.29		8.45		8.62		8.79		8.97		9.15		9.33		9.52		9.71		9.90		10.10		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Delivery Charge														$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		6.72		6.72		6.72		6.72		6.86		6.99		7.13		7.28		7.42		7.57		7.72		7.87		8.03		8.19		8.36		8.52		8.69		8.87		9.05		9.23		9.41		9.60		9.79		9.99		10.19		10.39		10.60		10.81		11.03		11.25		11.47		11.70		11.94		12.17		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Variable Natural Gas Cost														$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		19.70		19.70		19.70		19.70		20.87		22.04		22.30		22.56		22.83		23.10		23.38		23.66		23.95		24.24		24.54		24.85		25.16		25.48		25.80		26.13		26.47		26.81		27.17		27.52		27.89		28.26		28.64		29.03		29.43		29.83		30.24		30.66		31.09		31.53		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Demand Charge														$/MWh DD/ period				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		6.40		6.61		6.40		6.61		79.42		81.01		82.63		84.28		85.96		87.68		89.44		91.23		93.05		94.91		96.81		98.75		100.72		102.74		104.79		106.89		109.02		111.20		113.43		115.70		118.01		120.37		122.78		125.23		127.74		130.29		132.90		135.56		138.27		141.03		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Basic Charge														$ / Period				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		462.58		477.99		462.58		477.99		5,740.56		5,855.37		5,972.48		6,091.93		6,213.77		6,338.04		6,464.80		6,594.10		6,725.98		6,860.50		6,997.71		7,137.66		7,280.42		7,426.03		7,574.55		7,726.04		7,880.56		8,038.17		8,198.93		8,362.91		8,530.17		8,700.77		8,874.79		9,052.28		9,233.33		9,418.00		9,606.36		9,798.48		9,994.45		10,194.34		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-





				Variable Cost Build up



																						2018		2019		2020		2021

				BC Carbon Tax						BC environmental regulation								$ / tonne				35.00		40.00		45.00		50.00

				BC Carbon Tax Rate				0.185		http://www.carbonindependent.org (TonneCO2/Mwh)								$/MWh				6.48		7.40		8.33		9.25



																						2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060

				Commodity Cost Recovery Charge						Fortis Rate				2.00%				$/GJ				1.55		1.55		1.58		1.61		1.64		1.68		1.71		1.74		1.78		1.81		1.85		1.89		1.93		1.96		2.00		2.04		2.08		2.13		2.17		2.21		2.26		2.30		2.35		2.39		2.44		2.49		2.54		2.59		2.64		2.70		2.75		2.81		2.86		2.92		2.98		3.04		3.10		3.16		3.22		3.29		3.35		3.42		3.49

				Natural Gas Usage Cost				0.278		BC Gas conversion factors (GJ/MWh)								$/MWh				5.58		5.58		5.69		5.80		5.92		6.04		6.16		6.28		6.41		6.53		6.66		6.80		6.93		7.07		7.21		7.36		7.51		7.66		7.81		7.96		8.12		8.29		8.45		8.62		8.79		8.97		9.15		9.33		9.52		9.71		9.90		10.10		10.30		10.51		10.72		10.93		11.15		11.38		11.60		11.83		12.07		12.31		12.56



																						2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060

														2.00%				$/GJ

				Delivery Cost						Fortis Rate				2.00%				$/GJ				0.851		0.854		0.871		0.889		0.906		0.924		0.943		0.962		0.981		1.001		1.021		1.041		1.062		1.083		1.105		1.127		1.149		1.172		1.196		1.220		1.244		1.269		1.294		1.320		1.347		1.374		1.401		1.429		1.458		1.487		1.517		1.547		1.578		1.609		1.642		1.674		1.708		1.742		1.777		1.812		1.849		1.886		1.923

				Storage and Transportation						Fortis Rate				2.00%				$/GJ				0.483		1.013		1.033		1.054		1.075		1.097		1.118		1.141		1.164		1.187		1.211		1.235		1.260		1.285		1.310		1.337		1.363		1.391		1.418		1.447		1.476		1.505		1.535		1.566		1.597		1.629		1.662		1.695		1.729		1.764		1.799		1.835		1.872		1.909		1.947		1.986		2.026		2.066		2.108		2.150		2.193		2.237		2.281

				Total Delivery														$/GJ				1.334		1.867		1.904		1.942		1.981		2.021		2.061		2.103		2.145		2.187		2.231		2.276		2.321		2.368		2.415		2.463		2.513		2.563		2.614		2.667		2.720		2.774		2.830		2.886		2.944		3.003		3.063		3.124		3.187		3.250		3.316		3.382		3.449		3.518		3.589		3.661		3.734		3.808		3.885		3.962		4.042		4.122		4.205

				Natural Gas Delivery Charge				0.278		BC Gas conversion factors (GJ/MWh)								$/MWh				4.80		6.72		6.86		6.99		7.13		7.28		7.42		7.57		7.72		7.87		8.03		8.19		8.36		8.52		8.69		8.87		9.05		9.23		9.41		9.60		9.79		9.99		10.19		10.39		10.60		10.81		11.03		11.25		11.47		11.70		11.94		12.17		12.42		12.67		12.92		13.18		13.44		13.71		13.98		14.26		14.55		14.84		15.14



				Fixed Cost Build up



																						2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060

				Monthly Demand Charge						Fortis Rate				2.00%				$/GJ DD/ Month				20.08		23.36		23.83		24.30		24.79		25.28		25.79		26.30		26.83		27.37		27.91		28.47		29.04		29.62		30.22		30.82		31.44		32.07		32.71		33.36		34.03		34.71		35.40		36.11		36.83		37.57		38.32		39.09		39.87		40.67		41.48		42.31		43.16		44.02		44.90		45.80		46.71		47.65		48.60		49.57		50.56		51.58		52.61

				Annual Demand Charge														$/GJ DD / Year				240.92		280.30		285.90		291.62		297.45		303.40		309.47		315.66		321.97		328.41		334.98		341.68		348.51		355.48		362.59		369.84		377.24		384.79		392.48		400.33		408.34		416.51		424.84		433.33		442.00		450.84		459.86		469.05		478.43		488.00		497.76		507.72		517.87		528.23		538.79		549.57		560.56		571.77		583.21		594.87		606.77		618.90		631.28

				Natural Gas Demand Charge				0.278		BC Gas conversion factors (GJ/MWh)								$/MWh DD / Year				66.92		77.86		79.42		81.01		82.63		84.28		85.96		87.68		89.44		91.23		93.05		94.91		96.81		98.75		100.72		102.74		104.79		106.89		109.02		111.20		113.43		115.70		118.01		120.37		122.78		125.23		127.74		130.29		132.90		135.56		138.27		141.03		143.85		146.73		149.67		152.66		155.71		158.83		162.00		165.24		168.55		171.92		175.36



																						2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060

				Monthly Basic Charge						Fortis Rate				2.00%				$ / Month				587.00		469.00		478.38		487.95		497.71		507.66		517.81		528.17		538.73		549.51		560.50		571.71		583.14		594.81		606.70		618.84		631.21		643.84		656.71		669.85		683.24		696.91		710.85		725.06		739.57		754.36		769.44		784.83		800.53		816.54		832.87		849.53		866.52		883.85		901.53		919.56		937.95		956.71		975.84		995.36		1015.27		1035.57		1056.28

				Annual Basic Charge														$ / Year				7,044.00		5,628.00		5,740.56		5,855.37		5,972.48		6,091.93		6,213.77		6,338.04		6,464.80		6,594.10		6,725.98		6,860.50		6,997.71		7,137.66		7,280.42		7,426.03		7,574.55		7,726.04		7,880.56		8,038.17		8,198.93		8,362.91		8,530.17		8,700.77		8,874.79		9,052.28		9,233.33		9,418.00		9,606.36		9,798.48		9,994.45		10,194.34		10,398.23		10,606.19		10,818.32		11,034.68		11,255.38		11,480.49		11,710.10		11,944.30		12,183.18		12,426.85		12,675.38



				Diesel Fuel Cost Forecast



				Diesel Fuel Cost														$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		126.22		126.22		126.22		126.22		128.62		131.06		133.56		136.10		138.70		141.34		144.04		146.80		149.61		152.47		155.39		158.38		161.42		164.52		167.68		170.91		174.20		177.56		180.98		184.47		188.03		191.67		195.38		199.16		203.01		206.95		210.96		215.05		219.22		223.48		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Diesel Fuel Cost														$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		126.22		126.22		126.22		126.22		128.62		131.06		133.56		136.10		138.70		141.34		144.04		146.80		149.61		152.47		155.39		158.38		161.42		164.52		167.68		170.91		174.20		177.56		180.98		184.47		188.03		191.67		195.38		199.16		203.01		206.95		210.96		215.05		219.22		223.48		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



																						2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060

				BC Carbon Tax														$ / Litre				0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07

				Diesel Fuel Price										2.00%				$ / Litre				1.25		1.28		1.30		1.33		1.35		1.38		1.41		1.44		1.46		1.49		1.52		1.55		1.59		1.62		1.65		1.68		1.72		1.75		1.79		1.82		1.86		1.89		1.93		1.97		2.01		2.05		2.09		2.13		2.18		2.22		2.26		2.31		2.36		2.40		2.45		2.50		2.55		2.60		2.65		2.71		2.76		2.82		2.87

				Diesel Usage Cost				0.0106

Brittni Scott: Conversion Coefficient 
1 litre = 36,292.321 BTU
1 MWh = 3412141.63 BTU		MWh /Litre								$/MWh				123.87		126.22		128.62		131.06		133.56		136.10		138.70		141.34		144.04		146.80		149.61		152.47		155.39		158.38		161.42		164.52		167.68		170.91		174.20		177.56		180.98		184.47		188.03		191.67		195.38		199.16		203.01		206.95		210.96		215.05		219.22		223.48		227.82		232.25		236.77		241.38		246.08		250.88		255.77		260.75		265.84		271.03		276.33



				Electricity Forecast

				BC Hydro Medium General Service Rate 1500 (Effective April 1, 2019)

Brittni Scott: https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/tariff-filings/electric-tariff/bchydro-electric-tariff.pdf

				Electricity inflation factor				Effective:		1-Jan-2019		2.00%						X				1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0200		1.0404		1.0612		1.0824		1.1041		1.1262		1.1487		1.1717		1.1951		1.2190		1.2434		1.2682		1.2936		1.3195		1.3459		1.3728		1.4002		1.4282		1.4568		1.4859		1.5157		1.5460		1.5769		1.6084		1.6406		1.6734		1.7069		1.7410		1.7758		1.8114		1.8476		1.8845		1.9222		1.9607		1.9999		2.0399		2.0807		2.1223		2.1647		2.2080		2.2522		2.2972		2.3432		2.3901		2.4379		2.4866		2.5363		2.5871		2.6388		2.6916		2.7454		2.8003		2.8563		2.9135		2.9717		3.0312		3.0918		3.1536		3.2167		3.2810		3.3467		3.4136		3.4819		3.5515		3.6225		3.6950		3.7689		3.8443		3.9211		3.9996		4.0795		4.1611		4.2444		4.3293		4.4158		4.5042		4.5942		4.6861		4.7798



				Electricity usage charge						$/kWh		0.0968						$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		96.80		96.80		96.80		96.80		98.74		100.71		102.72		104.78		106.88		109.01		111.19		113.42		115.68		118.00		120.36		122.77		125.22		127.73		130.28		132.89		135.54		138.25		141.02		143.84		146.72		149.65		152.64		155.70		158.81		161.99		165.23		168.53		171.90		175.34		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Demand charge						$/Peak KW /Month		5.4200		50.96

Jeff Mayhew: Jeff Mayhew:
2% of Peak Customer Demand of 2,548 kW				$/KW/Period				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		276.20		276.20		276.20		276.20		3,380.73		3,448.34		3,517.31		3,587.65		3,659.41		3,732.60		3,807.25		3,883.39		3,961.06		4,040.28		4,121.09		4,203.51		4,287.58		4,373.33		4,460.80		4,550.01		4,641.01		4,733.83		4,828.51		4,925.08		5,023.58		5,124.05		5,226.54		5,331.07		5,437.69		5,546.44		5,657.37		5,770.52		5,885.93		6,003.65		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Basic charge						$/day		0.2673						$ / Period				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8.02		8.29		8.02		8.29		99.79		101.51		103.54		105.61		108.01		109.87		112.07		114.31		116.92		118.93		121.31		123.74		126.56		128.73		131.31		133.94		136.99		139.35		142.13		144.98		148.28		150.83		153.85		156.93		160.50		163.27		166.53		169.86		173.73		176.72		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-





















































Regulatory Model

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating

				Regulatory Model						Revenue Deferral:		On



				Period Start																		1-Jan-18		1-Feb-18		1-Mar-18		1-Apr-18		1-May-18		1-Jun-18		1-Jul-18		1-Aug-18		1-Sep-18		1-Oct-18		1-Nov-18		1-Dec-18		1-Jan-19		1-Feb-19		1-Mar-19		1-Apr-19		1-May-19		1-Jun-19		1-Jul-19		1-Aug-19		1-Sep-19		1-Oct-19		1-Nov-19		1-Dec-19		1-Jan-20		1-Jan-21		1-Jan-22		1-Jan-23		1-Jan-24		1-Jan-25		1-Jan-26		1-Jan-27		1-Jan-28		1-Jan-29		1-Jan-30		1-Jan-31		1-Jan-32		1-Jan-33		1-Jan-34		1-Jan-35		1-Jan-36		1-Jan-37		1-Jan-38		1-Jan-39		1-Jan-40		1-Jan-41		1-Jan-42		1-Jan-43		1-Jan-44		1-Jan-45		1-Jan-46		1-Jan-47		1-Jan-48		1-Jan-49		1-Jan-50		1-Jan-51		1-Jan-52		1-Jan-53		1-Jan-54		1-Jan-55		1-Jan-56		1-Jan-57		1-Jan-58		1-Jan-59		1-Jan-60		1-Jan-61		1-Jan-62		1-Jan-63		1-Jan-64		1-Jan-65		1-Jan-66		1-Jan-67		1-Jan-68		1-Jan-69		1-Jan-70		1-Jan-71		1-Jan-72		1-Jan-73		1-Jan-74		1-Jan-75		1-Jan-76		1-Jan-77		1-Jan-78		1-Jan-79		1-Jan-80		1-Jan-81		1-Jan-82		1-Jan-83		1-Jan-84		1-Jan-85		1-Jan-86		1-Jan-87		1-Jan-88		1-Jan-89		1-Jan-90		1-Jan-91		1-Jan-92		1-Jan-93		1-Jan-94		1-Jan-95		1-Jan-96		1-Jan-97		1-Jan-98

				Period End																		31-Jan-18		28-Feb-18		31-Mar-18		30-Apr-18		31-May-18		30-Jun-18		31-Jul-18		31-Aug-18		30-Sep-18		31-Oct-18		30-Nov-18		31-Dec-18		31-Jan-19		28-Feb-19		31-Mar-19		30-Apr-19		31-May-19		30-Jun-19		31-Jul-19		31-Aug-19		30-Sep-19		31-Oct-19		30-Nov-19		31-Dec-19		31-Dec-20		31-Dec-21		31-Dec-22		31-Dec-23		31-Dec-24		31-Dec-25		31-Dec-26		31-Dec-27		31-Dec-28		31-Dec-29		31-Dec-30		31-Dec-31		31-Dec-32		31-Dec-33		31-Dec-34		31-Dec-35		31-Dec-36		31-Dec-37		31-Dec-38		31-Dec-39		31-Dec-40		31-Dec-41		31-Dec-42		31-Dec-43		31-Dec-44		31-Dec-45		31-Dec-46		31-Dec-47		31-Dec-48		31-Dec-49		31-Dec-50		31-Dec-51		31-Dec-52		31-Dec-53		31-Dec-54		31-Dec-55		31-Dec-56		31-Dec-57		31-Dec-58		31-Dec-59		31-Dec-60		31-Dec-61		31-Dec-62		31-Dec-63		31-Dec-64		31-Dec-65		31-Dec-66		31-Dec-67		31-Dec-68		31-Dec-69		31-Dec-70		31-Dec-71		31-Dec-72		31-Dec-73		31-Dec-74		31-Dec-75		31-Dec-76		31-Dec-77		31-Dec-78		31-Dec-79		31-Dec-80		31-Dec-81		31-Dec-82		31-Dec-83		31-Dec-84		31-Dec-85		31-Dec-86		31-Dec-87		31-Dec-88		31-Dec-89		31-Dec-90		31-Dec-91		31-Dec-92		31-Dec-93		31-Dec-94		31-Dec-95		31-Dec-96		31-Dec-97		31-Dec-98

				Year																		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2018		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071		2072		2073		2074		2075		2076		2077		2078		2079		2080		2081		2082		2083		2084		2085		2086		2087		2088		2089		2090		2091		2092		2093		2094		2095		2096		2097		2098

				Year Fraction																		0.085		0.077		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.085		0.077		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.085		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000



				Timing Flags

				Financial Close														Flag				1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Construction Period														Flag				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Construction Financing Period														Flag				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Commercial Operation Date														Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Month before COD														Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Operation Period														Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Operating Period Year Fraction														x				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		0.082		0.085		0.082		0.085		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Depreciation Period														Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Revenue Deferral Period														Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Diesel Fuel Flag														Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Periodic Load Percentage														%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4.30%		7.20%		10.80%		13.30%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Exit Date														Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Regulatory Project Cash Flow Forecast

				Total Fixed Charge Revenue										13,050,481				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		35,361		36,539		35,361		36,539		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Fuel Cost Flow Through										4,274,872				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4,984		7,730		11,089		13,459		111,048		116,586		118,108		119,662		121,246		122,862		124,510		126,192		127,907		129,656		131,440		133,260		135,116		137,009		138,941		140,911		142,920		144,969		147,060		149,192		151,367		153,585		155,848		158,156		160,511		162,912		165,361		167,859		170,408		173,007		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Revenue										17,325,353				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		40,344		44,269		46,450		49,999		541,271		546,808		548,331		549,884		551,469		553,085		554,733		556,414		558,129		559,878		561,663		563,482		565,339		567,232		569,163		571,133		573,143		575,192		577,282		579,415		581,590		583,808		586,071		588,379		590,734		593,134		595,584		598,082		600,631		603,230		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Cost										(467,789)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(620)		(846)		(1,126)		(1,322)		(11,435)		(11,663)		(11,896)		(12,134)		(12,377)		(12,625)		(12,877)		(13,135)		(13,398)		(13,665)		(13,938)		(14,217)		(14,502)		(14,792)		(15,087)		(15,389)		(15,697)		(16,011)		(16,331)		(16,658)		(16,991)		(17,331)		(17,677)		(18,031)		(18,392)		(18,759)		(19,135)		(19,517)		(19,908)		(20,306)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Cost										(3,807,083)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(4,364)		(6,884)		(9,963)		(12,138)		(99,614)		(104,923)		(106,212)		(107,527)		(108,869)		(110,237)		(111,633)		(113,057)		(114,509)		(115,991)		(117,501)		(119,042)		(120,614)		(122,218)		(123,853)		(125,521)		(127,223)		(128,958)		(130,729)		(132,534)		(134,376)		(136,255)		(138,171)		(140,125)		(142,119)		(144,152)		(146,226)		(148,342)		(150,500)		(152,701)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Total Fuel Cost										(4,274,872)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(4,984)		(7,730)		(11,089)		(13,459)		(111,048)		(116,586)		(118,108)		(119,662)		(121,246)		(122,862)		(124,510)		(126,192)		(127,907)		(129,656)		(131,440)		(133,260)		(135,116)		(137,009)		(138,941)		(140,911)		(142,920)		(144,969)		(147,060)		(149,192)		(151,367)		(153,585)		(155,848)		(158,156)		(160,511)		(162,912)		(165,361)		(167,859)		(170,408)		(173,007)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Maintenance										(1,453,825)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(2,865)		(2,960)		(2,865)		(2,960)		(35,550)		(36,260)		(36,986)		(37,725)		(38,480)		(39,250)		(40,035)		(40,835)		(41,652)		(42,485)		(43,335)		(44,201)		(45,085)		(45,987)		(46,907)		(47,845)		(48,802)		(49,778)		(50,773)		(51,789)		(52,825)		(53,881)		(54,959)		(56,058)		(57,179)		(58,323)		(59,489)		(60,679)		(61,893)		(63,130)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Operator Cost										(1,042,842)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(2,055)		(2,123)		(2,055)		(2,123)		(25,500)		(26,010)		(26,530)		(27,061)		(27,602)		(28,154)		(28,717)		(29,291)		(29,877)		(30,475)		(31,084)		(31,706)		(32,340)		(32,987)		(33,647)		(34,320)		(35,006)		(35,706)		(36,420)		(37,149)		(37,892)		(38,649)		(39,422)		(40,211)		(41,015)		(41,835)		(42,672)		(43,526)		(44,396)		(45,284)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Insurance										(130,699)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(430)		(450)		(444)		(463)		(5,299)		(5,278)		(5,244)		(5,206)		(5,165)		(5,120)		(5,072)		(5,019)		(4,962)		(4,902)		(4,837)		(4,767)		(4,693)		(4,614)		(4,530)		(4,441)		(4,347)		(4,248)		(4,143)		(4,032)		(3,915)		(3,793)		(3,663)		(3,528)		(3,385)		(3,236)		(3,080)		(2,916)		(2,745)		(2,732)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Municipal Access Fee										(299,398)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(504)		(553)		(581)		(625)		(6,901)		(7,111)		(7,274)		(7,440)		(7,611)		(7,786)		(7,965)		(8,149)		(8,338)		(8,531)		(8,729)		(8,933)		(9,142)		(9,356)		(9,575)		(9,801)		(10,032)		(10,269)		(10,512)		(10,762)		(11,019)		(11,282)		(11,552)		(11,830)		(12,115)		(12,407)		(12,707)		(13,016)		(13,333)		(13,658)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Lease Payments										-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Administration										(1,432,947)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(2,823)		(2,918)		(2,823)		(2,918)		(35,039)		(35,740)		(36,455)		(37,184)		(37,927)		(38,686)		(39,460)		(40,249)		(41,054)		(41,875)		(42,712)		(43,567)		(44,438)		(45,327)		(46,233)		(47,158)		(48,101)		(49,063)		(50,044)		(51,045)		(52,066)		(53,107)		(54,170)		(55,253)		(56,358)		(57,485)		(58,635)		(59,808)		(61,004)		(62,224)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Operating Expenses										(4,359,712)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(8,677)		(9,004)		(8,767)		(9,089)		(108,289)		(110,400)		(112,488)		(114,616)		(116,785)		(118,995)		(121,248)		(123,544)		(125,883)		(128,267)		(130,697)		(133,174)		(135,698)		(138,270)		(140,892)		(143,564)		(146,288)		(149,064)		(151,893)		(154,777)		(157,717)		(160,713)		(163,766)		(166,879)		(170,052)		(173,287)		(176,584)		(179,944)		(183,370)		(187,028)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				EBITDA										8,690,769				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		26,684		27,535		26,594		27,451		321,934		319,823		317,734		315,606		313,437		311,227		308,975		306,679		304,340		301,955		299,525		297,049		294,525		291,952		289,330		286,658		283,935		281,159		278,329		275,446		272,506		269,510		266,456		263,343		260,170		256,936		253,639		250,278		246,852		243,194		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Capex										(3,485,246)				$				(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Maintenance Capex										-				$

				(-) Increase in net working capital										-				$

				Unlevered Pre-Tax FCF										5,205,523				$				(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		26,684		27,535		26,594		27,451		321,934		319,823		317,734		315,606		313,437		311,227		308,975		306,679		304,340		301,955		299,525		297,049		294,525		291,952		289,330		286,658		283,935		281,159		278,329		275,446		272,506		269,510		266,456		263,343		260,170		256,936		253,639		250,278		246,852		243,194		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Income Tax										(956,252)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(39,097)		(65,183)		(65,295)		(65,392)		(65,475)		(65,543)		(65,596)		(65,633)		(65,654)		(65,658)		(65,646)		(65,618)		(65,572)		(65,508)		(65,382)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Cash Flow Available for Debt Service										4,249,271				$				(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		26,684		27,535		26,594		27,451		321,934		319,823		317,734		315,606		313,437		311,227		308,975		306,679		304,340		301,955		299,525		297,049		294,525		291,952		289,330		247,561		218,752		215,864		212,937		209,970		206,963		203,915		200,824		197,690		194,512		191,290		188,021		184,706		181,344		177,812		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Deemed Construction Debt Raised										2,058,470				$				116,467		116,565		116,846		117,009		117,226		117,393		117,607		117,798		117,972		118,181		118,359		118,565		80,605		80,709		80,867		80,992		81,130		81,258		81,394		81,526		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Deemed Construction Debt Repayment										(2,058,470)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(2,058,470)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Deemed Operating Debt Raised										2,095,256				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,095,256		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Deemed Operating Debt Repayment										(2,095,256)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(3,931)		(4,062)		(3,931)		(4,062)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(23,073)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Interest and Fees During Construction										(94,701)				$				(1,748)		(1,918)		(2,407)		(2,690)		(3,067)		(3,358)		(3,730)		(4,063)		(4,365)		(4,729)		(5,039)		(5,397)		(5,732)		(5,913)		(6,188)		(6,405)		(6,645)		(6,868)		(7,104)		(7,334)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Capitalised Interest and Fees During Construction										94,701				$				1,748		1,918		2,407		2,690		3,067		3,358		3,730		4,063		4,365		4,729		5,039		5,397		5,732		5,913		6,188		6,405		6,645		6,868		7,104		7,334		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Deemed Interest										(1,449,791)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(7,700)		(7,685)		(7,670)		(7,656)		(93,567)		(90,376)		(87,186)		(83,995)		(80,804)		(77,614)		(74,423)		(71,233)		(68,042)		(64,851)		(61,661)		(58,470)		(55,279)		(52,089)		(48,898)		(45,707)		(42,517)		(39,326)		(36,135)		(32,945)		(29,754)		(26,563)		(23,373)		(20,182)		(16,992)		(13,801)		(10,610)		(7,420)		(4,229)		(1,038)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Levered Post-Tax FCF										2,799,480				$				(84,336)		(84,239)		(83,958)		(83,795)		(83,578)		(83,410)		(83,197)		(83,005)		(82,832)		(82,622)		(82,444)		(82,238)		(53,845)		(53,741)		(53,583)		(53,458)		(53,320)		(53,192)		(53,057)		(16,138)		15,053		15,788		14,992		15,733		157,463		158,543		159,645		160,708		161,730		162,710		163,648		164,543		165,394		166,201		166,961		167,676		168,342		168,960		169,529		130,950		105,332		105,635		105,898		106,122		106,306		106,448		106,548		106,604		106,617		106,585		106,508		106,384		106,212		153,701		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Equity Investment Summary

				Equity Investment										(1,389,990)				$				(84,336)		(84,239)		(83,958)		(83,795)		(83,578)		(83,410)		(83,197)		(83,005)		(82,832)		(82,622)		(82,444)		(82,238)		(53,845)		(53,741)		(53,583)		(53,458)		(53,320)		(53,192)		(53,057)		(16,138)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Equity Distributions										4,189,470				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		15,053		15,788		14,992		15,733		157,463		158,543		159,645		160,708		161,730		162,710		163,648		164,543		165,394		166,201		166,961		167,676		168,342		168,960		169,529		130,950		105,332		105,635		105,898		106,122		106,306		106,448		106,548		106,604		106,617		106,585		106,508		106,384		106,212		153,701		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				IRR (unlevered pre-tax)						7.08%								%				7.08%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				IRR (unlevered post-tax)						6.52%								%				6.52%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				IRR (levered post-tax)						9.50%								%				9.50%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Credit Summary

				Net Book Value (closing)														$				202,552		405,927		610,444		815,901		1,022,392		1,229,831		1,438,301		1,647,764		1,858,189		2,069,641		2,282,065		2,495,512		2,636,541		2,778,888		2,921,278		3,064,567		3,208,323		3,352,985		3,498,111		3,643,923		3,637,086		3,630,022		3,623,184		3,616,120		3,492,809		3,369,499		3,246,189		3,122,879		2,999,569		2,876,259		2,752,949		2,629,639		2,506,329		2,383,018		2,259,708		2,136,398		2,013,088		1,889,778		1,766,468		1,643,158		1,519,848		1,396,538		1,273,227		1,149,917		1,026,607		903,297		779,987		656,677		533,367		410,057		286,747		163,436		40,126		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)

				Debt balance (closing)														$				116,467		233,032		349,878		466,887		584,112		701,506		819,113		936,911		1,054,882		1,173,063		1,291,423		1,409,988		1,490,593		1,571,302		1,652,169		1,733,161		1,814,292		1,895,550		1,976,944		2,095,256		2,091,325		2,087,262		2,083,331		2,079,269		2,008,365		1,937,462		1,866,559		1,795,656		1,724,752		1,653,849		1,582,946		1,512,042		1,441,139		1,370,236		1,299,332		1,228,429		1,157,526		1,086,622		1,015,719		944,816		873,912		803,009		732,106		661,202		590,299		519,396		448,493		377,589		306,686		235,783		164,879		93,976		23,073		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt / Net Asset Value														%				57.5%		57.4%		57.3%		57.2%		57.1%		57.0%		56.9%		56.9%		56.8%		56.7%		56.6%		56.5%		56.5%		56.5%		56.6%		56.6%		56.5%		56.5%		56.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Debt service														$				116,467		116,565		116,846		117,009		117,226		117,393		117,607		117,798		117,972		118,181		118,359		118,565		80,605		80,709		80,867		80,992		81,130		81,258		81,394		118,312		(11,631)		(11,748)		(11,602)		(11,718)		(164,470)		(161,280)		(158,089)		(154,898)		(151,708)		(148,517)		(145,327)		(142,136)		(138,945)		(135,755)		(132,564)		(129,373)		(126,183)		(122,992)		(119,801)		(116,611)		(113,420)		(110,229)		(107,039)		(103,848)		(100,657)		(97,467)		(94,276)		(91,085)		(87,895)		(84,704)		(81,514)		(78,323)		(75,132)		(24,111)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				CFADS														$				(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(200,804)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		(134,451)		26,684		27,535		26,594		27,451		321,934		319,823		317,734		315,606		313,437		311,227		308,975		306,679		304,340		301,955		299,525		297,049		294,525		291,952		289,330		247,561		218,752		215,864		212,937		209,970		206,963		203,915		200,824		197,690		194,512		191,290		188,021		184,706		181,344		177,812		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				DSCR														x				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2.29x		2.34x		2.29x		2.34x		1.96x		1.98x		2.01x		2.04x		2.07x		2.10x		2.13x		2.16x		2.19x		2.22x		2.26x		2.30x		2.33x		2.37x		2.42x		2.12x		1.93x		1.96x		1.99x		2.02x		2.06x		2.09x		2.13x		2.17x		2.21x		2.26x		2.31x		2.36x		2.41x		7.37x		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Revenue Deficit Deferral Account

				Total Fixed Charge Revenue Recovered														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		35,361		36,539		35,361		36,539		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Total Regulatory Allowed Revenue														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(7,065)		(6,381)		(7,065)		(6,837)		(7,065)		(6,837)		(7,065)		(7,065)		(34,959)		(35,475)		(34,966)		(35,476)		(468,453)		(465,326)		(461,936)		(458,326)		(454,481)		(450,381)		(446,010)		(441,346)		(436,370)		(431,056)		(425,380)		(419,316)		(412,835)		(405,905)		(407,076)		(465,916)		(462,377)		(458,519)		(454,309)		(449,712)		(444,687)		(439,191)		(433,177)		(426,589)		(419,370)		(411,453)		(402,769)		(393,235)		(382,766)		(259,780)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(Under) / Over Tax Adj. Recovery														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		465		1,231		457		1,230		(44,241)		(40,621)		(36,699)		(32,522)		(28,071)		(23,328)		(18,269)		(12,873)		(7,113)		(964)		5,603		12,620		20,121		28,141		26,786		(41,304)		(37,208)		(32,744)		(27,872)		(22,553)		(16,738)		(10,379)		(3,418)		4,205		12,559		21,719		31,770		42,801		54,916		197,235		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				RDDA Balance														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(465)		(1,696)		(2,154)		(3,384)		40,857		81,478		118,177		150,699		178,770		202,098		220,366		233,239		240,352		241,316		235,713		223,093		202,971		174,831		148,045		189,349		226,557		259,301		287,173		309,726		326,463		336,842		340,261		336,055		323,496		301,777		270,008		227,207		172,291		(24,944)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Fixed Charge Revenue Build-up

				Cost of equity (deemed)				42.5%		9.50%		0.76%		2,188,162				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		11,746		11,723		11,701		11,678		143,512		138,533		133,554		128,576		123,597		118,618		113,640		108,661		103,682		98,704		93,725		88,746		83,768		78,789		73,810		68,832		63,853		58,875		53,896		48,917		43,939		38,960		33,981		29,003		24,024		19,045		14,067		9,088		4,109		810		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Cost of debt (deemed)				57.5%		4.50%		0.37%		1,449,791				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7,700		7,685		7,670		7,656		93,567		90,376		87,186		83,995		80,804		77,614		74,423		71,233		68,042		64,851		61,661		58,470		55,279		52,089		48,898		45,707		42,517		39,326		36,135		32,945		29,754		26,563		23,373		20,182		16,992		13,801		10,610		7,420		4,229		1,038		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Cost of deferral (deemed)						6.63%		0.55%		436,903				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(3)		(9)		(12)		(224)		2,707		5,398		7,829		9,984		11,844		13,389		14,599		15,452		15,923		15,987		15,616		14,780		13,447		11,583		9,808		12,544		15,009		17,179		19,025		20,519		21,628		22,316		22,542		22,264		21,432		19,993		17,888		15,052		11,414		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Depreciation										3,699,303				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7,065		6,381		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		40,126		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Operating Expense										4,359,712				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8,677		9,004		8,767		9,089		108,289		110,400		112,488		114,616		116,785		118,995		121,248		123,544		125,883		128,267		130,697		133,174		135,698		138,270		140,892		143,564		146,288		149,064		151,893		154,777		157,717		160,713		163,766		166,879		170,052		173,287		176,584		179,944		183,370		187,028		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Income Tax										950,432				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8,583		74,694		73,864		72,935		71,896		70,737		69,448		68,017		66,430		64,672		62,728		60,579		58,205		55,585		52,695		19,363		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Regulatory Deemed Revenue										13,084,303				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7,065		6,381		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		7,065		34,959		35,475		34,966		35,476		468,453		465,326		461,936		458,326		454,481		450,381		446,010		441,346		436,370		431,056		425,380		419,316		412,835		405,905		407,076		465,916		462,377		458,519		454,309		449,712		444,687		439,191		433,177		426,589		419,370		411,453		402,769		393,235		382,766		259,780		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Revenue Build-up Implied Fixed Charge														Annual $/m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		6.58		6.47		6.59		6.47		7.25		7.20		7.15		7.10		7.04		6.97		6.90		6.83		6.76		6.67		6.59		6.49		6.39		6.28		6.30		7.21		7.16		7.10		7.03		6.96		6.88		6.80		6.71		6.60		6.49		6.37		6.23		6.09		5.93		4.02		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Deferral Fixed Charge Timing																		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Deferral Fixed Charge (Real)						6.66								Annual $/m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Inflation factor						1-Jan-2019		0%						x				1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000

				Revenue Deferral Fixed Charge (Nominal)														Annual $/m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Recovered Fixed Charge						2049		On						Annual $/m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Occupied Area														m2				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Subscribed Capacity														kW				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Fixed Charge Revenue Recovered										13,050,481				$				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		35,361		36,539		35,361		36,539		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				RDDA Balance (opening)														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(465)		(1,696)		(2,154)		(3,384)		40,857		81,478		118,177		150,699		178,770		202,098		220,366		233,239		240,352		241,316		235,713		223,093		202,971		174,831		148,045		189,349		226,557		259,301		287,173		309,726		326,463		336,842		340,261		336,055		323,496		301,777		270,008		227,207		172,291		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Under Recovery										432,945				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7,065		6,381		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		7,065		-		-		-		-		38,231		35,103		31,714		28,104		24,258		20,159		15,787		11,124		6,147		833		-		-		-		-		-		35,693		32,154		28,296		24,086		19,489		14,464		8,969		2,954		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Under Recovery Tax Adj.						27%				68,055				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1,111		1,003		1,111		1,075		1,111		1,075		1,111		1,111		-		-		-		-		6,010		5,518		4,985		4,418		3,813		3,169		2,482		1,749		966		131		-		-		-		-		-		5,611		5,054		4,448		3,786		3,064		2,274		1,410		464		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Under Recovery (Adj. for Taxes)										501,000				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8,176		7,384		8,176		7,912		8,176		7,912		8,176		8,176		-		-		-		-		44,241		40,621		36,699		32,522		28,071		23,328		18,269		12,873		7,113		964		-		-		-		-		-		41,304		37,208		32,744		27,872		22,553		16,738		10,379		3,418		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Over Recovery										(399,121)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(402)		(1,064)		(395)		(1,063)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(4,842)		(10,906)		(17,388)		(24,318)		(23,147)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(3,634)		(10,853)		(18,769)		(27,454)		(36,987)		(47,456)		(170,443)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Over Recovery Tax Adj.						27%				(62,739)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(63)		(167)		(62)		(167)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(761)		(1,714)		(2,733)		(3,823)		(3,639)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(571)		(1,706)		(2,950)		(4,316)		(5,814)		(7,460)		(26,792)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Over Recovery (adj. for taxes)										(461,860)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(465)		(1,231)		(457)		(1,230)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(5,603)		(12,620)		(20,121)		(28,141)		(26,786)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(4,205)		(12,559)		(21,719)		(31,770)		(42,801)		(54,916)		(197,235)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(Over Recovery) / Under Recovery														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(465)		(1,231)		(457)		(1,230)		44,241		40,621		36,699		32,522		28,071		23,328		18,269		12,873		7,113		964		(5,603)		(12,620)		(20,121)		(28,141)		(26,786)		41,304		37,208		32,744		27,872		22,553		16,738		10,379		3,418		(4,205)		(12,559)		(21,719)		(31,770)		(42,801)		(54,916)		(197,235)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				RDDA Balance (ending)														$		- 0		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(465)		(1,696)		(2,154)		(3,384)		40,857		81,478		118,177		150,699		178,770		202,098		220,366		233,239		240,352		241,316		235,713		223,093		202,971		174,831		148,045		189,349		226,557		259,301		287,173		309,726		326,463		336,842		340,261		336,055		323,496		301,777		270,008		227,207		172,291		(24,944)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Maximum RDDA Balance										340,261

				(Over Recovery) / Under Recovery Summary								(0.19%)		(24,944)



				Variable Charge Revenue Build-up

				Total Period Heating Demand								122,274						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		173		290		435		536		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Pumping Electricity								2.00%						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3		6		9		11		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Prices														$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		96.80		96.80		96.80		96.80		98.74		100.71		102.72		104.78		106.88		109.01		111.19		113.42		115.68		118.00		120.36		122.77		125.22		127.73		130.28		132.89		135.54		138.25		141.02		143.84		146.72		149.65		152.64		155.70		158.81		161.99		165.23		168.53		171.90		175.34		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Consumption Cost														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		335		561		842		1,037		7,954		8,113		8,276		8,441		8,610		8,782		8,958		9,137		9,320		9,506		9,696		9,890		10,088		10,290		10,495		10,705		10,919		11,138		11,361		11,588		11,819		12,056		12,297		12,543		12,794		13,050		13,311		13,577		13,848		14,125		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Demand Charge														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		276.20		276.20		276.20		276.20		3,380.73		3,448.34		3,517.31		3,587.65		3,659.41		3,732.60		3,807.25		3,883.39		3,961.06		4,040.28		4,121.09		4,203.51		4,287.58		4,373.33		4,460.80		4,550.01		4,641.01		4,733.83		4,828.51		4,925.08		5,023.58		5,124.05		5,226.54		5,331.07		5,437.69		5,546.44		5,657.37		5,770.52		5,885.93		6,003.65		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Basic Charge														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8.02		8.29		8.02		8.29		99.79		101.51		103.54		105.61		108.01		109.87		112.07		114.31		116.92		118.93		121.31		123.74		126.56		128.73		131.31		133.94		136.99		139.35		142.13		144.98		148.28		150.83		153.85		156.93		160.50		163.27		166.53		169.86		173.73		176.72		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Cost								467,789						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		620		846		1,126		1,322		11,435		11,663		11,896		12,134		12,377		12,625		12,877		13,135		13,398		13,665		13,938		14,217		14,502		14,792		15,087		15,389		15,697		16,011		16,331		16,658		16,991		17,331		17,677		18,031		18,392		18,759		19,135		19,517		19,908		20,306		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Natural gas consumption								92.12%						MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		188		315		472		582		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Variable natural gas costs														$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		19.70		19.70		19.70		19.70		20.87		22.04		22.30		22.56		22.83		23.10		23.38		23.66		23.95		24.24		24.54		24.85		25.16		25.48		25.80		26.13		26.47		26.81		27.17		27.52		27.89		28.26		28.64		29.03		29.43		29.83		30.24		30.66		31.09		31.53		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Consumption Cost														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3,704		6,201		9,302		11,455		91,249		96,390		97,509		98,650		99,814		101,002		102,213		103,448		104,708		105,993		107,304		108,641		110,005		111,397		112,816		114,263		115,739		117,245		118,781		120,348		121,946		123,576		125,238		126,934		128,664		130,428		132,228		134,064		135,936		137,846		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Highest Daily Peak Demand (annual base)														MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		31		31		31		31		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Daily Demand Price														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		6.40		6.61		6.40		6.61		79.42		81.01		82.63		84.28		85.96		87.68		89.44		91.23		93.05		94.91		96.81		98.75		100.72		102.74		104.79		106.89		109.02		111.20		113.43		115.70		118.01		120.37		122.78		125.23		127.74		130.29		132.90		135.56		138.27		141.03		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Demand Cost														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		198		205		198		205		2,625		2,677		2,731		2,785		2,841		2,898		2,956		3,015		3,075		3,137		3,199		3,263		3,329		3,395		3,463		3,532		3,603		3,675		3,749		3,824		3,900		3,978		4,058		4,139		4,222		4,306		4,392		4,480		4,570		4,661		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Basic Charge														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		463		478		463		478		5,741		5,855		5,972		6,092		6,214		6,338		6,465		6,594		6,726		6,861		6,998		7,138		7,280		7,426		7,575		7,726		7,881		8,038		8,199		8,363		8,530		8,701		8,875		9,052		9,233		9,418		9,606		9,798		9,994		10,194		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Costs								3,807,083						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4,364		6,884		9,963		12,138		99,614		104,923		106,212		107,527		108,869		110,237		111,633		113,057		114,509		115,991		117,501		119,042		120,614		122,218		123,853		125,521		127,223		128,958		130,729		132,534		134,376		136,255		138,171		140,125		142,119		144,152		146,226		148,342		150,500		152,701		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Electricity Cost								467,789						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		620		846		1,126		1,322		11,435		11,663		11,896		12,134		12,377		12,625		12,877		13,135		13,398		13,665		13,938		14,217		14,502		14,792		15,087		15,389		15,697		16,011		16,331		16,658		16,991		17,331		17,677		18,031		18,392		18,759		19,135		19,517		19,908		20,306		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Cost								3,807,083						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4,364		6,884		9,963		12,138		99,614		104,923		106,212		107,527		108,869		110,237		111,633		113,057		114,509		115,991		117,501		119,042		120,614		122,218		123,853		125,521		127,223		128,958		130,729		132,534		134,376		136,255		138,171		140,125		142,119		144,152		146,226		148,342		150,500		152,701		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Fuel Costs								4,274,872						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		4,984		7,730		11,089		13,459		111,048		116,586		118,108		119,662		121,246		122,862		124,510		126,192		127,907		129,656		131,440		133,260		135,116		137,009		138,941		140,911		142,920		144,969		147,060		149,192		151,367		153,585		155,848		158,156		160,511		162,912		165,361		167,859		170,408		173,007		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Variable Charge														$/MWh				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		28.77		26.65		25.49		25.12		27.57		28.94		29.32		29.71		30.10		30.50		30.91		31.33		31.75		32.19		32.63		33.08		33.54		34.01		34.49		34.98		35.48		35.99		36.51		37.04		37.58		38.13		38.69		39.26		39.85		40.44		41.05		41.67		42.31		42.95		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Capex and Construction Costs

				Plant								1,195,869		1,195,869				$				68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				DPS 								1,331,479		1,331,479				$				76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				ETS								957,898		957,898				$				55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Other								- 0		- 0				$				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Total Construction Costs								3,485,246		3,485,246				$				200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Interest and fees during construction										94,701				$				1,748		1,918		2,407		2,690		3,067		3,358		3,730		4,063		4,365		4,729		5,039		5,397		5,732		5,913		6,188		6,405		6,645		6,868		7,104		7,334		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Funding Requirement										3,579,947				$				202,552		202,721		203,210		203,494		203,871		204,162		204,534		204,866		205,168		205,532		205,842		206,201		140,183		140,364		140,638		140,856		141,096		141,318		141,555		141,785		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Deemed Capital Structure

				Net Book Value (Regulatory) - Opening														$				-		202,552		405,927		610,444		815,901		1,022,392		1,229,831		1,438,301		1,647,764		1,858,189		2,069,641		2,282,065		2,495,512		2,636,541		2,778,888		2,921,278		3,064,567		3,208,323		3,352,985		3,498,111		3,643,923		3,637,086		3,630,022		3,623,184		3,616,120		3,492,809		3,369,499		3,246,189		3,122,879		2,999,569		2,876,259		2,752,949		2,629,639		2,506,329		2,383,018		2,259,708		2,136,398		2,013,088		1,889,778		1,766,468		1,643,158		1,519,848		1,396,538		1,273,227		1,149,917		1,026,607		903,297		779,987		656,677		533,367		410,057		286,747		163,436		40,126		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)

				Net Book Value (Regulatory) - Closing														$				202,552		405,927		610,444		815,901		1,022,392		1,229,831		1,438,301		1,647,764		1,858,189		2,069,641		2,282,065		2,495,512		2,636,541		2,778,888		2,921,278		3,064,567		3,208,323		3,352,985		3,498,111		3,643,923		3,637,086		3,630,022		3,623,184		3,616,120		3,492,809		3,369,499		3,246,189		3,122,879		2,999,569		2,876,259		2,752,949		2,629,639		2,506,329		2,383,018		2,259,708		2,136,398		2,013,088		1,889,778		1,766,468		1,643,158		1,519,848		1,396,538		1,273,227		1,149,917		1,026,607		903,297		779,987		656,677		533,367		410,057		286,747		163,436		40,126		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)

				Mid Net Asset Value														$		- 0		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3,640,505		3,633,554		3,626,603		3,619,652		3,554,465		3,431,154		3,307,844		3,184,534		3,061,224		2,937,914		2,814,604		2,691,294		2,567,984		2,444,674		2,321,363		2,198,053		2,074,743		1,951,433		1,828,123		1,704,813		1,581,503		1,458,193		1,334,883		1,211,572		1,088,262		964,952		841,642		718,332		595,022		471,712		348,402		225,092		101,781		20,063		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Deemed Equity (mid-year)						42.5%								$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1,547,215		1,544,260		1,541,306		1,538,352		1,510,647		1,458,241		1,405,834		1,353,427		1,301,020		1,248,613		1,196,207		1,143,800		1,091,393		1,038,986		986,579		934,173		881,766		829,359		776,952		724,545		672,139		619,732		567,325		514,918		462,511		410,105		357,698		305,291		252,884		200,478		148,071		95,664		43,257		8,527		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Operating Debt

				Deemed Debt (opening)						57.5%								$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,095,256		2,091,325		2,087,262		2,083,331		2,079,269		2,008,365		1,937,462		1,866,559		1,795,656		1,724,752		1,653,849		1,582,946		1,512,042		1,441,139		1,370,236		1,299,332		1,228,429		1,157,526		1,086,622		1,015,719		944,816		873,912		803,009		732,106		661,202		590,299		519,396		448,493		377,589		306,686		235,783		164,879		93,976		23,073		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt drawdown														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,095,256		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt repayed														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(3,931)		(4,062)		(3,931)		(4,062)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(23,073)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Debt Raised / (-) Repayment														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,095,256		(3,931)		(4,062)		(3,931)		(4,062)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(23,073)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Deemed Debt (end period)														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,095,256		2,091,325		2,087,262		2,083,331		2,079,269		2,008,365		1,937,462		1,866,559		1,795,656		1,724,752		1,653,849		1,582,946		1,512,042		1,441,139		1,370,236		1,299,332		1,228,429		1,157,526		1,086,622		1,015,719		944,816		873,912		803,009		732,106		661,202		590,299		519,396		448,493		377,589		306,686		235,783		164,879		93,976		23,073		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Pre-COD AFUDC

				

				Opening Balance														$				-		86,085		172,241		258,605		345,090		431,735		518,504		605,431		692,499		779,696		867,047		954,530		1,042,165		1,101,743		1,161,397		1,221,169		1,281,032		1,340,998		1,401,058		1,461,219		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Equity Raised								42.50%						$				86,085		86,157		86,364		86,485		86,645		86,769		86,927		87,068		87,197		87,351		87,483		87,635		59,578		59,655		59,771		59,864		59,966		60,060		60,161		60,258		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Transfer to Rate Base at Month Prior to COD														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(1,521,478)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Closing Balance														$				86,085		172,241		258,605		345,090		431,735		518,504		605,431		692,499		779,696		867,047		954,530		1,042,165		1,101,743		1,161,397		1,221,169		1,281,032		1,340,998		1,401,058		1,461,219		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Periodic Interest Rate								9.50%						%				0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		0.76%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%		9.50%

				Cost of Equity During Construction														$				-		654		1,308		1,963		2,620		3,278		3,936		4,596		5,257		5,919		6,582		7,246		7,912		8,364		8,817		9,271		9,725		10,180		10,636		11,093		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Pre-COD Construction Debt

				

				Opening Balance														$				-		116,467		233,032		349,878		466,887		584,112		701,506		819,113		936,911		1,054,882		1,173,063		1,291,423		1,409,988		1,490,593		1,571,302		1,652,169		1,733,161		1,814,292		1,895,550		1,976,944		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Debt Draws								57.50%						$				116,467		116,565		116,846		117,009		117,226		117,393		117,607		117,798		117,972		118,181		118,359		118,565		80,605		80,709		80,867		80,992		81,130		81,258		81,394		81,526		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Repayment at Month Prior to COD														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(2,058,470)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Closing Balance														$				116,467		233,032		349,878		466,887		584,112		701,506		819,113		936,911		1,054,882		1,173,063		1,291,423		1,409,988		1,490,593		1,571,302		1,652,169		1,733,161		1,814,292		1,895,550		1,976,944		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Undrawn Balance				Commitment		57.50%		2,058,470						$				2,058,470		1,942,002		1,825,438		1,708,592		1,591,583		1,474,357		1,356,964		1,239,357		1,121,559		1,003,587		885,406		767,047		648,482		567,877		487,168		406,300		325,308		244,178		162,920		81,526		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Periodic Interest Rate								4.50%						%				0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		0.37%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%		4.50%

				Interest During Construction														$				-		428		856		1,286		1,716		2,147		2,578		3,010		3,443		3,876		4,311		4,746		5,181		5,478		5,774		6,071		6,369		6,667		6,966		7,265		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Commitment Fees						Annual Fee %		1.00%						$				1,748		1,490		1,550		1,404		1,352		1,212		1,152		1,053		922		852		728		651		551		436		414		334		276		201		138		69		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Interest and Fees During Construction														$				1,748		1,918		2,407		2,690		3,067		3,358		3,730		4,063		4,365		4,729		5,039		5,397		5,732		5,913		6,188		6,405		6,645		6,868		7,104		7,334		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Depreciation and Asset Value



				Plant 

				Opening balance														$				-		70,649		142,120		214,735		288,288		362,876		438,412		514,979		592,538		671,061		750,609		831,130		912,674		972,451		1,032,861		1,093,999		1,155,808		1,218,311		1,281,492		1,345,366		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926

				(+) Capitalized interest														$				1,748		1,918		2,407		2,690		3,067		3,358		3,730		4,063		4,365		4,729		5,039		5,397		5,732		5,913		6,188		6,405		6,645		6,868		7,104		7,334		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Capitalized AFUDC interest														$				-		654		1,308		1,963		2,620		3,278		3,936		4,596		5,257		5,919		6,582		7,246		7,912		8,364		8,817		9,271		9,725		10,180		10,636		11,093		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Capital Expenditures														$				68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		68,900		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		46,133		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Change														$				70,649		71,472		72,615		73,554		74,588		75,536		76,567		77,559		78,522		79,548		80,521		81,544		59,777		60,410		61,138		61,809		62,503		63,181		63,873		64,560		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Closing Balance														$				70,649		142,120		214,735		288,288		362,876		438,412		514,979		592,538		671,061		750,609		831,130		912,674		972,451		1,032,861		1,093,999		1,155,808		1,218,311		1,281,492		1,345,366		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926



				Depreciation Rate				30		3.33%								$

				Addition Yr		Dep. Start		Dep. End		Addtion		Annual Depr.		Check

				2018		1-Jan-19		31-Dec-48		912,674		30,422		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,584		2,334		2,584		2,500		2,584		2,500		2,584		2,584		2,500		2,584		2,500		2,584		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		30,422		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2019		1-Jan-20		31-Dec-49		497,252		16,575		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		16,575		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2020		1-Jan-21		31-Dec-50		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2021		1-Jan-22		31-Dec-51		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2022		1-Jan-23		31-Dec-52		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2023		1-Jan-24		31-Dec-53		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2024		1-Jan-25		31-Dec-54		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2025		1-Jan-26		31-Dec-55		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2026		1-Jan-27		31-Dec-56		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2027		1-Jan-28		31-Dec-57		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2028		1-Jan-29		31-Dec-58		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2029		1-Jan-30		31-Dec-59		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				CHECK						-		-						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Depreciation Expense														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,584		2,334		2,584		2,500		2,584		2,500		2,584		2,584		2,500		2,584		2,500		2,584		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		46,998		16,575		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Accumulated Depreciation														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,584		4,918		7,501		10,002		12,586		15,086		17,670		20,254		22,754		25,338		27,839		30,422		77,420		124,418		171,415		218,413		265,410		312,408		359,405		406,403		453,400		500,398		547,395		594,393		641,390		688,388		735,385		782,383		829,381		876,378		923,376		970,373		1,017,371		1,064,368		1,111,366		1,158,363		1,205,361		1,252,358		1,299,356		1,346,353		1,393,351		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926		1,409,926

				Net Plant 														$				70,649		142,120		214,735		288,288		362,876		438,412		514,979		592,538		671,061		750,609		831,130		912,674		969,867		1,027,943		1,086,497		1,145,806		1,205,726		1,266,406		1,327,696		1,389,672		1,387,172		1,384,588		1,382,087		1,379,503		1,332,506		1,285,508		1,238,511		1,191,513		1,144,516		1,097,518		1,050,521		1,003,523		956,526		909,528		862,531		815,533		768,536		721,538		674,541		627,543		580,545		533,548		486,550		439,553		392,555		345,558		298,560		251,563		204,565		157,568		110,570		63,573		16,575		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)



				DPS

				Opening balance														$				-		76,714		153,427		230,141		306,854		383,568		460,281		536,995		613,709		690,422		767,136		843,849		920,563		971,928		1,023,292		1,074,657		1,126,021		1,177,386		1,228,750		1,280,115		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479

				(+) Capital Expenditures														$				76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		76,714		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		51,365		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Closing Balance														$				76,714		153,427		230,141		306,854		383,568		460,281		536,995		613,709		690,422		767,136		843,849		920,563		971,928		1,023,292		1,074,657		1,126,021		1,177,386		1,228,750		1,280,115		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479



				Depreciation Rate				30		3.33%								$

				Addition Yr		Dep. Start		Dep. End		Addtion		Annual Depr.		Check

				2018		1-Jan-19		31-Dec-48		920,563		30,685		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,606		2,354		2,606		2,522		2,606		2,522		2,606		2,606		2,522		2,606		2,522		2,606		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		30,685		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2019		1-Jan-20		31-Dec-49		410,916		13,697		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		13,697		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2020		1-Jan-21		31-Dec-50		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2021		1-Jan-22		31-Dec-51		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2022		1-Jan-23		31-Dec-52		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2023		1-Jan-24		31-Dec-53		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2024		1-Jan-25		31-Dec-54		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2025		1-Jan-26		31-Dec-55		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2026		1-Jan-27		31-Dec-56		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2027		1-Jan-28		31-Dec-57		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2028		1-Jan-29		31-Dec-58		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2029		1-Jan-30		31-Dec-59		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				CHECK						-		-						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Depreciation Expense														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,606		2,354		2,606		2,522		2,606		2,522		2,606		2,606		2,522		2,606		2,522		2,606		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		44,383		13,697		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Accumulated Depreciation														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,606		4,960		7,566		10,088		12,695		15,217		17,823		20,429		22,951		25,557		28,079		30,685		75,068		119,451		163,833		208,216		252,599		296,981		341,364		385,747		430,129		474,512		518,895		563,277		607,660		652,042		696,425		740,808		785,190		829,573		873,956		918,338		962,721		1,007,104		1,051,486		1,095,869		1,140,252		1,184,634		1,229,017		1,273,399		1,317,782		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479		1,331,479

				Net DPS														$				76,714		153,427		230,141		306,854		383,568		460,281		536,995		613,709		690,422		767,136		843,849		920,563		969,321		1,018,332		1,067,090		1,115,933		1,164,691		1,213,534		1,262,292		1,311,050		1,308,528		1,305,922		1,303,400		1,300,794		1,256,411		1,212,029		1,167,646		1,123,263		1,078,881		1,034,498		990,115		945,733		901,350		856,967		812,585		768,202		723,820		679,437		635,054		590,672		546,289		501,906		457,524		413,141		368,758		324,376		279,993		235,610		191,228		146,845		102,462		58,080		13,697		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				ETS

				Opening balance														$				-		55,190		110,379		165,569		220,758		275,948		331,137		386,327		441,517		496,706		551,896		607,085		662,275		699,228		736,181		773,134		810,087		847,039		883,992		920,945		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898

				(+) Capital Expenditures														$				55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		55,190		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		36,953		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Closing Balance														$				55,190		110,379		165,569		220,758		275,948		331,137		386,327		441,517		496,706		551,896		607,085		662,275		699,228		736,181		773,134		810,087		847,039		883,992		920,945		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898



				Depreciation Rate				30		3.33%								$

				Addition Yr		Dep. Start		Dep. End		Addtion		Annual Depr.		Check

				2018		1-Jan-19		31-Dec-48		662,275		22,076		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1,875		1,693		1,875		1,814		1,875		1,814		1,875		1,875		1,814		1,875		1,814		1,875		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		22,076		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2019		1-Jan-20		31-Dec-49		295,623		9,854		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		9,854		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2020		1-Jan-21		31-Dec-50		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2021		1-Jan-22		31-Dec-51		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2022		1-Jan-23		31-Dec-52		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2023		1-Jan-24		31-Dec-53		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2024		1-Jan-25		31-Dec-54		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2025		1-Jan-26		31-Dec-55		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2026		1-Jan-27		31-Dec-56		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2027		1-Jan-28		31-Dec-57		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2028		1-Jan-29		31-Dec-58		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2029		1-Jan-30		31-Dec-59		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				CHECK						-		-						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Depreciation Expense														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1,875		1,693		1,875		1,814		1,875		1,814		1,875		1,875		1,814		1,875		1,814		1,875		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		31,930		9,854		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Accumulated Depreciation														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1,875		3,568		5,443		7,258		9,133		10,947		12,822		14,697		16,512		18,386		20,201		22,076		54,006		85,936		117,866		149,796		181,726		213,655		245,585		277,515		309,445		341,375		373,305		405,235		437,165		469,095		501,025		532,955		564,885		596,815		628,745		660,675		692,604		724,534		756,464		788,394		820,324		852,254		884,184		916,114		948,044		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898		957,898

				Net ETS														$				55,190		110,379		165,569		220,758		275,948		331,137		386,327		441,517		496,706		551,896		607,085		662,275		697,353		732,612		767,690		802,829		837,907		873,045		908,123		943,201		941,387		939,512		937,697		935,822		903,892		871,962		840,032		808,102		776,173		744,243		712,313		680,383		648,453		616,523		584,593		552,663		520,733		488,803		456,873		424,943		393,013		361,083		329,153		297,224		265,294		233,364		201,434		169,504		137,574		105,644		73,714		41,784		9,854		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Other

				Opening balance														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Capital Expenditures														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Closing Balance														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Depreciation Rate				30		3.33%								$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		3.33%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Addition Yr		Dep. Start		Dep. End		Addtion		Annual Depr.		Check

				2018		1-Jan-19		31-Dec-48		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2019		1-Jan-20		31-Dec-49		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2020		1-Jan-21		31-Dec-50		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2021		1-Jan-22		31-Dec-51		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2022		1-Jan-23		31-Dec-52		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2023		1-Jan-24		31-Dec-53		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2024		1-Jan-25		31-Dec-54		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2025		1-Jan-26		31-Dec-55		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2026		1-Jan-27		31-Dec-56		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2027		1-Jan-28		31-Dec-57		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2028		1-Jan-29		31-Dec-58		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				2029		1-Jan-30		31-Dec-59		-		-		-				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				CHECK						-		-						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Depreciation Expense														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Accumulated Depreciation														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Net Other														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Total Depreciation Expense (regulatory)														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7,065		6,381		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		40,126		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Operating Expenses

				Inflation factor						1-Jan-2019		2.00%						x				1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0000		1.0200		1.0404		1.0612		1.0824		1.1041		1.1262		1.1487		1.1717		1.1951		1.2190		1.2434		1.2682		1.2936		1.3195		1.3459		1.3728		1.4002		1.4282		1.4568		1.4859		1.5157		1.5460		1.5769		1.6084		1.6406		1.6734		1.7069		1.7410		1.7758		1.8114		1.8476		1.8845		1.9222		1.9607		1.9999		2.0399		2.0807		2.1223		2.1647		2.2080		2.2522		2.2972		2.3432		2.3901		2.4379		2.4866		2.5363		2.5871		2.6388		2.6916		2.7454		2.8003		2.8563		2.9135		2.9717		3.0312		3.0918		3.1536		3.2167		3.2810		3.3467		3.4136		3.4819		3.5515		3.6225		3.6950		3.7689		3.8443		3.9211		3.9996		4.0795		4.1611		4.2444		4.3293		4.4158		4.5042		4.5942		4.6861		4.7798



				Plant Maintenance						1,195,869		1.00%						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		983		1,016		983		1,016		12,198		12,442		12,691		12,944		13,203		13,467		13,737		14,012		14,292		14,578		14,869		15,167		15,470		15,779		16,095		16,417		16,745		17,080		17,422		17,770		18,125		18,488		18,858		19,235		19,619		20,012		20,412		20,820		21,237		21,662		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				DPS Maintenance						1,331,479		1.00%						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1,094		1,131		1,094		1,131		13,581		13,853		14,130		14,412		14,701		14,995		15,295		15,600		15,912		16,231		16,555		16,886		17,224		17,569		17,920		18,278		18,644		19,017		19,397		19,785		20,181		20,584		20,996		21,416		21,844		22,281		22,727		23,181		23,645		24,118		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				ETS Maintenance						957,898		1.00%						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		787		814		787		814		9,771		9,966		10,165		10,369		10,576		10,787		11,003		11,223		11,448		11,677		11,910		12,148		12,391		12,639		12,892		13,150		13,413		13,681		13,955		14,234		14,519		14,809		15,105		15,407		15,715		16,030		16,350		16,677		17,011		17,351		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Other Maintenance								1.00%						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Fulltime Operator Salary								25,000						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,055		2,123		2,055		2,123		25,500		26,010		26,530		27,061		27,602		28,154		28,717		29,291		29,877		30,475		31,084		31,706		32,340		32,987		33,647		34,320		35,006		35,706		36,420		37,149		37,892		38,649		39,422		40,211		41,015		41,835		42,672		43,526		44,396		45,284		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Owner's Insurance								0.11%		% of NBV				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		329		339		328		338		3,919		3,856		3,789		3,718		3,643		3,563		3,479		3,389		3,295		3,195		3,091		2,980		2,865		2,743		2,615		2,481		2,341		2,194		2,040		1,880		1,712		1,536		1,353		1,162		963		755		538		313		78		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				General Liability Insurance						On		0.25%		% of revenue				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		101		111		116		125		1,380		1,422		1,455		1,488		1,522		1,557		1,593		1,630		1,668		1,706		1,746		1,787		1,828		1,871		1,915		1,960		2,006		2,054		2,102		2,152		2,204		2,256		2,310		2,366		2,423		2,481		2,541		2,603		2,667		2,732		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Municipal Access Fee						On		1.25%		% of revenue				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		504		553		581		625		6,901		7,111		7,274		7,440		7,611		7,786		7,965		8,149		8,338		8,531		8,729		8,933		9,142		9,356		9,575		9,801		10,032		10,269		10,512		10,762		11,019		11,282		11,552		11,830		12,115		12,407		12,707		13,016		13,333		13,658		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Plant Space Lease								-						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Admin						On		34,352						$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		2,823		2,918		2,823		2,918		35,039		35,740		36,455		37,184		37,927		38,686		39,460		40,249		41,054		41,875		42,712		43,567		44,438		45,327		46,233		47,158		48,101		49,063		50,044		51,045		52,066		53,107		54,170		55,253		56,358		57,485		58,635		59,808		61,004		62,224		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Operating Costs								4,359,712						$				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,677		9,004		8,767		9,089		108,289		110,400		112,488		114,616		116,785		118,995		121,248		123,544		125,883		128,267		130,697		133,174		135,698		138,270		140,892		143,564		146,288		149,064		151,893		154,777		157,717		160,713		163,766		166,879		170,052		173,287		176,584		179,944		183,370		187,028		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				Income Tax



		x		Revenue Requirement Income Tax Calculation

				Deemed cost of equity														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		11,746		11,721		11,692		11,667		143,287		141,240		138,952		136,405		133,581		130,462		127,029		123,260		119,134		114,627		109,712		104,362		98,548		92,236		85,393		78,640		76,398		73,884		71,075		67,942		64,458		60,588		56,297		51,545		46,288		40,477		34,059		26,976		19,162		12,224		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Depreciation														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7,065		6,381		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		40,126		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) CCA Deduction														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(24,324)		(25,135)		(24,324)		(25,135)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(49,054)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Subtotal														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7,065		6,381		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		7,065		(5,741)		(6,349)		(5,796)		(6,404)		(29,347)		(31,395)		(33,682)		(36,229)		(39,053)		(42,172)		(45,606)		(49,374)		(53,500)		(58,007)		(62,922)		(68,272)		172,804		215,546		208,703		201,950		199,708		197,194		194,385		191,253		187,768		183,898		179,607		174,855		169,598		163,787		157,370		150,286		142,472		52,351		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(+) Loss carryforward (used)														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,741		6,349		5,796		6,404		29,347		31,395		33,682		36,229		39,053		42,172		45,606		49,374		53,500		58,007		62,922		68,272		(172,804)		(215,546)		(185,498)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				After Tax Income										2,625,065				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		7,065		6,381		7,065		6,837		7,065		6,837		7,065		7,065		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		23,205		201,950		199,708		197,194		194,385		191,253		187,768		183,898		179,607		174,855		169,598		163,787		157,370		150,286		142,472		52,351		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Tax rate						27%								%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total income tax										(950,432)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(8,583)		(74,694)		(73,864)		(72,935)		(71,896)		(70,737)		(69,448)		(68,017)		(66,430)		(64,672)		(62,728)		(60,579)		(58,205)		(55,585)		(52,695)		(19,363)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

														3,575,497

				Loss Carryforwards

				Opening														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,741		12,091		17,886		24,290		53,637		85,031		118,713		154,943		193,996		236,168		281,774		331,148		384,648		442,655		505,577		573,848		401,044		185,498		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Losses incurred														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,741		6,349		5,796		6,404		29,347		31,395		33,682		36,229		39,053		42,172		45,606		49,374		53,500		58,007		62,922		68,272		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Losses utilized														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(172,804)		(215,546)		(185,498)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Closing														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,741		12,091		17,886		24,290		53,637		85,031		118,713		154,943		193,996		236,168		281,774		331,148		384,648		442,655		505,577		573,848		401,044		185,498		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



		x		Actual Income Taxes Calculation

				EBITDA														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		26,684		27,535		26,594		27,451		321,934		319,823		317,734		315,606		313,437		311,227		308,975		306,679		304,340		301,955		299,525		297,049		294,525		291,952		289,330		286,658		283,935		281,159		278,329		275,446		272,506		269,510		266,456		263,343		260,170		256,936		253,639		250,278		246,852		243,194		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) CCA Deduction														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(24,324)		(25,135)		(24,324)		(25,135)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(295,944)		(49,054)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) Interest														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(7,700)		(7,685)		(7,670)		(7,656)		(93,567)		(90,376)		(87,186)		(83,995)		(80,804)		(77,614)		(74,423)		(71,233)		(68,042)		(64,851)		(61,661)		(58,470)		(55,279)		(52,089)		(48,898)		(45,707)		(42,517)		(39,326)		(36,135)		(32,945)		(29,754)		(26,563)		(23,373)		(20,182)		(16,992)		(13,801)		(10,610)		(7,420)		(4,229)		(1,038)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Subtotal														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(5,340)		(5,285)		(5,401)		(5,340)		(67,578)		(66,498)		(65,396)		(64,333)		(63,311)		(62,331)		(61,393)		(60,498)		(59,647)		(58,840)		(58,080)		(57,365)		190,192		239,864		240,432		240,951		241,418		241,833		242,194		242,501		242,752		242,947		243,083		243,161		243,179		243,135		243,029		242,859		242,624		242,156		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(+) Loss carryforward (used)														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,340		5,285		5,401		5,340		67,578		66,498		65,396		64,333		63,311		62,331		61,393		60,498		59,647		58,840		58,080		57,365		(190,192)		(239,864)		(240,432)		(96,147)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Taxable income										3,541,675				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		144,804		241,418		241,833		242,194		242,501		242,752		242,947		243,083		243,161		243,179		243,135		243,029		242,859		242,624		242,156		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Tax rate						27%								%				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		27.0%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total income tax										(956,252)				$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(39,097)		(65,183)		(65,295)		(65,392)		(65,475)		(65,543)		(65,596)		(65,633)		(65,654)		(65,658)		(65,646)		(65,618)		(65,572)		(65,508)		(65,382)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

																						-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		105,707		176,235		176,538		176,802		177,026		177,209		177,351		177,451		177,508		177,521		177,489		177,411		177,287		177,115		176,774		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Check								(5,820)						Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8,583		35,597		8,682		7,640		6,503		5,262		3,905		2,422		798		(981)		(2,930)		(5,068)		(7,413)		(9,987)		(12,813)		(46,020)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Loss Carryforwards

				Opening														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,340		10,625		16,026		21,366		88,943		155,441		220,837		285,170		348,481		410,812		472,205		532,703		592,349		651,190		709,269		766,634		576,443		336,579		96,147		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Losses incurred														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,340		5,285		5,401		5,340		67,578		66,498		65,396		64,333		63,311		62,331		61,393		60,498		59,647		58,840		58,080		57,365		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Losses utilized														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(190,192)		(239,864)		(240,432)		(96,147)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Closing														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,340		10,625		16,026		21,366		88,943		155,441		220,837		285,170		348,481		410,812		472,205		532,703		592,349		651,190		709,269		766,634		576,443		336,579		96,147		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				CCA Class 17 Depreciation

				Opening balance														$				-		202,552		405,927		610,444		815,901		1,022,392		1,229,831		1,438,301		1,647,764		1,858,189		2,069,641		2,282,065		2,495,512		2,643,606		2,792,334		2,941,789		3,091,916		3,242,736		3,394,235		3,546,426		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303

				(+) Capitalized interest														$				1,748		1,918		2,407		2,690		3,067		3,358		3,730		4,063		4,365		4,729		5,039		5,397		5,732		5,913		6,188		6,405		6,645		6,868		7,104		7,334		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Capitalized AFUDC interest														$				-		654		1,308		1,963		2,620		3,278		3,936		4,596		5,257		5,919		6,582		7,246		7,912		8,364		8,817		9,271		9,725		10,180		10,636		11,093		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Capital Expenditures														$				200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		200,804		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		134,451		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Closing Balance														$				202,552		405,927		610,444		815,901		1,022,392		1,229,831		1,438,301		1,647,764		1,858,189		2,069,641		2,282,065		2,495,512		2,643,606		2,792,334		2,941,789		3,091,916		3,242,736		3,394,235		3,546,426		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303

				CCA Rate						8.00%								$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		0.66%		0.68%		0.66%		0.68%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		8.00%		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				CCA Deduction														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		24,324		25,135		24,324		25,135		295,944		295,944		295,944		295,944		295,944		295,944		295,944		295,944		295,944		295,944		295,944		295,944		49,054		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Accumulated CCA Deduction														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		24,324		49,459		73,783		98,918		394,863		690,807		986,751		1,282,695		1,578,640		1,874,584		2,170,528		2,466,472		2,762,417		3,058,361		3,354,305		3,650,250		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303		3,699,303

				Net Plant 														$				202,552		405,927		610,444		815,901		1,022,392		1,229,831		1,438,301		1,647,764		1,858,189		2,069,641		2,282,065		2,495,512		2,643,606		2,792,334		2,941,789		3,091,916		3,242,736		3,394,235		3,546,426		3,699,303		3,674,979		3,649,844		3,625,520		3,600,385		3,304,441		3,008,496		2,712,552		2,416,608		2,120,664		1,824,719		1,528,775		1,232,831		936,887		640,942		344,998		49,054		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)		(0)
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Annual Summary

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating

				Annual Summary						Revenue Deferral:		On



				Period Start																		1-Jan-18		1-Jan-19		1-Jan-20		1-Jan-21		1-Jan-22		1-Jan-23		1-Jan-24		1-Jan-25		1-Jan-26		1-Jan-27		1-Jan-28		1-Jan-29		1-Jan-30		1-Jan-31		1-Jan-32		1-Jan-33		1-Jan-34		1-Jan-35		1-Jan-36		1-Jan-37		1-Jan-38		1-Jan-39		1-Jan-40		1-Jan-41		1-Jan-42		1-Jan-43		1-Jan-44		1-Jan-45		1-Jan-46		1-Jan-47		1-Jan-48		1-Jan-49		1-Jan-50		1-Jan-51		1-Jan-52		1-Jan-53		1-Jan-54

				Period End																		31-Dec-18		31-Dec-19		31-Dec-20		31-Dec-21		31-Dec-22		31-Dec-23		31-Dec-24		31-Dec-25		31-Dec-26		31-Dec-27		31-Dec-28		31-Dec-29		31-Dec-30		31-Dec-31		31-Dec-32		31-Dec-33		31-Dec-34		31-Dec-35		31-Dec-36		31-Dec-37		31-Dec-38		31-Dec-39		31-Dec-40		31-Dec-41		31-Dec-42		31-Dec-43		31-Dec-44		31-Dec-45		31-Dec-46		31-Dec-47		31-Dec-48		31-Dec-49		31-Dec-50		31-Dec-51		31-Dec-52		31-Dec-53		31-Dec-54

				Year																		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054

				Operating Period																		-		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		-		-		-		-		-

				Operating Period Year Fraction																		-		0.334		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		1.000		-		-		-		-		-



				Regulatory Project Cash Flow Forecast

				Recovered Fixed Charge														$/m2				-		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		-		-		-		-		-

				Occupied Area														m2				-		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Fixed Charge Revenue														$				-		143,800		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		-		-		-		-		-



				Variable Charge														$/MWh				-		25.99		27.57		28.94		29.32		29.71		30.10		30.50		30.91		31.33		31.75		32.19		32.63		33.08		33.54		34.01		34.49		34.98		35.48		35.99		36.51		37.04		37.58		38.13		38.69		39.26		39.85		40.44		41.05		41.67		42.31		42.95		-		-		-		-		-

				Production Demand														MWh				-		1,434		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Fuel Cost Flow Through														$				-		37,262		111,048		116,586		118,108		119,662		121,246		122,862		124,510		126,192		127,907		129,656		131,440		133,260		135,116		137,009		138,941		140,911		142,920		144,969		147,060		149,192		151,367		153,585		155,848		158,156		160,511		162,912		165,361		167,859		170,408		173,007		-		-		-		-		-



				Total Revenue														$				-		181,062		541,271		546,808		548,331		549,884		551,469		553,085		554,733		556,414		558,129		559,878		561,663		563,482		565,339		567,232		569,163		571,133		573,143		575,192		577,282		579,415		581,590		583,808		586,071		588,379		590,734		593,134		595,584		598,082		600,631		603,230		-		-		-		-		-

				Implied Fixed and Variable Rate per m2														$/m2				-		2.80		8.38		8.46		8.49		8.51		8.54		8.56		8.59		8.61		8.64		8.67		8.69		8.72		8.75		8.78		8.81		8.84		8.87		8.90		8.94		8.97		9.00		9.04		9.07		9.11		9.14		9.18		9.22		9.26		9.30		9.34		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Cost														$				-		(3,914)		(11,435)		(11,663)		(11,896)		(12,134)		(12,377)		(12,625)		(12,877)		(13,135)		(13,398)		(13,665)		(13,938)		(14,217)		(14,502)		(14,792)		(15,087)		(15,389)		(15,697)		(16,011)		(16,331)		(16,658)		(16,991)		(17,331)		(17,677)		(18,031)		(18,392)		(18,759)		(19,135)		(19,517)		(19,908)		(20,306)		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Cost														$				-		(33,348)		(99,614)		(104,923)		(106,212)		(107,527)		(108,869)		(110,237)		(111,633)		(113,057)		(114,509)		(115,991)		(117,501)		(119,042)		(120,614)		(122,218)		(123,853)		(125,521)		(127,223)		(128,958)		(130,729)		(132,534)		(134,376)		(136,255)		(138,171)		(140,125)		(142,119)		(144,152)		(146,226)		(148,342)		(150,500)		(152,701)		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Fuel Cost														$				-		(37,262)		(111,048)		(116,586)		(118,108)		(119,662)		(121,246)		(122,862)		(124,510)		(126,192)		(127,907)		(129,656)		(131,440)		(133,260)		(135,116)		(137,009)		(138,941)		(140,911)		(142,920)		(144,969)		(147,060)		(149,192)		(151,367)		(153,585)		(155,848)		(158,156)		(160,511)		(162,912)		(165,361)		(167,859)		(170,408)		(173,007)		-		-		-		-		-



				Maintenance														$				-		(11,649)		(35,550)		(36,260)		(36,986)		(37,725)		(38,480)		(39,250)		(40,035)		(40,835)		(41,652)		(42,485)		(43,335)		(44,201)		(45,085)		(45,987)		(46,907)		(47,845)		(48,802)		(49,778)		(50,773)		(51,789)		(52,825)		(53,881)		(54,959)		(56,058)		(57,179)		(58,323)		(59,489)		(60,679)		(61,893)		(63,130)		-		-		-		-		-

				Operator Cost														$				-		(8,356)		(25,500)		(26,010)		(26,530)		(27,061)		(27,602)		(28,154)		(28,717)		(29,291)		(29,877)		(30,475)		(31,084)		(31,706)		(32,340)		(32,987)		(33,647)		(34,320)		(35,006)		(35,706)		(36,420)		(37,149)		(37,892)		(38,649)		(39,422)		(40,211)		(41,015)		(41,835)		(42,672)		(43,526)		(44,396)		(45,284)		-		-		-		-		-

				Insurance														$				-		(1,786)		(5,299)		(5,278)		(5,244)		(5,206)		(5,165)		(5,120)		(5,072)		(5,019)		(4,962)		(4,902)		(4,837)		(4,767)		(4,693)		(4,614)		(4,530)		(4,441)		(4,347)		(4,248)		(4,143)		(4,032)		(3,915)		(3,793)		(3,663)		(3,528)		(3,385)		(3,236)		(3,080)		(2,916)		(2,745)		(2,732)		-		-		-		-		-

				Municipal Access Fee														$				-		(2,263)		(6,901)		(7,111)		(7,274)		(7,440)		(7,611)		(7,786)		(7,965)		(8,149)		(8,338)		(8,531)		(8,729)		(8,933)		(9,142)		(9,356)		(9,575)		(9,801)		(10,032)		(10,269)		(10,512)		(10,762)		(11,019)		(11,282)		(11,552)		(11,830)		(12,115)		(12,407)		(12,707)		(13,016)		(13,333)		(13,658)		-		-		-		-		-

				Lease Payments														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Administration														$				-		(11,482)		(35,039)		(35,740)		(36,455)		(37,184)		(37,927)		(38,686)		(39,460)		(40,249)		(41,054)		(41,875)		(42,712)		(43,567)		(44,438)		(45,327)		(46,233)		(47,158)		(48,101)		(49,063)		(50,044)		(51,045)		(52,066)		(53,107)		(54,170)		(55,253)		(56,358)		(57,485)		(58,635)		(59,808)		(61,004)		(62,224)		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Operating Expenses														$				-		(35,537)		(108,289)		(110,400)		(112,488)		(114,616)		(116,785)		(118,995)		(121,248)		(123,544)		(125,883)		(128,267)		(130,697)		(133,174)		(135,698)		(138,270)		(140,892)		(143,564)		(146,288)		(149,064)		(151,893)		(154,777)		(157,717)		(160,713)		(163,766)		(166,879)		(170,052)		(173,287)		(176,584)		(179,944)		(183,370)		(187,028)		-		-		-		-		-



				EBITDA														$				-		108,264		321,934		319,823		317,734		315,606		313,437		311,227		308,975		306,679		304,340		301,955		299,525		297,049		294,525		291,952		289,330		286,658		283,935		281,159		278,329		275,446		272,506		269,510		266,456		263,343		260,170		256,936		253,639		250,278		246,852		243,194		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Capex														$				(2,409,642)		(1,075,604)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Maintenance Capex														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Increase in net working capital														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Unlevered Pre-Tax FCF														$				(2,409,642)		(967,340)		321,934		319,823		317,734		315,606		313,437		311,227		308,975		306,679		304,340		301,955		299,525		297,049		294,525		291,952		289,330		286,658		283,935		281,159		278,329		275,446		272,506		269,510		266,456		263,343		260,170		256,936		253,639		250,278		246,852		243,194		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Taxes														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		(39,097)		(65,183)		(65,295)		(65,392)		(65,475)		(65,543)		(65,596)		(65,633)		(65,654)		(65,658)		(65,646)		(65,618)		(65,572)		(65,508)		(65,382)		-		-		-		-		-

				CFADS														$				(2,409,642)		(967,340)		321,934		319,823		317,734		315,606		313,437		311,227		308,975		306,679		304,340		301,955		299,525		297,049		294,525		291,952		289,330		247,561		218,752		215,864		212,937		209,970		206,963		203,915		200,824		197,690		194,512		191,290		188,021		184,706		181,344		177,812		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Debt drawdown / (repayment)														$				1,409,988		669,281		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(70,903)		(23,073)		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Debt interest and fees														$				(42,511)		(82,901)		(93,567)		(90,376)		(87,186)		(83,995)		(80,804)		(77,614)		(74,423)		(71,233)		(68,042)		(64,851)		(61,661)		(58,470)		(55,279)		(52,089)		(48,898)		(45,707)		(42,517)		(39,326)		(36,135)		(32,945)		(29,754)		(26,563)		(23,373)		(20,182)		(16,992)		(13,801)		(10,610)		(7,420)		(4,229)		(1,038)		-		-		-		-		-

				(+) Debt interest and fees capitalized during construction														$				42,511		52,190		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				FCF to Equity														$				(999,654)		(328,771)		157,463		158,543		159,645		160,708		161,730		162,710		163,648		164,543		165,394		166,201		166,961		167,676		168,342		168,960		169,529		130,950		105,332		105,635		105,898		106,122		106,306		106,448		106,548		106,604		106,617		106,585		106,508		106,384		106,212		153,701		-		-		-		-		-



				Equity Investment Summary

				Equity Investment								(1,389,990)						$				(999,654)		(390,336)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Equity Distributions														$				-		61,565		157,463		158,543		159,645		160,708		161,730		162,710		163,648		164,543		165,394		166,201		166,961		167,676		168,342		168,960		169,529		130,950		105,332		105,635		105,898		106,122		106,306		106,448		106,548		106,604		106,617		106,585		106,508		106,384		106,212		153,701		-		-		-		-		-

				Project IRR (unlevered pre-tax)								7.08%						%

				Project IRR (levered post-tax)								9.50%						%



				Credit Summary

				Net Book Value (Regulatory) - Closing														$				2,495,512		3,616,120		3,492,809		3,369,499		3,246,189		3,122,879		2,999,569		2,876,259		2,752,949		2,629,639		2,506,329		2,383,018		2,259,708		2,136,398		2,013,088		1,889,778		1,766,468		1,643,158		1,519,848		1,396,538		1,273,227		1,149,917		1,026,607		903,297		779,987		656,677		533,367		410,057		286,747		163,436		40,126		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt balance (closing)														$				1,409,988		2,079,269		2,008,365		1,937,462		1,866,559		1,795,656		1,724,752		1,653,849		1,582,946		1,512,042		1,441,139		1,370,236		1,299,332		1,228,429		1,157,526		1,086,622		1,015,719		944,816		873,912		803,009		732,106		661,202		590,299		519,396		448,493		377,589		306,686		235,783		164,879		93,976		23,073		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt / Net Asset Value														%				56.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		57.5%		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Debt service														$				1,409,988		638,570		(164,470)		(161,280)		(158,089)		(154,898)		(151,708)		(148,517)		(145,327)		(142,136)		(138,945)		(135,755)		(132,564)		(129,373)		(126,183)		(122,992)		(119,801)		(116,611)		(113,420)		(110,229)		(107,039)		(103,848)		(100,657)		(97,467)		(94,276)		(91,085)		(87,895)		(84,704)		(81,514)		(78,323)		(75,132)		(24,111)		-		-		-		-		-

				CFADS														$				(2,409,642)		(967,340)		321,934		319,823		317,734		315,606		313,437		311,227		308,975		306,679		304,340		301,955		299,525		297,049		294,525		291,952		289,330		247,561		218,752		215,864		212,937		209,970		206,963		203,915		200,824		197,690		194,512		191,290		188,021		184,706		181,344		177,812		-		-		-		-		-

				DSCR														x				-		-		1.96x		1.98x		2.01x		2.04x		2.07x		2.10x		2.13x		2.16x		2.19x		2.22x		2.26x		2.30x		2.33x		2.37x		2.42x		2.12x		1.93x		1.96x		1.99x		2.02x		2.06x		2.09x		2.13x		2.17x		2.21x		2.26x		2.31x		2.36x		2.41x		7.37x		-		-		-		-		-



				Revenue Deficit Deferral Account

				Total Fixed Charge Revenue Recovered														$				-		143,800		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		-		-		-		-		-

				(-) Total Regulatory Allowed Revenue														$				-		(196,256)		(468,453)		(465,326)		(461,936)		(458,326)		(454,481)		(450,381)		(446,010)		(441,346)		(436,370)		(431,056)		(425,380)		(419,316)		(412,835)		(405,905)		(407,076)		(465,916)		(462,377)		(458,519)		(454,309)		(449,712)		(444,687)		(439,191)		(433,177)		(426,589)		(419,370)		(411,453)		(402,769)		(393,235)		(382,766)		(259,780)		-		-		-		-		-

				(Under) / Over Tax. Adj. Recovery														$				-		3,384		(44,241)		(40,621)		(36,699)		(32,522)		(28,071)		(23,328)		(18,269)		(12,873)		(7,113)		(964)		5,603		12,620		20,121		28,141		26,786		(41,304)		(37,208)		(32,744)		(27,872)		(22,553)		(16,738)		(10,379)		(3,418)		4,205		12,559		21,719		31,770		42,801		54,916		197,235		-		-		-		-		-



				RDDA Balance														$				-		(3,384)		40,857		81,478		118,177		150,699		178,770		202,098		220,366		233,239		240,352		241,316		235,713		223,093		202,971		174,831		148,045		189,349		226,557		259,301		287,173		309,726		326,463		336,842		340,261		336,055		323,496		301,777		270,008		227,207		172,291		(24,944)		-		-		-		-		-



				Sources and Uses Summary



				Construction Cost														$				2,409,642		1,075,604		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt repayment														$				-		-		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		70,903		23,073		-		-		-		-		-

				Interest and Fees														$				42,511		82,901		93,567		90,376		87,186		83,995		80,804		77,614		74,423		71,233		68,042		64,851		61,661		58,470		55,279		52,089		48,898		45,707		42,517		39,326		36,135		32,945		29,754		26,563		23,373		20,182		16,992		13,801		10,610		7,420		4,229		1,038		-		-		-		-		-

				Fuel costs														$				-		37,262		111,048		116,586		118,108		119,662		121,246		122,862		124,510		126,192		127,907		129,656		131,440		133,260		135,116		137,009		138,941		140,911		142,920		144,969		147,060		149,192		151,367		153,585		155,848		158,156		160,511		162,912		165,361		167,859		170,408		173,007		-		-		-		-		-

				Operating costs														$				-		35,537		108,289		110,400		112,488		114,616		116,785		118,995		121,248		123,544		125,883		128,267		130,697		133,174		135,698		138,270		140,892		143,564		146,288		149,064		151,893		154,777		157,717		160,713		163,766		166,879		170,052		173,287		176,584		179,944		183,370		187,028		-		-		-		-		-

				Corporate Tax														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		39,097		65,183		65,295		65,392		65,475		65,543		65,596		65,633		65,654		65,658		65,646		65,618		65,572		65,508		65,382		-		-		-		-		-

				Equity Distributions														$				-		61,565		157,463		158,543		159,645		160,708		161,730		162,710		163,648		164,543		165,394		166,201		166,961		167,676		168,342		168,960		169,529		130,950		105,332		105,635		105,898		106,122		106,306		106,448		106,548		106,604		106,617		106,585		106,508		106,384		106,212		153,701		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Uses														$				2,452,153		1,292,870		541,271		546,808		548,331		549,884		551,469		553,085		554,733		556,414		558,129		559,878		561,663		563,482		565,339		567,232		569,163		571,133		573,143		575,192		577,282		579,415		581,590		583,808		586,071		588,379		590,734		593,134		595,584		598,082		600,631		603,230		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				Equity investment														$				999,654		390,336		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Debt raised														$				1,409,988		669,281		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Capitalized interest and fees														$				42,511		52,190		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Fixed charge revenue														$				-		143,800		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		-		-		-		-		-

				Fuel cost recovery														$				-		37,262		111,048		116,586		118,108		119,662		121,246		122,862		124,510		126,192		127,907		129,656		131,440		133,260		135,116		137,009		138,941		140,911		142,920		144,969		147,060		149,192		151,367		153,585		155,848		158,156		160,511		162,912		165,361		167,859		170,408		173,007		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Sources														$				2,452,153		1,292,870		541,271		546,808		548,331		549,884		551,469		553,085		554,733		556,414		558,129		559,878		561,663		563,482		565,339		567,232		569,163		571,133		573,143		575,192		577,282		579,415		581,590		583,808		586,071		588,379		590,734		593,134		595,584		598,082		600,631		603,230		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Check														Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Summary of Fixed and Variable Revenue Requirement



				Electricity Cost														$				-		3,914		11,435		11,663		11,896		12,134		12,377		12,625		12,877		13,135		13,398		13,665		13,938		14,217		14,502		14,792		15,087		15,389		15,697		16,011		16,331		16,658		16,991		17,331		17,677		18,031		18,392		18,759		19,135		19,517		19,908		20,306		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Costs														$				-		33,348		99,614		104,923		106,212		107,527		108,869		110,237		111,633		113,057		114,509		115,991		117,501		119,042		120,614		122,218		123,853		125,521		127,223		128,958		130,729		132,534		134,376		136,255		138,171		140,125		142,119		144,152		146,226		148,342		150,500		152,701		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Variable Costs														$				-		37,262		111,048		116,586		118,108		119,662		121,246		122,862		124,510		126,192		127,907		129,656		131,440		133,260		135,116		137,009		138,941		140,911		142,920		144,969		147,060		149,192		151,367		153,585		155,848		158,156		160,511		162,912		165,361		167,859		170,408		173,007		-		-		-		-		-



				Maintenance														$				-		11,649		35,550		36,260		36,986		37,725		38,480		39,250		40,035		40,835		41,652		42,485		43,335		44,201		45,085		45,987		46,907		47,845		48,802		49,778		50,773		51,789		52,825		53,881		54,959		56,058		57,179		58,323		59,489		60,679		61,893		63,130		-		-		-		-		-

				Operator Cost														$				-		8,356		25,500		26,010		26,530		27,061		27,602		28,154		28,717		29,291		29,877		30,475		31,084		31,706		32,340		32,987		33,647		34,320		35,006		35,706		36,420		37,149		37,892		38,649		39,422		40,211		41,015		41,835		42,672		43,526		44,396		45,284		-		-		-		-		-

				Insurance														$				-		1,786		5,299		5,278		5,244		5,206		5,165		5,120		5,072		5,019		4,962		4,902		4,837		4,767		4,693		4,614		4,530		4,441		4,347		4,248		4,143		4,032		3,915		3,793		3,663		3,528		3,385		3,236		3,080		2,916		2,745		2,732		-		-		-		-		-

				Municipal Access Fee														$				-		2,263		6,901		7,111		7,274		7,440		7,611		7,786		7,965		8,149		8,338		8,531		8,729		8,933		9,142		9,356		9,575		9,801		10,032		10,269		10,512		10,762		11,019		11,282		11,552		11,830		12,115		12,407		12,707		13,016		13,333		13,658		-		-		-		-		-

				Lease Payments														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Administration														$				-		11,482		35,039		35,740		36,455		37,184		37,927		38,686		39,460		40,249		41,054		41,875		42,712		43,567		44,438		45,327		46,233		47,158		48,101		49,063		50,044		51,045		52,066		53,107		54,170		55,253		56,358		57,485		58,635		59,808		61,004		62,224		-		-		-		-		-

				Depreciation														$				-		83,184		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		40,126		-		-		-		-		-

				Income Tax														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8,583		74,694		73,864		72,935		71,896		70,737		69,448		68,017		66,430		64,672		62,728		60,579		58,205		55,585		52,695		19,363		-		-		-		-		-

				Interest														$				-		30,711		93,567		90,376		87,186		83,995		80,804		77,614		74,423		71,233		68,042		64,851		61,661		58,470		55,279		52,089		48,898		45,707		42,517		39,326		36,135		32,945		29,754		26,563		23,373		20,182		16,992		13,801		10,610		7,420		4,229		1,038		-		-		-		-		-

				Return on equity														$				-		46,848		143,512		138,533		133,554		128,576		123,597		118,618		113,640		108,661		103,682		98,704		93,725		88,746		83,768		78,789		73,810		68,832		63,853		58,875		53,896		48,917		43,939		38,960		33,981		29,003		24,024		19,045		14,067		9,088		4,109		810		-		-		-		-		-

				Return on revenue deferral														$				-		(24)		(224)		2,707		5,398		7,829		9,984		11,844		13,389		14,599		15,452		15,923		15,987		15,616		14,780		13,447		11,583		9,808		12,544		15,009		17,179		19,025		20,519		21,628		22,316		22,542		22,264		21,432		19,993		17,888		15,052		11,414		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Fixed Costs														$				-		196,256		468,453		465,326		461,936		458,326		454,481		450,381		446,010		441,346		436,370		431,056		425,380		419,316		412,835		405,905		407,076		465,916		462,377		458,519		454,309		449,712		444,687		439,191		433,177		426,589		419,370		411,453		402,769		393,235		382,766		259,780		-		-		-		-		-



				Total Revenue Requirement														$				- 0		233,518		579,502		581,912		580,045		577,988		575,727		573,243		570,520		567,538		564,276		560,711		556,820		552,576		547,951		542,915		546,017		606,826		605,297		603,488		601,369		598,904		596,055		592,777		589,025		584,745		579,880		574,365		568,130		561,095		553,174		432,787		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				RDDA Balance (Closing)														$				- 0		(3,384)		40,857		81,478		118,177		150,699		178,770		202,098		220,366		233,239		240,352		241,316		235,713		223,093		202,971		174,831		148,045		189,349		226,557		259,301		287,173		309,726		326,463		336,842		340,261		336,055		323,496		301,777		270,008		227,207		172,291		(24,944)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				Fixed Charge Revenue Build-up

				Depreciation														$				-		83,184		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		123,310		40,126		-		-		-		-		-

				Operating Expense														$				-		35,537		108,289		110,400		112,488		114,616		116,785		118,995		121,248		123,544		125,883		128,267		130,697		133,174		135,698		138,270		140,892		143,564		146,288		149,064		151,893		154,777		157,717		160,713		163,766		166,879		170,052		173,287		176,584		179,944		183,370		187,028		-		-		-		-		-

				Return on equity (deemed)														$				-		46,848		143,512		138,533		133,554		128,576		123,597		118,618		113,640		108,661		103,682		98,704		93,725		88,746		83,768		78,789		73,810		68,832		63,853		58,875		53,896		48,917		43,939		38,960		33,981		29,003		24,024		19,045		14,067		9,088		4,109		810		-		-		-		-		-

				Interest (deemed)														$				-		30,711		93,567		90,376		87,186		83,995		80,804		77,614		74,423		71,233		68,042		64,851		61,661		58,470		55,279		52,089		48,898		45,707		42,517		39,326		36,135		32,945		29,754		26,563		23,373		20,182		16,992		13,801		10,610		7,420		4,229		1,038		-		-		-		-		-

				Return on revenue deferral (deemed)														$				-		(24)		(224)		2,707		5,398		7,829		9,984		11,844		13,389		14,599		15,452		15,923		15,987		15,616		14,780		13,447		11,583		9,808		12,544		15,009		17,179		19,025		20,519		21,628		22,316		22,542		22,264		21,432		19,993		17,888		15,052		11,414		-		-		-		-		-

				Income Tax														$				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8,583		74,694		73,864		72,935		71,896		70,737		69,448		68,017		66,430		64,672		62,728		60,579		58,205		55,585		52,695		19,363		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Regulatory Deemed Fixed Revenue														$				- 0		196,256		468,453		465,326		461,936		458,326		454,481		450,381		446,010		441,346		436,370		431,056		425,380		419,316		412,835		405,905		407,076		465,916		462,377		458,519		454,309		449,712		444,687		439,191		433,177		426,589		419,370		411,453		402,769		393,235		382,766		259,780		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				Revenue Build-up Deemed Fixed Charge														Annual $/m2				-		9.09		7.25		7.20		7.15		7.10		7.04		6.97		6.90		6.83		6.76		6.67		6.59		6.49		6.39		6.28		6.30		7.21		7.16		7.10		7.03		6.96		6.88		6.80		6.71		6.60		6.49		6.37		6.23		6.09		5.93		4.02		-		-		-		-		-

				Revenue Build-up Deemed Fixed Charge														Annual $/kW				-		230.44		183.85		182.62		181.29		179.88		178.37		176.76		175.04		173.21		171.26		169.17		166.95		164.57		162.02		159.30		159.76		182.86		181.47		179.95		178.30		176.50		174.52		172.37		170.01		167.42		164.59		161.48		158.07		154.33		150.22

				Deferral Fixed Charge (Nominal)														Annual $/m2				-		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		-		-		-		-		-

				Fixed Charge														Annual $/m2				-		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		-		-		-		-		-

				Fixed Charge														Annual $/kW				-		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85

				Average Occupied Area														m2				-		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		-		-		-		-		-

				Subscribed Capacity														kW				-		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548		2,548

				Total Fixed Charge Revenue Recovered														$				- 0		143,800		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		430,223		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0



				RDDA Balance (opening)														$				-		-		(3,384)		40,857		81,478		118,177		150,699		178,770		202,098		220,366		233,239		240,352		241,316		235,713		223,093		202,971		174,831		148,045		189,349		226,557		259,301		287,173		309,726		326,463		336,842		340,261		336,055		323,496		301,777		270,008		227,207		172,291		-		-		-		-		-

				(Over Recovery) / Under Recovery Adj. for Taxes														$				-		(3,384)		44,241		40,621		36,699		32,522		28,071		23,328		18,269		12,873		7,113		964		(5,603)		(12,620)		(20,121)		(28,141)		(26,786)		41,304		37,208		32,744		27,872		22,553		16,738		10,379		3,418		(4,205)		(12,559)		(21,719)		(31,770)		(42,801)		(54,916)		(197,235)		-		-		-		-		-

				RDDA Balance (closing)														$				- 0		(3,384)		40,857		81,478		118,177		150,699		178,770		202,098		220,366		233,239		240,352		241,316		235,713		223,093		202,971		174,831		148,045		189,349		226,557		259,301		287,173		309,726		326,463		336,842		340,261		336,055		323,496		301,777		270,008		227,207		172,291		(24,944)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Check														Flag				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Variable Charge Revenue Build-up

				Production Demand														MWh				-		1,434		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		-		-		-		-		-



				Pumping Electricity														MWh				-		29		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		81		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Prices														$/MWh				-		96.80		98.74		100.71		102.72		104.78		106.88		109.01		111.19		113.42		115.68		118.00		120.36		122.77		125.22		127.73		130.28		132.89		135.54		138.25		141.02		143.84		146.72		149.65		152.64		155.70		158.81		161.99		165.23		168.53		171.90		175.34		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Consumption Cost														$				-		2,776		7,954		8,113		8,276		8,441		8,610		8,782		8,958		9,137		9,320		9,506		9,696		9,890		10,088		10,290		10,495		10,705		10,919		11,138		11,361		11,588		11,819		12,056		12,297		12,543		12,794		13,050		13,311		13,577		13,848		14,125		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Demand Charge														$				-		1,105		3,381		3,448		3,517		3,588		3,659		3,733		3,807		3,883		3,961		4,040		4,121		4,204		4,288		4,373		4,461		4,550		4,641		4,734		4,829		4,925		5,024		5,124		5,227		5,331		5,438		5,546		5,657		5,771		5,886		6,004		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Basic Charge														$				-		33		100		102		104		106		108		110		112		114		117		119		121		124		127		129		131		134		137		139		142		145		148		151		154		157		161		163		167		170		174		177		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Cost														$				-		3,914		11,435		11,663		11,896		12,134		12,377		12,625		12,877		13,135		13,398		13,665		13,938		14,217		14,502		14,792		15,087		15,389		15,697		16,011		16,331		16,658		16,991		17,331		17,677		18,031		18,392		18,759		19,135		19,517		19,908		20,306		-		-		-		-		-

				Electricity Cost / MWh														$/MWh				-		136.46		141.94		144.78		147.67		150.62		153.64		156.71		159.84		163.04		166.31		169.63		173.02		176.48		180.01		183.61		187.28		191.03		194.85		198.75		202.72		206.77		210.92		215.13		219.43		223.82		228.30		232.86		237.52		242.27		247.12		252.06		-		-		-		-		-



				Natural gas consumption														MWh				-		1,557		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		4,373		-		-		-		-		-

				Variable natural gas costs														$/MWh				-		19.70		20.87		22.04		22.30		22.56		22.83		23.10		23.38		23.66		23.95		24.24		24.54		24.85		25.16		25.48		25.80		26.13		26.47		26.81		27.17		27.52		27.89		28.26		28.64		29.03		29.43		29.83		30.24		30.66		31.09		31.53		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Consumption Cost														$				-		30,662		91,249		96,390		97,509		98,650		99,814		101,002		102,213		103,448		104,708		105,993		107,304		108,641		110,005		111,397		112,816		114,263		115,739		117,245		118,781		120,348		121,946		123,576		125,238		126,934		128,664		130,428		132,228		134,064		135,936		137,846		-		-		-		-		-

				Highest Daily Peak Demand (annual base)														MWh				-		31		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		33		-		-		-		-		-

				Annual Demand Price														$				-		77.86		79.42		81.01		82.63		84.28		85.96		87.68		89.44		91.23		93.05		94.91		96.81		98.75		100.72		102.74		104.79		106.89		109.02		111.20		113.43		115.70		118.01		120.37		122.78		125.23		127.74		130.29		132.90		135.56		138.27		141.03		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Demand Cost														$				-		806		2,625		2,677		2,731		2,785		2,841		2,898		2,956		3,015		3,075		3,137		3,199		3,263		3,329		3,395		3,463		3,532		3,603		3,675		3,749		3,824		3,900		3,978		4,058		4,139		4,222		4,306		4,392		4,480		4,570		4,661		-		-		-		-		-

				Basic Charge														$				-		1,881		5,741		5,855		5,972		6,092		6,214		6,338		6,465		6,594		6,726		6,861		6,998		7,138		7,280		7,426		7,575		7,726		7,881		8,038		8,199		8,363		8,530		8,701		8,875		9,052		9,233		9,418		9,606		9,798		9,994		10,194		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Costs														$				-		33,348		99,614		104,923		106,212		107,527		108,869		110,237		111,633		113,057		114,509		115,991		117,501		119,042		120,614		122,218		123,853		125,521		127,223		128,958		130,729		132,534		134,376		136,255		138,171		140,125		142,119		144,152		146,226		148,342		150,500		152,701		-		-		-		-		-

				Natural Gas Cost / MWh														$/MWh				-		21.42		22.78		24.00		24.29		24.59		24.90		25.21		25.53		25.86		26.19		26.53		26.87		27.22		27.58		27.95		28.33		28.71		29.10		29.49		29.90		30.31		30.73		31.16		31.60		32.05		32.50		32.97		33.44		33.93		34.42		34.92		-		-		-		-		-



				Total Fuel Costs														$				-		37,262		111,048		116,586		118,108		119,662		121,246		122,862		124,510		126,192		127,907		129,656		131,440		133,260		135,116		137,009		138,941		140,911		142,920		144,969		147,060		149,192		151,367		153,585		155,848		158,156		160,511		162,912		165,361		167,859		170,408		173,007		-		-		-		-		-

				Variable Charge														$/MWh				-		25.99		27.57		28.94		29.32		29.71		30.10		30.50		30.91		31.33		31.75		32.19		32.63		33.08		33.54		34.01		34.49		34.98		35.48		35.99		36.51		37.04		37.58		38.13		38.69		39.26		39.85		40.44		41.05		41.67		42.31		42.95		-		-		-		-		-

				Sample Customer Rates

				Customer Unit Size 								65						m2				-		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		-		-		-		-		-

				Annual Fixed Charge Rate														$/m2				-		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		-		-		-		-		-

				Annual Fixed Charge														$				-		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		-		-		-		-		-



				Estimated Variable heating per m2								65						KWh/m2				-		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		65		-		-		-		-		-

				Heating usage														MWh				-		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		-		-		-		-		-

				Variable heating rate														$/MWh				-		25.99		27.57		28.94		29.32		29.71		30.10		30.50		30.91		31.33		31.75		32.19		32.63		33.08		33.54		34.01		34.49		34.98		35.48		35.99		36.51		37.04		37.58		38.13		38.69		39.26		39.85		40.44		41.05		41.67		42.31		42.95		-		-		-		-		-

				Annual Variable Charge														$				-		110		117		122		124		126		127		129		131		132		134		136		138		140		142		144		146		148		150		152		154		157		159		161		164		166		168		171		174		176		179		182		-		-		-		-		-



				Total Annual Charge														$				-		543		550		555		557		559		560		562		564		566		567		569		571		573		575		577		579		581		583		585		587		590		592		594		597		599		602		604		607		609		612		615		-		-		-		-		-

				Average implied monthly charge (evenly distributed)														$				-		45		46		46		46		47		47		47		47		47		47		47		48		48		48		48		48		48		49		49		49		49		49		50		50		50		50		50		51		51		51		51		-		-		-		-		-





Summary Tables 

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating		Revenue Deferral:

				Summary Tables 		On



				Period Start						1-Jan-20

				Period End						31-Dec-20

				Year						2020

				Operating Period						1

				Operating Period Year Fraction						1.000



				Summary of Fixed and Variable Revenue Requirement



				Electricity Cost		$				11,435				BC Hydro Medium General Service Rate 1500 (Effective April 1, 2019) increasing at annual inflation of 2.0%

				Natural Gas Costs		$				99,614				FortisBC Corporate Rate 5 as of April 1, 2019, commodity forecast from Sproule as of August 2019, and BC carbon tax as per BC government guidance

				Total Variable Costs		$				111,048



				Maintenance		$				35,550				1.0% of capital costs with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Operator Cost		$				25,500				25.0% of an FTE at $100,000 base salary with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Insurance		$				5,299				Owner's insurance of 0.11% of net book value and generally liability inisurance of 0.25% with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Municipal Access Fee		$				6,901				1.25% of revenues with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Lease Payments		$				-				Plant size of 0 square feet at a rate of $20 per square feet with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Administration		$				35,039				Administrative fees of $34,352 annually with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Depreciation		$				123,310				Straight line depreciation of all assets in line with customer contract of 25 years

				Income Tax		$				-				Blended corporate tax rate of 27.0% and CCA deduction rate of 8.0% annually

				Interest		$				93,567				As per deemed corporate structure: debt/rate base of 57.5% and blended interest rate of 4.5%

				Return on equity		$				143,512				As per deemed corporate structure: equity/rate base of 42.5% and return of equity of 9.5%

				Return on revenue deferral		$				(224)				As per deemed corporate structure: weighted average cost of capital on revenue deferral account balance

				Total Fixed Costs		$				468,453



				Fixed Revenue Requirement and Variable Fuel Cost		$				579,502				Aggregate annual fixed and variable revenue requirement

				RDDA Balance (Closing)		$				40,857				Closing balance of revenue deferral deficit account



				Variable Charge Build-up

				Electricity Demand		MWh				81				Parasitic electricity of 2.0% of total heating production demand

				Electricity Cost		$				11,435				BC Hydro Medium General Service Rate 1500 (Effective April 1, 2019) increasing at annual inflation of 2.0%

				Electricity Cost / MWh		$/MWh				141.94



				Natural Gass Production Demand		MWh				4,373				Total system heating demand grossed up to account for total system efficiency of 92.1%; comprised of 94.0% plant efficiency and 98.0% DPS transmission efficiency

				Natural Gas Costs		$				99,614				FortisBC Corporate Rate 5 as of April 1, 2019, commodity forecast from Sproule as of August 2019, and BC carbon tax as per BC government guidance

				Natural Gas Cost / MWh		$/MWh				22.78



				Total Heating Production Demand		MWh				4,028				Forecasted run rate heating load demand

				Total Fuel Costs		$				111,048

				Variable Charge		$/MWh				27.57



				Operating Cost Summary

				Maintenance		$				35,550				1.0% of capital costs with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Operator Cost		$				25,500				25.0% of an FTE at $100,000 base salary with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Insurance		$				5,299				Owner's insurance of 0.11% of net book value and generally liability inisurance of 0.25% with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Municipal Access Fee		$				6,901				1.25% of revenues with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Lease Payments		$				-				Plant size of 0 square feet at a rate of $20 per square feet with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Administration		$				35,039				Administrative fees of $34,352 annually with inflation of 2.0% annually

				Operating Costs		$				108,289

				Rate Sensitivity

				Area		m2				64,598



				Category										Capex Sensitivity ((Under)/ Over)				Heating Demand Load Sensitivity				Natural Gas Commodity Price

				Sensitivity										-		(20.0%)		10.0%		(10.0%)		5.0%		(5.0%)



				Fixed Rate per m2		$/m2				6.66				5.68		4.95		8.46		8.46		8.97		8.97

				All-in' Rate per m2		$/m2				8.38				7.40		6.67		10.64		10.27		11.49		11.38





Chart Summary

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating

				Chart Summary						Revenue Deferral:		On
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 Annual Revenue Requirement Summary ($000s)



Income Tax	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	8.5825728493150688	74.693810835616446	73.864474767123312	72.934789684931516	71.895710219178085	70.737255986301378	69.44845278082191	68.017165027397269	66.430065452054819	64.672409835616449	62.727950095890421	60.578794479452064	58.205179726027396	55.585300191780824	52.695111082191779	19.362588041095893	Operations	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	35.536818345130797	108.28888832627231	110.39995976818014	112.48825546714988	114.61641750507846	116.78523008239701	118.99547388237828	121.24797530892241	123.54355798257241	125.88307328613085	128.26736723557846	130.69733814712421	133.17387978377758	135.69791712070392	138.270367505091	140.89220819771577	143.56440973507216	146.28797780870954	149.06390773188747	151.89326354887604	154.77709993117676	157.71651121846432	160.71257804113839	163.76645998109475	166.87930403180167	170.05230202815588	173.28662807633745	176.58354709016984	179.94430750645552	183.37020854158627	187.02827023597237	Return on Equity	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	46.848371053774073	143.51150502719031	138.53285933262234	133.55421363805434	128.57556794348636	123.59692224891836	118.61827655435035	113.63963085978237	108.66098516521437	103.68233947064635	98.703693776078396	93.725048081510394	88.746402386942407	83.767756692374419	78.789110997806432	73.810465303238431	68.831819608670443	63.853173914102456	58.874528219534469	53.89588252496646	48.917236830398473	43.938591135830471	38.959945441262477	33.981299746694489	29.002654052126498	24.024008357558507	19.04536266299052	14.066716968422528	9.0880712738545384	4.1094255792865608	0.81005136600128846	Return on Revenue Deferral	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	478	48	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	-2.3823324165239725E-2	-0.22416540582191782	2.706774276113014	5.3979091053082202	7.8292297893835627	9.9837935941780831	11.843507826198632	13.388976504708905	14.599270369863016	15.45208021061644	15.923333544948633	15.987194619863018	15.615987747431511	14.779890648972607	13.446857791095894	11.58254372174658	9.8080031442637008	12.544369707191784	15.009422531678085	17.178705815924658	19.025233847602742	20.51933767594	1784	21.628205127996576	22.315804144691782	22.542269469178084	22.263672654965752	21.431638746147261	19.992732965753429	17.888000732020551	15.052431010702058	11.414266339469181	Return on Debt	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	30.711022085890242	93.567094024817877	90.376444926441508	87.18579582806511	83.995146729688713	80.80449763131233	77.613848532935933	74.42319943455955	71.232550336183138	68.041901237806741	64.851252139430372	61.660603041053982	58.469953942677591	55.279304844301201	52.088655745924811	48.898006647548421	45.707357549172023	42.51670845079564	39.32605935241925	36.135410254042853	32.944761155666455	29.754112057290069	26.563462958913679	23.372813860537285	20.182164762160902	16.991515663784512	13.800866565408121	10.610217467031733	7.4195683686553426	4.22891927	02789542	1.0382701719025802	Depreciation	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	83.183726627007175	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.31011008217934	123.3101100821786	40.126383455171833	Fuel Cost	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	37.262009882596701	111.04835958783356	116.58563356994509	118.10842309761843	119.66166841584523	121.24627376123524	122.8619750695197	124.51029142718453	126.19157411200263	127.90680189876073	129.65568895580191	131.43987959119235	133.25975403929061	135.11637175740316	137.00942335215228	138.94068867546977	140.91057930525358	142.92024203216445	144.96934195886016	147.05980565431182	149.19207862367247	151.36740219003408	153.58541384974319	155.84819898301242	158.15623981894711	160.51088000558283	162.91172715730693	165.36103855672752	167.85933618413645	170.40807444737936	0	Total revenue requirement	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	233.51812467023376	579.50179164247152	581.9117819554815	580.04470721837527	577.98814046566167	575.72682740022037	573.24319194756231	570.52018361733701	567.53804804801484	564.27630618614046	560.71144573401716	556.82017356292329	552.57608798229899	547.95135114593461	542.91452547424979	546.0165954772134	606.8260902602276	605.29705676226649	603.48815956149019	601.36888809947925	598.90377645699766	596.05451714056198	592.77688052863095	589.0247522502649	584.7451520520101	579.88043888811728	574.3651277698217	568.12954285631179	561.09469433908259	553.17428001360349	259.77982960961316	







Sample Customer Annual Rates ($)



Annual Fixed Charge	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	433.113786	Annual Variable 	Charge	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	109.84187857580582	116.53699644013825	122.34795376302426	123.94600814603554	125.57602361670699	127.23894910412656	128.9345074924785	130.66429295007882	132.42867411683113	134.22867814409778	136.06400507280767	137.93638048201461	139.84620339940562	141.79458564664853	143.78120253839813	145.80792189691689	147.87517564260597	149.98416724699476	152.1345452602238	154.32833147317905	156.56599341039339	158.84883374815382	161.17647206582984	163.55109681489714	165.97321405894587	168.44423385668304	170.96374442858379	173.53411462490627	176.1558922251551	178.83060352222253	181.55780279270797	Total Annual Charge	2018	2019	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	0	542.95566457580583	549.6507824401383	555.4617397630243	557.05979414603553	558.68980961670695	560.35273510412662	562.04829349247848	563.77807895007879	565.54246011683108	567.34246414409779	569.17779107280762	571.05016648201467	572.95998939940569	574.90837164664856	576.89498853839814	578.92170789691693	580.988961642606	583.09795324699473	585.24833126022384	587.442117473179	589.67977941039339	591.96261974815388	594.2902580658299	596.66488281489717	599.08700005894593	601.55801985668302	604.07753042858383	606.64790062490624	609.26967822515508	611.94438952222254	614.67158879270801	







End of Year Net Rate Base ($000s)



Net Rate Base	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	2540.51557583	83726	3492.8094657561937	3369.4993556740142	3246.1892455918346	3122.879135509656	2999.5690254274759	2876.2589153452968	2752.9488052631168	2629.6386951809377	2506.3285850987586	2383.018475016579	2259.7083649343999	2136.3982548522204	2013.088144770041	1889.7780346878617	1766.4679246056826	1643.1578145235032	1519.8477044413239	1396.5375943591444	1273.2274842769648	1149.9173741947855	1026.6072641126061	903.29715403042667	779.98704394824745	656.67693386606811	533.36682378388878	410.0567137017095	286.74660361953022	163.43649353735091	40.126383455172181	0	Capex	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	2409.6419999999998	1075.604	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Capitalized Interest	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Depreciation Expense	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	-83.183726627007175	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.31011008217934	-123.3101100821786	-40.126383455171833	Net rate base (ending)	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	2495.5117988102147	3616.1195758383724	3492.8094657561937	3369.4993556740142	3246.1892455918346	3122.879135509656	2999.5690254274759	2876.2589153452968	2752.9488052631168	2629.6386951	809377	2506.3285850987586	2383.018475016579	2259.7083649343999	2136.3982548522204	2013.088144770041	1889.7780346878617	1766.4679246056826	1643.1578145235032	1519.8477044413239	1396.5375943591444	1273.2274842769648	1149.9173741947855	1026.6072641126061	903.29715403042667	779.98704394824745	656.67693386606811	533.36682378388878	410.0567137017095	286.74660361953022	163.43649353735091	40.126383455172181	0	







Revenue Recovery and RDDA Balance ($000s)



RDDA Balance ($000)	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	-3.3836287671232874	40.856970205479456	81.477873287671244	118.17705342465756	150.69877123287671	178.76992945205481	202.09775856164387	220.36634520547949	233.23894657534251	240.35220445205485	241.3161452054795	235.71302260273978	223.09268904109592	202.97143835616444	174.83084863013704	148.0453304794521	189.34897671232878	226.55732123287675	259.30121986301373	287.17334109589046	309.72585171232879	326.463473630137	336.84232671232877	340.26067123287669	336.05543630136987	323.49643390410961	301.77710136986303	270.00755821917812	227.20650582191786	172.29081267123291	-24.944426027397217	Fixed Revenue Build-up	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	196.25611478763705	468.45343205	463786	465.32614838553638	461.93628412075691	458.3264720498164	454.4805536389851	450.38121687804255	446.00989219015253	441.34647393601233	436.36950428737975	431.05575677821525	425.38029397173091	419.31633394300837	412.83497938853151	405.9051021220975	407.0759068017436	465.91551095497408	462.37681473010207	458.51881760263012	454.30908244516746	449.7116978333251	444.68711495052793	439.19146667888776	433.17655326725253	426.5889122330629	419.36955888253442	411.45340061251477	402.76850429958432	393.23535815494614	382.76620556622419	259.7798296096131	Recovered Fixed Revenue	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	143.80045742465754	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267	999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	







Fixed Rate Summary ($ / m2)

RDDA Balance ($000)	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	-3.3836287671232874	40.856970205479456	81.477873287671244	118.17705342465756	150.69877123287671	178.76992945205481	202.09775856164387	220.36634520547949	233.23894657534251	240.35220445205485	241.3161452054795	235.71302260273978	223.09268904109592	202.97143835616444	174.83084863013704	148.0453304794521	189.34897671232878	226.55732123287675	259.30121986301373	287.17334109589046	309.72585171232879	326.463473630137	336.84232671232877	340.26067123287669	336.05543630136987	323.49643390410961	301.77710136986303	270.00755821917812	227.20650582191786	172.29081267123291	-24.944426027397217	Fixed Charge	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	6.66	







Variable Rate Summary ($ / MWh)



Variable Charge ($/MWh)	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	25.985245056093792	27.569106153881222	28.943801780026089	29.321852804771211	29.707464850011227	30.10086240348442	30.50197990802376	30.911194495328829	31.328593374379995	31.754419537924711	32.188602024777033	32.631549054417171	33.083355024650103	33.544282958640309	34.014256045718042	34.493716155777008	34.982765468037137	35.481688687230495	35.990402671017918	36.509385713582873	37.038748416999127	37.578798954824748	38.129447331117973	38.691211266884913	39.264210481367215	39.84877855153497	40.444818062886526	41.05288941328886	41.673122190699218	42.305877469557934	42.951049805275559	





Total Annual Recovered Costs ($000s)



Total Recovered Fixed Charge	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	143.80045742465754	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	430.22267999999997	Total Fuel 	Cost	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	37.262009882596701	111.04835958783356	116.58563356994509	118.10842309761843	119.66166841584523	121.24627376123524	122.8619750695197	124.51029142718453	126.19157411200263	127.90680189876073	129.65568895580191	131.43987959119235	133.25975403929061	135.11637175740316	137.00942335215228	138.94068867546977	140.91057930525358	142.92024203216445	144.96934195886016	147.05980565431182	149.19207862367247	151.36740219003408	153.58541384974319	155.84819898301242	158.15623981894711	160.51088000558283	162.91172715730693	165.36103855672752	167.85933618413645	170.40807444737936	







System Capacity



Average Occupied Area (m2)	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	64598	Production Demand (MWh)	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	1433.9679999999998	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	4028	
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m2









Fixed Rate Summary ($ / kW)

RDDA Balance ($000)	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	-3.3836287671232874	40.856970205479456	81.477873287671244	118.17705342465756	150.69877123287671	178.76992945205481	202.09775856164387	220.36634520547949	233.23894657534251	240.35220445205485	241.3161452054795	235.71302260273978	223.09268904109592	202.97143835616444	174.83084863013704	148.0453304794521	189.34897671232878	226.55732123287675	259.30121986301373	287.17334109589046	309.72585171232879	326.463473630137	336.84232671232877	340.26067123287669	336.05543630136987	323.49643390410961	301.77710136986303	270.00755821917812	227.20650582191786	172.29081267123291	-24.944426027397217	Fixed Charge	43465	43830	44196	44561	44926	45291	45657	46022	46387	46752	47118	47483	47848	48213	48579	48944	49309	49674	50040	50405	50770	51135	51501	51866	52231	52596	52962	53327	53692	54057	54423	54788	0	168.84720565149141	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	16	8.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	168.84720565149135	0	









Chart Data

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating

				Chart Data



				Period End								31-Dec-18		31-Dec-19		31-Dec-20		31-Dec-21		31-Dec-22		31-Dec-23		31-Dec-24		31-Dec-25		31-Dec-26		31-Dec-27		31-Dec-28		31-Dec-29		31-Dec-30		31-Dec-31		31-Dec-32		31-Dec-33		31-Dec-34		31-Dec-35		31-Dec-36		31-Dec-37		31-Dec-38		31-Dec-39		31-Dec-40		31-Dec-41		31-Dec-42		31-Dec-43		31-Dec-44		31-Dec-45		31-Dec-46		31-Dec-47		31-Dec-48		31-Dec-49		31-Dec-50		31-Dec-51		31-Dec-52		31-Dec-53		31-Dec-54

				Year		Unit Conversion		1,000				2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054



				Regulatory Revenue Requirement Summary ($000s)

				Depreciation				$000s				-		83.2		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		123.3		40.1		-		-		-		-		-

				Return on Debt				$000s				-		30.7		93.6		90.4		87.2		84.0		80.8		77.6		74.4		71.2		68.0		64.9		61.7		58.5		55.3		52.1		48.9		45.7		42.5		39.3		36.1		32.9		29.8		26.6		23.4		20.2		17.0		13.8		10.6		7.4		4.2		1.0		-		-		-		-		-

				Return on Equity				$000s				-		46.8		143.5		138.5		133.6		128.6		123.6		118.6		113.6		108.7		103.7		98.7		93.7		88.7		83.8		78.8		73.8		68.8		63.9		58.9		53.9		48.9		43.9		39.0		34.0		29.0		24.0		19.0		14.1		9.1		4.1		0.8		-		-		-		-		-

				Return on Revenue Deferral				$000s				-		(0.0)		(0.2)		2.7		5.4		7.8		10.0		11.8		13.4		14.6		15.5		15.9		16.0		15.6		14.8		13.4		11.6		9.8		12.5		15.0		17.2		19.0		20.5		21.6		22.3		22.5		22.3		21.4		20.0		17.9		15.1		11.4		-		-		-		-		-

				Operations				$000s				-		35.5		108.3		110.4		112.5		114.6		116.8		119.0		121.2		123.5		125.9		128.3		130.7		133.2		135.7		138.3		140.9		143.6		146.3		149.1		151.9		154.8		157.7		160.7		163.8		166.9		170.1		173.3		176.6		179.9		183.4		187.0		-		-		-		-		-

				Income Tax				$000s				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8.6		74.7		73.9		72.9		71.9		70.7		69.4		68.0		66.4		64.7		62.7		60.6		58.2		55.6		52.7		19.4		-		-		-		-		-

				Fuel Cost				$000s				-		37.3		111.0		116.6		118.1		119.7		121.2		122.9		124.5		126.2		127.9		129.7		131.4		133.3		135.1		137.0		138.9		140.9		142.9		145.0		147.1		149.2		151.4		153.6		155.8		158.2		160.5		162.9		165.4		167.9		170.4		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Total revenue requirement				$000s				-		233.5		579.5		581.9		580.0		578.0		575.7		573.2		570.5		567.5		564.3		560.7		556.8		552.6		548.0		542.9		546.0		606.8		605.3		603.5		601.4		598.9		596.1		592.8		589.0		584.7		579.9		574.4		568.1		561.1		553.2		259.8		-		-		-		-		-



				Revenue Recovery and RDDA Balance ($000s)

				Fixed Revenue Build-up				$000s				-		196.3		468.5		465.3		461.9		458.3		454.5		450.4		446.0		441.3		436.4		431.1		425.4		419.3		412.8		405.9		407.1		465.9		462.4		458.5		454.3		449.7		444.7		439.2		433.2		426.6		419.4		411.5		402.8		393.2		382.8		259.8		-		-		-		-		-

				Recovered Fixed Revenue				$000s				-		143.8		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		430.2		-		-		-		-		-

				RDDA Balance ($000)				$000s				-		(3.4)		40.9		81.5		118.2		150.7		178.8		202.1		220.4		233.2		240.4		241.3		235.7		223.1		203.0		174.8		148.0		189.3		226.6		259.3		287.2		309.7		326.5		336.8		340.3		336.1		323.5		301.8		270.0		227.2		172.3		(24.9)		-		-		-		-		-



				Fixed Rate Summary (Annual $ / m2)

				Revenue Build-up Deemed Fixed Charge				$/m2				-		9.09		7.25		7.20		7.15		7.10		7.04		6.97		6.90		6.83		6.76		6.67		6.59		6.49		6.39		6.28		6.30		7.21		7.16		7.10		7.03		6.96		6.88		6.80		6.71		6.60		6.49		6.37		6.23		6.09		5.93		4.02		-		-		-		-		-

				Deferral Fixed Charge (Nominal)				$/m2				-		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		-		-		-		-		-

				Fixed Charge				$/m2				-		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		6.66		-		-		-		-		-



				Fixed Rate Summary (Annual $ / kW)



				Revenue Build-up Deemed Fixed Charge				$/kW				-		230.44		183.85		182.62		181.29		179.88		178.37		176.76		175.04		173.21		171.26		169.17		166.95		164.57		162.02		159.30		159.76		182.86		181.47		179.95		178.30		176.50		174.52		172.37		170.01		167.42		164.59		161.48		158.07		154.33		150.22		-

				Deferral Fixed Charge (Nominal)				$/kW				-		-

				Fixed Charge				$/kW				-		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		168.85		-



				Variable Rate Summary ($ / MWh)

				Variable Charge ($/MWh)				$/MWh				-		25.99		27.57		28.94		29.32		29.71		30.10		30.50		30.91		31.33		31.75		32.19		32.63		33.08		33.54		34.01		34.49		34.98		35.48		35.99		36.51		37.04		37.58		38.13		38.69		39.26		39.85		40.44		41.05		41.67		42.31		42.95		-		-		-		-		-



				Sample Customer Annual Rates ($)

				Annual Fixed Charge				$				-		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		-		-		-		-		-

				Annual Variable Charge				$				-		110		117		122		124		126		127		129		131		132		134		136		138		140		142		144		146		148		150		152		154		157		159		161		164		166		168		171		174		176		179		182		-		-		-		-		-

				Total Annual Charge				$				-		543		550		555		557		559		560		562		564		566		567		569		571		573		575		577		579		581		583		585		587		590		592		594		597		599		602		604		607		609		612		615		-		-		-		-		-



				End of Year Net Rate Base ($000s)

				Capex				$000s				+2,410		+1,076		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Capitalized Interest				$000s				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Depreciation Expense				$000s				-		(83)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(123)		(40)		-		-		-		-		-

				Net rate base (ending)				$000s				2,496		3,616		3,493		3,369		3,246		3,123		3,000		2,876		2,753		2,630		2,506		2,383		2,260		2,136		2,013		1,890		1,766		1,643		1,520		1,397		1,273		1,150		1,027		903		780		657		533		410		287		163		40		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Net Rate Base				$000s				-		2,541		3,493		3,369		3,246		3,123		3,000		2,876		2,753		2,630		2,506		2,383		2,260		2,136		2,013		1,890		1,766		1,643		1,520		1,397		1,273		1,150		1,027		903		780		657		533		410		287		163		40		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Check								(86)		(128)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



				Total Recovered Costs ($000s)

				Total Recovered Fixed Charge				$000s				-		144		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430		430

				Total Fuel Cost				$000s				-		37		111		117		118		120		121		123		125		126		128		130		131		133		135		137		139		141		143		145		147		149		151		154		156		158		161		163		165		168		170

				System Demand

				Production Demand (MWh)				MWh				-		1,434		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028		4,028

				Average Occupied Area (m2)				m2				-		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598		64,598
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				Table 2 - North American and International Gas

				Sproule

				Summary of Price Forecasts and Exchange Rates



																		Prices in Canadian Dollars

				Year		Henry Hub $US/MMbtu		San Juan $US/MMbtu		Permian $US/MMbtu		East Texas $US/MMbtu		Rocky Mountain $US/MMbtu		Opal, Wyoming $US/MMbtu		AECO - C $/MMbtu		Alliance Chicago Spot Price $/MMbtu		B.C. Westcoast Station 2 $/MMbtu		Huntingdon / Sumas 30 d Spot $/MMbtu		Dawn $/MMbtu		IPE Britain NBP £/MMbtu		Exchange
Rate
$US/£UK		IPE Britain NBP $US/MMbtu



				2007 Act		6.86		5.97		6.11				3.96		3.94		6.65		6.04		6.40		7.01		7.69		3.03		2.00		6.07

				2008 Act		9.04		7.21		7.41				6.26		6.24		8.15		7.91		8.20		8.78		9.60		6.18		1.85		11.45

				2009 Act		4.01		3.25		3.34				3.09		3.07		4.19		3.35		4.17		4.54		4.91		3.22		1.57		5.03

				2010 Act		4.39		4.10		4.16				3.94		3.92		4.16		3.37		4.01		4.43		4.89		4.12		1.55		6.37

				2011 Act		4.04		3.82		3.89				3.81		3.79		3.72		2.88		3.39		3.88		4.33		5.84		1.60		9.36

				2012 Act		2.79		2.63		2.68				2.67		2.65		2.43		1.67		2.38		2.76		3.08		5.93		1.59		9.40

				2013 Act		3.68		3.58		3.58		3.70		3.61		3.66		3.13		3.40		3.11		3.84		4.19		6.71		1.56		10.50

				2014 Act		4.28		4.36		4.35		4.36		4.60		4.38		4.50		6.46		4.16		4.82		6.82		5.11		1.65		8.39

				2015 Act		2.63		2.47		2.46		2.58		2.55		2.46		2.70		3.54		1.81		2.96		3.78		4.25		1.53		6.50

				2016 Act		2.55		2.30		2.30		2.44		2.29		2.30		2.18		3.21		1.75		2.91		3.41		3.53		1.36		4.73

				2017 Act		3.02		2.64		2.60		2.95		2.70		2.70		2.19		3.69		1.59		3.53		3.95		4.54		1.29		5.86

				2018 Act		3.07		2.44		1.86		3.25		2.71		2.88		1.53		3.92		1.25		4.72		4.07		5.92		1.34		7.87



				2019 8 mo. Act		2.57		2.01		0.65		2.55		2.62		3.00		1.69		3.35		0.92		7.58		3.34		3.76		1.28		4.83

				2019 4 mo. Est		2.50		2.00		1.00		2.50		2.20		2.35		1.33		3.23		0.73		2.23		3.38		4.00		1.25		5.00

				2020		2.80		2.29		1.27		2.80		2.49		2.65		1.71		3.58		1.21		2.71		3.73		5.00		1.25		6.25

				2021		3.00		2.48		1.44		3.00		2.69		2.84		2.27		3.80		1.87		3.37		3.95		5.00		1.25		6.25

				2022		3.25		2.72		1.66		3.25		2.93		3.09		2.81		3.96		2.41		3.91		4.11		5.10		1.25		6.38

				2023		3.32		2.77		1.69		3.32		2.99		3.15		2.89		4.04		2.49		3.99		4.19		5.20		1.25		6.50

				2024		3.38		2.83		1.73		3.38		3.05		3.22		2.98		4.13		2.58		4.08		4.28		5.31		1.25		6.63

				2025		3.45		2.89		1.76		3.45		3.11		3.28		3.06		4.21		2.66		4.16		4.36		5.41		1.25		6.77

				2026		3.52		2.94		1.79		3.52		3.17		3.35		3.15		4.30		2.75		4.25		4.45		5.52		1.25		6.90

				2027		3.59		3.00		1.83		3.59		3.24		3.41		3.24		4.39		2.84		4.34		4.54		5.63		1.25		7.04

				2028		3.66		3.06		1.87		3.66		3.30		3.48		3.33		4.48		2.93		4.43		4.63		5.74		1.25		7.18

				2029		3.73		3.12		1.90		3.73		3.37		3.55		3.42		4.57		3.02		4.52		4.72		5.86		1.25		7.32

				Escalation Rate of 2.0% Thereafter





Energy Demand

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating

				Energy Demand





				Total Project

																Peak Heating (kW)						Implied EUI

Brittni Scott: Energy Use Intensity				Annual Heating Demand (MWh / year)						Implied TEDI

Brittni Scott: Thermal energy demand inensity


												Area (m2)				Space heating		Hot water		Total		(W /m2/ year)				Space heating		Hot water		Total		(kWh/m2/yr)

				Building 1/2								54,735				-		2,071		2,071		38				-		3,413		3,413		62

				Building 3								4,726				-		246		246		52				-		294		294		62

				Building 4								5,137				-		231		231		45				-		321		321		62

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				Total Project								64,598				-		2,548		2,548		39				-		4,028		4,028		62

				Diversified Peak Factor												90.0%		90.0%		90.0%						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

				Diversified Peak												-		2,293		2,293						-		4,028		4,028

				System Efficiency				92.1%								92.1%		92.1%		92.1%						92.1%		92.1%		92.1%

				Production Capacity Required												-		2,489		2,489						-		4,373		4,373



				Residential

																Peak Heating (kW)						Implied EUI				Annual Heating Demand (MWh / year)						Implied TEDI

												Area (m2)				Space heating		Hot water		Total		(W /m2/ year)				Space heating		Hot water		Total		(kWh/m2/yr)

				Building 1/2								54,735						2,071		2,071		38						3,413		3,413		62

				Building 3								4,726						246		246		52						294		294		62

				Building 4								5,137						231		231		45						321		321		62

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				Total Residential								64,598				-		2,548		2,548		39				-		4,028		4,028		62



				Commercial

																Peak Heating (kW)						Implied EUI				Annual Heating Demand (MWh / year)						Implied TEDI

												Area (m2)				Space heating		Hot water		Total		(W /m2/ year)				Space heating		Hot water		Total		(kWh/m2/yr)

				Building 1/2								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				Building 3								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				Building 4								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				[Other]								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-

				Total Commercial								-				-		-		-		-				-		-		-		-





BC Hydro

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating

				BC Hydro



				BC Hydro Electric Tariff

				https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/tariff-filings/electric-tariff/bchydro-electric-tariff.pdf

























































































FortisBC

				Creative Energy

				SoDo Heating

				FortisBC



				FortisBC Energy Inc. - Rate Schedule 5 General Firm Service

				Effective November 1, 2018

				https://fbcdotcomprod.blob.core.windows.net/libraries/docs/default-source/about-us-documents/regulatory-affairs-documents/gas-utility/rateschedule_5.pdf?sfvrsn=1b55c32f_2
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